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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Caitlin Schneider

M

aybe no one is ever ready for this job. Even ater a year I don’t
think that I have learned everything there is to learn. It’s been an
awesome time—crazy and a bit stressful, but always an adventure that is
keeping me on my toes, sometimes literally. I started last year at the Banquet, dancing in my teleboots, and continued during the Winter Social with
dancing in mountaineering boots. Both these boots are strangely fun to
dance in and good for doing spins on my toes.
I am sure that everyone knows this, but this club really is an awesome
place. Growing up in Florida, I had skied a few times on vacations, but it
had seriously never occurred to me that you could ski uphill. It had never
even crossed my mind, until I came here and learned that, of course, everyone does it! And now I am one of those people, who I used to think were
totally nuts.
As the president of a club with over 800 members, I have learned how
important it is to have people around to support you and help keep you
sane. I want to thank both the current exec and some of those old guys (and
girls) who have helped me ‘remember’ what has been done in the last year
as well as the more distant past. I drank more cofee (and even some beer)
this year than ever before!
It’s been said that this club could run itself. his may actually be the case,
but I hope that I have been able to direct the outcomes this year and keep
it running forward, and away from the larger clifs. he club has been continuously changing; new students come into the club, each bringing something diferent. It has been fun to see those people who used to be the ‘new
guys’ stepping up and leading trips.
We have been reminded early in this ski season that what we do is dangerous. With the death of Tyler Lewis, we have seen the most devastating
consequences imaginable. One thing that sticks with me from what Jared’s
dad says during the annual Jared Stanley lecture, is that we leave a hole in
the lives of all of those around us. Tyler’s death has let a hole in his family,
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in his friends, and in all of us who love to ski in the mountains. So as you
head out for the rest of the season, enjoy the beautiful views, the fresh air
and the amazing snow, rock or water, but remember that there are people
waiting for you to come home.
As the future becomes the present, we have to make sure that the clubs
stays, at least partially, the way it has always been. he club relies on older,
sometimes wiser, members to show the newbies the ropes (pun intended).
Most of us were there once, staring blankly at our skis, not quite sure how
they are supposed to go on. I think it does everyone some good to remember that even if you weren’t born on skis, you can learn with a little support
and guidance. I have had a great time this year on some hilarious beginner
trips, some including haggis and lots of dancing. So I would also like to
thank the new members of the club for providing me with some awesome
entertainment.
hanks for a great year! See you around.

Caitlin is never far from her kayak. Photo: Caitlin Schneider
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Annie Maurer poses for a smile on her way up to the top of Black Tusk. Photo: Lia Dengler

Tom Curran on Mount Gandalf in September. Photo: Murray Down

A sunny September day atop Goat Mountain on the North Shore. Photo: Ron Maharik

Lia Dengler enjoying the cloudless view at Area 44 in Squamish. Photo: Jens Vent-Schmidt
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BANff-ASSINIBoINe:
A JouRNey INto tHe
CeNtRe of tHe RoCKIeS
Gili Rosenberg

T

he Rockies evoke images of sheer black rock faces topped by glaciers, turquoise alpine lakes, high mountain passes, and wildlife
encounters. his trip had all of this in abundance; it was a journey into
the centre of the Rockies, an exploration of the very heart of the Canadian
Crumblies. he crowning jewel was deinitely Mount Assiniboine. For days
we could see it on the horizon, tantalizingly close. With its sheer rock faces,
this pyramid captures one’s gaze and won’t let go.
Last year, we spent some time exploring Jasper National Park (see VOCJ
54). We still had our National Park Pass, so we decided to return to the
Rockies, this time to Banf National Park. We picked up Steph Grothe and
Clemens Adolphs and let Vancouver. Our destination for the day was Revelstoke, about seven hours away, where we met up with our friends Jan and
Warrick Whitehead who joined us on the hike. Since this was a traverse,
some car shuttling was necessary. We drove both cars to the irst trailhead
at Vista Lake, dropped everyone of, and Warrick and I proceeded to drive
another 100km to our inal trailhead at Aurora Creek, where we let our car,
and then returned in the other vehicle. By this time some dark clouds had
appeared and it was drizzling. We saw the dark smoke billowing up from
the prescribed burn in the Simpson River and hoped it wouldn’t spread.
Warrick and I hiked in deteriorating weather, irst down to Vista Lake,
perhaps a weird name for a lake down in a valley, and then up to Arnica
Lake. From there we could just see the side of Storm Mountain, an appropriately named mountain on that day. We arrived to the campground at
Lower Twin Lake wet and cold. Wringing out my black leece gloves produced a stream like a small waterfall. Once we had the tarp up, some dry
clothing on, and soup brewing on the stove, we were feeling much better. At
least the cold kept the bugs away.
When I woke up the tent seemed very bright. It was covered by a layer
of snow, but thankfully it wasn’t snowing or raining. I dragged myself out
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of my sleeping bag to see if anyone else was awake or if we could perhaps
sleep in, but alas, we were sticking to our schedule. We passed by Upper
Twin Lake where we detoured along the shore and then cross-country up
to Gibbon Pass. Marmots and pikas were whistling all around us to warn
their friends of the intruders. By then the weather had improved and the
snow made the mountains seem all the more beautiful. he hike down from
Gibbon Pass seemed like an odd combination of spring and fall, since the
colourful lowers were half covered in snow. We reached Ball Pass Junction
campground and set up camp, chatting with a fellow who was hiking with
his dog, who carried his own food in a small saddle bag. he same guy
managed to almost burn our tarp down when he set of a huge lame from
his stove.
We set out in sun and blue sky towards the marvelous Haiduk Lake,
passing by steep and impressive light brown rock faces. A Haiduk was the
Balkan version of Robin Hood, and Haiduk Peak was climbed for the irst
time only in 1977, but it is unlikely that bandits stopped anyone from climbing it, so I’m not sure where the name comes from. On the way to Whistling
Pass, we passed a picturesque boulder with a marmot standing on top and
took the opportunity for some easy bouldering. he views from Whistling
Pass were panoramic, and we could see Mt. Ball clearly with its distinctive
plume of snow on the top. We took a refreshing swim at Egypt Lake, before
ascending to Healy Pass, from where we had glorious views of the Monarch,
the Monarch Ramparts and the very tip of Mount Assiniboine. Our camp
for the night, at Healy Creek, was somewhat dreary, with log chairs appear-

Warrick, hiking cross-country towards Gibbon Pass. Photo Gili Rosenberg
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Maya hiking up to Whistling Pass, Mt. Ball behind. Photo: Gili Rosenberg

Warrick Whitehead and Steph Grothe hiking at Healy Pass, The Monarch is in the
background. Photo: Gili Rosenberg
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Hiking towards Citadel Pass in the distance (Left), while Mt. Assiniboine watches
(Right). Photo: Gili Rosenberg

ing to have been used for irewood, and one of the sites located directly
beside the outhouse. One has to wonder where do the high backcountry
camping fees go?
he fourth day took us to the extensive Sunshine Meadows, indeed
sunny and delightfully lowering. One of my favourite lowers is a type of
anemone nicknamed “hippy on a stick” for the disheveled hair look. here
is a ski area nearby with good access to hiking, so we started seeing many
more hikers. Rock Isle Lake has a rock island in the middle (duh), and I
thought it would be fun to swim out to the island, maybe next time.
Just ater lunch, we crossed over a shoulder of Quartz Hill and saw some
of the best views of this trip. We could see our target for the day, Citadel
Pass, guarded by Fatigue Mountain and Citadel Peak, and the unmistakable

Dinner by Lake Magog with the sheer faces of Mt. Assiniboine behind.
Photo: Gili Rosenberg
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horn of Assiniboine in the background, towering above everything. Below
us, Howard Douglas Lake beckoned. When we reached Citadel Pass, we
scrambled a bit higher towards Fatigue Pass to get a better view. Warrick
pulled out his monocle, as he did many times on this trip, and this time
actually managed to spot something! It was a group of mountain sheep,
around 15-17, grazing on a nearby hillside. We camped just below Citadel
Pass by a picturesque tarn and spent a good hour or two hanging our food.
From the pass we descended on a trail that took us below some large
avalanche chutes with the impressively lat Simpson Ridge visible on the
opposite side, and then through the Valley of Rocks with its many rock
sculptures. hen the huge open meadows, with the ever present Mount Assiniboine lying on the horizon, becoming increasingly bigger, and Og Lake
where we had a quick swim. We camped at Lake Magog and had lunch with
a perfect view of… you guessed it, Mount Assiniboine. We decided to spend
another night at this large campground, which was surprisingly almost deserted. he hike and scramble up the Nub was one of the most scenic I have
done. he view just got better and better, with countless sparkling lakes
below, huge glaciated peaks and colourful rock faces. We spent some time
identifying the many peaks, the way we had come, and the way we were going. We saw a huge hoary marmot, as pufy as a good cushion.
hen it snowed, again! We woke up to ind snow on the nearby mountains. It was drizzling lightly, but gradually the weather improved as we
neared Wonder Pass, which we agreed is quite a wonderful place, especially
when the nearby peaks, Wonder Peak, Mount Cautley and he Towers are
covered with snow. It was windy on the pass so we didn’t linger for long.
We descended to Marvel Lake, now irmly of the beaten track, and the
trail became smaller and had some fallen trees across it. Lake Gloria had an
intensely bright blue colour, but it was diicult to see it through the trees.
We had lunch at Marvel Lake and climbed up to Marvel Pass where we
camped on the shore of Aurora Lake. Nearby signs warned us of grizzlies in
the area, and indeed we found some paw prints near our camp and lots of
bright red bear scat.
On our inal day of the trip we decided to head up towards Aurora
Mountain to get better views of the area. We headed directly up the ridge
facing camp, up steep scree and grass slopes, reaching a small summit. We
could see our camp at Aurora Lake below us, Wonder Pass which we had
come from the day before, Aurora Creek which we would descend later that
day, and many beautiful mountains, such as Alcantara, Gloria and Marvel
Peak, directly behind camp. We thought we might continue along the ridge
towards Aurora Mountain, but it was steep and it would involve an annoying detour, so instead we dropped down directly to the trail leading to Owl
Lake and hiked back up to camp.
We saw a porcupine right beside the trail, which proceeded to climb up
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a high tree and stay still, to the point where I wasn’t sure if it had become a
permanent ixture on the tree. We took down our tents and headed down
the Marvel Pass Trail which follows Aurora Creek. On the way down everyone in the group but me saw a grizzly, since I was busy taking of my shirt.
We then enjoyed a long session of huckleberry picking.
he last section of the trail was through a dying forest, and then a short
section on a logging road back to the car. We crammed all our gear and
six people into the car for the drive down to the Kootenay River where we
found a neat spot to camp. he next day I took everyone to Radium Hot
Springs where they hung out while I dropped of Jan and Warrick at their
car, which we had let at the beginning of the trip. Driving back, we noticed
how far the smoke had traveled from the Simpson River ire – we had been
lucky that it hadn’t traveled in our direction. When I inally returned to the
rest of the group, close to 200km of driving later, I was ready for a soak as
well. At this point I realized that I had lost my credit card just before we
started the trip. When I called up Mastercard, they said I should have called
them within 24 hours of losing it, I guess they didn’t understand what it
means to hike for eight days in the wilderness…
Our inal stop on the way home, and in many ways one of the reasons we
even decided to head to the Rockies in the irst place, was in Creston to pick
cherries. Our friends own a cherry orchard and were nice enough to say we
could stop by ater the pickers had been through, and pick as many cherries
as we wanted, which in this case was 130 pounds. A very sweet ending to a
wonderful trip.

Maya Goldstein and Warrick Whitehead hiking up Nub Peak, Sunburst and Cirulean
Lakes below. Photo: Gili Rosenberg
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Maya Goldstein hikes along the ridge to Nub Peak with views down Surprise Creek.
Photo: Gili Rosenberg
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JoffRe LAKeS
AuGuSt 25tH-26tH
Art Petrenko

O

n the weekend of August 25, 2012, split into three cars, 13 VOCers
descended upon Jofre Lakes Provincial Park. We picked up the
trail at its head. Jofre Lakes is made up of three lakes, a lower lake a stone’s
throw away from the parking lot, and a middle and upper lake clustered
together at about the four and ive kilometre marks, 400 metres higher up.
he campsite is located at the upper lake. Up to Middle Lake, the trail led
through an agreeable mix of conifers, alders and blueberry bushes, punctuated by boulder ields. he blueberries came in at least two species, providing ample opportunity for roadside gorging for those making their way up
at a leisurely pace. Middle Lake itself ofered the most impressive views of
the hike up to the campsite, the notched top of Mt. Matier rearing up above
a curtain of green trees, with the lake glowing a neon shade of aquamarine
in the foreground. As it turned out, both Jannú Casanova Moreno and Ross
Campbell were chemists, so a learned discussion ensued about what exactly
was the cause of the lake’s hue. One explanation put forward was that Rayleigh scattering, the same mechanism that is responsible for the blue colour
of the sky, was at work in the lake. We did not reach agreement, but at home
I consulted the Oracle (otherwise known as Wikipedia), so what follows is
a bit of a digression to summarize what I learned. It turns out that Rayleigh
scattering only applies when the particles involved are much smaller than
the wavelength of light. his is the case in the atmosphere, where gas molecules are roughly a hundred times smaller than than the visible light wavelengths. However the particles suspended in Middle Jofre Lake are rock
lour made up of ground-up quartz and feldspar, and are the same size as silt
particles. Silt is on the order of 0.01 mm in size, that is, smaller than sand,
but larger than clay particles. And much larger than light wavelengths. In
the end, I did not feel like taking out the electromagnetism notes from second year, so whether the true explanation for the Jofres’ aquamarineness
is Mie heory, Anomalous Difraction heory, or something else remains
unknown. he park website simply states that the rock lour “relects green
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and blue wavelengths of sunlight”, which seems like a cop-out.
Geological conundrums notwithstanding, from Middle Jofre it was only
a half hour or so to the Upper Lake, which while not ofering quite the same
views (the views were still awesome), had the beneit of a campsite and an
outhouse. It was also very inviting swim-wise, so as the rest of the party
nibbled on lunch and set up their tents, irst Isabel Verse and then I, waded
in for a 20-second circle swim. Cold, but invigorating. he next day Ross
would show both of us up, remaining in the water for over a minute.
Ater lunch, we split up into two groups. Siong Kong, Lanny Zrill and
Carolyn Chng elected to stay at the camp, while the rest of us set our sights
on the valley leading up between Tszil and Taylor peaks.
A few hundred metres above the main campsite we found another site,
sheltered by trees, with a creek for water, an outhouse, and sot lat tent sites.
Filing the information away for future reference, we hiked on. Fairly soon,
we came upon the route to the col between Tszil and Taylor. his route led
up the crest of a moraine probably let behind by the Tszil glacier. With
spectacular views (and sounds!) of waterfalls cascading down the valley on
our let, and the mountainside bulging on our right, the moraine was well
worth the few hiking-pole-clutching moments as I struggled to keep myself
balanced. At the end of the moraine was a steep section of rocks where we
stopped for a quick snack break as we took in the vista looking back down
the valley. Now on wider, boulder-strewn ground, we passed a set of smaller
lakes (no takers for a swim) and made our way up a series of snow slopes
(where the hiking pole the VOC kindly lent me came in real handy) before
emerging on the col between Tszil and Taylor mountains.
I don’t know why humans like mountain views so much, but it is a fact
that they don’t get old. From the col we could see peak upon snow-capped
peak stretching out to the horizon. he sky was dotted with oddly shaped
clouds, each with a tail of precipitation (or condensation?) trailing below
it. As it happened, Nick was studying climate and atmospheric science,
but a conclusive explanation of the phenomenon eluded even him. In the
foreground was Dufey Mountain connected to the col by Two Goat Ridge,
which we agreed looked like less hair-raising of a walk than the moraine. In
the valley on the other side, Pemberton glimmered as a beacon of civilization. (I was carrying my cell phone, and at this point I actually got a text
from my brother, so the beacon was more than igurative.)
Having reached the col, we were faced with a decision–do we climb Taylor peak to our right, or Tszil peak to our let? In the end we settled on Tszil,
partly because it looked cooler and partly because, at 2,377 metres, it was
59 metres higher.
he hike up to the summit of Tszil from the col featured only a few spots
that required the use of all four appendages for holding on. About halfway
up we bore slightly let and ascended along the edge of a snowield, while
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not venturing onto the snowield itself. (Too steep, too scary.) On the summit, we once again whipped out snacks and cameras to contemplate the
majesty of our surroundings while nourishing our tiny fragile bodies. he
group shots included an attempt at spelling out VOC with our limbs, complete with a leaping exclamation mark! On the far side of the summit, the
Tszil glacier slumbered.
For me, the best part of the way back down was the snow slopes between
the col and the top end of the moraine. hese were negotiated by some of us
in the sitting down, or “bumsliding” position, amidst much laughing and
bruised bottoms. By the time we got back to camp it was getting dark, and I
was grateful that Jannú had made everyone take their headlamps. If we were
an hour later, they would have deinitely been necessary.
he next morning, we decided to hike up to the lower reaches of Matier
Glacier, which were heard to be shedding thunderous ice hunks at a prodigious rate. We would approach along a moraine that led to the right side
of the glacier, out of ice-hunk-linging range. As it turned out, Siong had
gone up that route the day before, and told us that it was relatively easy.
True enough, ater 40 minutes or so of exertion we could touch the wall of
blue ice and look back down on the picturesque waters of the lake below.
Ater some time posing for victory shots in the vestibules of ice caves, we
headed down.
One of the highlights of the lunch break was Lanny using his manly
strength to rip an apple neatly in half. (Was it Lanny that ultimately succeeded, or did he get help from Nick? his is why one shouldn’t wait two
weeks to write a Trip Report.) he hike back to the parking lot, split up into
a fast, medium and slow group, was uneventful but satisfying, and ater
money matters were taken care of I looked back on a memorable two days.
Many thanks to Cora for organizing this trip, to Jannú for sharing his
expertise on the hike to Tszil, and to both of them for making their pictures
available online. Also a shout-out to the folks at Natural Resources Canada
(the Canmatrix department) and Jofre Lakes Provincial Park for their excellent topographic and park maps, respectively. And of course–a big thank
you to everyone who came on this trip and made it as awesome as it was!
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BEYOND ELFIN
Roland Burton

T

rips to Elin Shelter tend to fall into two categories. he weekend
warriors are fairly tired ater walking in the 11 km from the parking lot, so they tend to hang around the shelter. On the other hand, those
planning on crossing the Neve are short of time, so they don’t get to do any
exploring either. Having a Labour Day three day weekend opened up the
possibilities of checking out the Opal Cone, several glaciers, the site of the
ill-fated Neve Hilton Hut, or for the ambitious, Garibaldi, Mamquam, or
Pyramid could be climbed. Getting to any of these destinations involved
crossing Ring Creek, and fairly late in the planning we learned that the usual bridge across the creek would not be there for us. Ater initial hesitation,
we decided that wading a swit glacial stream was not totally beyond our
capabilities if we brought a rope and some river-wading shoes.
On Saturday we hiked fairly eiciently up to Elin, where we briely lost
one of our party. he wading of Ring Creek was cold but elegant; nobody
needed to be dragged out by the rope. By evening we were somewhat spread
out. he place where I had camped years ago was still under a couple of
metres of snow. Some of us were pretty keen to ind a campsite. Like now.
Others wanted to get to Mamquam Lake, just in case they needed to climb
Mt. Mamquam, which looks huge from this vantage. I realized at an early
stage that Mt. Mamquam was too far away to be an enjoyable destination
for me, and others, soon or eventually, came to the same conclusion. We
probably covered 18 or 20 km on Saturday, and we were pretty used up.
Sunday brought the opportunity to climb some random ridges which
looked interesting from a distance, and a couple of people went swimming
in Mamquam Lake. We moved our camp to just above Ring Creek so as
to have less distance to cover on the way home, and then we checked out
the very scenic and sketchy trail up the Opal Cone. he Cone is a genuine
volcanic crater, complete with lots of volcanic ash and the lat depressed
crater in the middle, but unfortunately without any molten lava or even hot
springs. From the Opal Cone, you can get a ine view of Garibaldi and the
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Neve. In the evening we played a Scottish game involving pigs (ask Ross for
details, but it apparently involves throwing some plastic pigs in the air and
scoring points on the way they land, using a complicated scoring system
that only Ross knows).
We re-crossed Ring Creek on Monday and went home, which was a lot
of walking—maybe 16 km.
We couldn’t help but notice how much the public access to the glacier
has deteriorated in the 30-40 years since the area was taken over by the
Parks People. It’s hard to believe that when the area was managed by the
Brandvolds, there was a jeep bridge across Ring Creek, and the jeep road
went all the way to the glacier. his year the Parks People don’t even bother
to put in a footbridge across Ring. What used to be a jeep road is now a
very narrow trail clinging in places to an eroded moraine. he outhouse at
Mamquam Lake sits at a perilous angle, with the door missing. he “bear
hang” is falling down, making it unlikely to deter a bear. We saw several day
trippers up there, but only a couple of overnighters, so maybe the lack of
upkeep is justiied, or maybe it’s the other way around. Surely Ring Creek
will stop most of them. he Elin Shelter now sports fancy new photovoltaic
lights, but the new outhouse smells so bad it made my eyes water, and I
am usually pretty tolerant of bad-smelling outhouses. As Garibaldi Park is
both quite expensive, at $10 per person per night, or $15 if you stay at the
Elin Shelter, and plenty crowded even without me, I should probably be
enjoying other parts of the province, not Garibaldi Park.
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FREE LIGHT SHOW
BY MOTHER NATURE
ON FROSTY MOUNTAIN
Maya Goldstein

F

rosty Mountain in Manning Provincial Park had been on my bucket
list for a while. I liked the name, but on that hot August weekend it
was deinitely not frosty, or anywhere close to it. As usual we’d packed late
on Friday night, went to sleep late, and got a late start on Saturday. he drive
was nearly three hours, and by the time we started hiking it was almost
noon. he trail begins at the Lightning Lake Day Use Area and immediately
starts climbing. he irst part was forest; nice and cool and not too steep.
Seven kilometers in, we reached a depressing looking campground with a
dilapidated old cabin.
We continued further and
inally reached the alpine larch
trees. hese are the oldest trees
in Canada, about 2,000 years
old. We broke into the alpine,
and the climb became steeper
as we approached the ridge. he
ridge itself made for nice walking, and at 6pm we reached the
East Summit. he true summit is
only 15 meters higher and harder
to reach, so we stayed there. We
took some photos, admired the
views, especially of Castle Peak
in the US, and started cooking
dinner with water from a nearby
snow patch.
Someone had built a rock wall
for wind protection, and we set
up the tent and waited for sunset.
Maya Goldstein hiking through alpine larches
he sky was perfectly clear, and
on Mt. Frosty. Photo: Gili Rosenberg
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Maya Goldstein hiking near the summit of Mt. Frosty. Photo: Gili Rosenberg

there was supposed to be a meteor shower that night. Ater about an hour of
darkness, we decided to sleep under the stars and watch. here is something
incredibly liberating in sleeping outside without a shelter. We used to do it
all the time when hiking in Israel and Jordan, but I’m not sure I’d ever slept
out in Canada.

Gili Rosenberg sleeping in after watching a meteor shower from the summit of Mt.
Frosty. Photo: Maya Goldstein
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Maya Goldstein descending from the summit of Mt. Frosty, Castle Peak on left.
Photo: Gili Rosenberg

It was a bit cold, but not too bad, and the bugs didn’t bother us at all. he
best part was the free show by mother nature. We saw many shooting stars,
maybe one or two a minute. Some of them were really impressive and let a
glowing tail behind them. We fell asleep watching the stars and meteors. As
we say in our family, it was a million star hotel.
We woke up to a beautiful morning and again were surprised by the lack
of bugs. Gili Rosenberg wanted to climb to the West summit, the “real” one,
but it looked too sketchy to me and I didn’t see any point, especially since
the views were probably pretty much the same. He thought of going by himself, but eventually decided not to. So we began our way down, irst back
along the ridge and then of onto the Windy Joe Trail on the south side,
which made the trip into a very nice loop. his trail is somewhat longer, but
also less steep. he lowers were in full bloom on this side (it gets more sun),
so we enjoyed the colourful arrangements of orange, purple and yellow.
We inally reached the junction with the Paciic Crest Trail, which can
be hiked all the way to Mexico. here we had a nice long break for lunch.
On our way down, we came across a family of four walking their bikes,
they didn’t really know where they were going, maybe Frosty. If they were
already pushing their bikes there, there was no way they were going to make
it up, and it was already 3pm. We told them our opinion and gave them our
extra map and carried on.
Once we were back at the road there was still some distance to the parking lot. We started hiking back on a trail along the road, but it was boring
and hot, so I waited and Gili caught a ride to the parking lot. When we were
driving back, we returned the favour to two hikers who did the loop in the
other direction, saving them the same boring hike. Ater Gili picked me
up, we turned around and went back to Lightning Lake. I like it when great
trips end with great swims, it means that it’s really summer!
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All in all, I think Frosty Mountain is an excellent trip. It’s a nice loop, not
too strenuous, and with great views. If you sleep on the summit and watch
a meteor shower, you’ve got a memorable weekend.

Flowers on the Windy Joe Trail. Photo: Gili Rosenberg
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THE LAST DROP TRAVERSE
Florian Graber

I

t was Saturday and 4:45 in the morning when I woke up and crawled
of my bed. Normally, I prefer to get up at forenoon, but now I had no
problems with that, because today would be my irst trip with the VOC, as
well as my irst adventure in the beautiful nature of British Columbia, and
I was looking forward to this for several weeks. Ater a quick breakfast, I
caught up with Roland and Carla Burton and later on with Chris Yuen in
downtown. Still tired from the short night, we drove to our meeting point,
a few minutes north of Squamish, where we would gather with the other
25 people.
Ater we had applied sunscreen and prepared everything for Christian’s
Traverse of 23km length and 2100m uphill, we started our trip in the woods
and headed north to Brew Mountain. hese were the irst sunny days for
weeks and the forecast promised temperatures up to 30°C. Ater only a few
kilometers and we had to leave the protection of the trees and went out in
the open snow-covered landscape, in which we would stay until the end of
our trip. Just before starting our last hike uphill to Brew Mountain, we took
advantage of a irst rest and reilled our water bottles. Up near Brew, we
made a visit to the VOC’s hut but continued hiking shortly, knowing about
the long distance we still had to go. Subsequently, we hiked kilometer ater
kilometer, uphill and downhill, partly shoe-skiing to our appointed area,
where we would spend our night. By late evening we found a great place to
stay in between two mountains. Exhausted of the eforts of the irst day, we
enjoyed our dinner all the more, while we were rewarded by a stunningly
beautiful sunset.
Following a relatively cold night, we got up at 5:30, enjoying our early
breakfast and packed our bags for the second part of our adventure. Now
we were hiking south to Cypress Mountain, while the sun rose slowly from
behind the horizon. he group separated at its foot, because some of us
wanted to climb to the summit. he uphill was not too diicult because the
top of Cypress was not covered with snow and ice and so we were able to
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enjoy the view on the vast landscape of British Columbia. Ater descending,
the group was heading to Tricouni Mountain, where we split again. I stayed
with a small group at the food of Tricouni and practiced self-rescuing with
my ice axe. he view from the top of the mountain surely would have been
as fantastic as it was on Cypress.
We were now slowly reaching the end of our adventure, but had to complete a last challenge before our inal descent, because our way was blocked
by a snow tongue. herefore, Christian and some others who had some
energy let, were building a stairway into the snow and up to its top, so
that everybody could pass easily. Our further path down the mountain was
slippery and partly hard to walk, but despite several falls and due to our
training, luckily nobody got hurt. Ater our last collective rest at the foot
of the mountain, we hiked over a frozen lake and through snow-covered
woods, until we inally arrived at the logging road, that would lead us to
the point where we caught up the cars and went home to Vancouver in the
late evening.

A long snake of VOCers. Photo: Christian Veenstra
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HORRIFIC EXPERIENCES ON
FLORES ISLAND
Ignacio Rozada

T

his tale of woe will attempt to narrate the soul-destroying experiences that were endured by a party of ive on an ill-fated trip to Flores
Island. Given that the narrator is still scarred from the experience, sufering
from severe post-traumatic Flores-Island-trip-stress disorder, he makes no
guarantees that readers won’t get infected with word-transmitted psychological demons. Continue reading at your own peril...
First, some numbers and a slight detour. We went to Flores Island a
couple of months ater doing the Juan de Fuca trail, a classic West Coast
hike, whose popularity can be readily gauged by the amount of people one
encounters throughout its 47 kilometres, and this in itself heavily impacts
the trail. Out of the 47 kilometres of the Juan de Fuca, maybe ive actually happen on the beach, the rest being boggy terrain, steep trails where
one still inds remnants of actual steps, and mud pools that were once nice
boardwalks running along a textbook rainforest. Running across parties of
eight or more, with gear for three or more days is not uncommon. he few
sections of beach (towards the eastern side) tend to be the busiest, on weekends mostly overrun with people camping with their trusty boomboxes,
generously sharing their music and hoping that you’ll share your booze.
he Flores Island trail is only a fraction of the Juan de Fuca trail, and
they’re both in Vancouver Island, and as such I half-expected a similar experience in a smaller dose. his is not what happened, gods no.
Flores Island is part of a First Nations community, but the roughly twelve
kilometres in diameter island has only a small settlement in the SE corner.
At some point a hiking trail was developed along the southern side of the
island. he island can be easily accessed (too easily if you ask me) from
Toino. Water taxis travel twice daily, and it’s a 30 minute ride that costs
about $20 one way. here is a camping fee that can be paid at the main/
only town of Ahousaht, and if one makes the mistake of being even barely
friendly to one of the many semi-stray dogs, you won’t be able to shake
them of. hat being said, our party of ive (Pascale, Marcela, Carita, Felipe
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and myself) ran into a party of seven with ive dogs, all of them unknown
to them, roughly at the other edge of the island, and the kids in their group
were quite thrilled. Plus, the island is supposed to be crawling with wolves,
and in theory dogs might help.
With strong resolve we managed to not attract any dogs as we let the
town, and upon exiting the outskirts of Ahousaht, we promptly ran into
the irst sign of many we ignored, to our loss. Before one arrives to the irst
beach section, there is a short bog section where one walks on a boardwalk.
he boardwalk was pristine. Most of the boards seemed to have been cut by
hand and meant for a museum, with a small patina of moss, and generally
perfectly level. Berry bushes adorned part of it and we were forced to gorge
on them. Eventually we hit the beach, and were greeted with white sot
sand, and to further emphasize the disconnect with the Juan de Fuca, the
trail continued along the beach for many kilometres, which we traversed
mostly on our own.
Of the two main camping spots (with the standard bear cache and outhouse), we stayed on the irst one, and camped on the sand just across some
beautiful intertidal pools. I apologize for the use of positive adjectives; the
trip really was terrible and nobody should go there, ever. he water situation was a bit sketchy: a river ran nearby, but the water had a brownish tint
to it, probably derived from the old growth cedars in the island. Oh, yes,
the trees. In contrast with the rest of Vancouver Island (minus three or four
trees in Cathedral grove), the island—due to its First Nations status—has
not been industrially logged (although that might change in the near future,
unfortunately). he trail has some sections in the forest and the massive
Red Cedars and Sitkas are absolutely stunning. Apologies again.
Dritwood was in great supply, the weather was decent, and we had a
ire going in no time. To top it of, while exploring some rocks that get
battered in high tide, we ran into some oceanic delicacies. A short boil in
sea water and a lot of butter later this became one of my most memorable
backcountry meals. We lacked the friendly boombox music that permeates
some of the camping spots in Juan de Fuca, but incredibly that didn’t make
the evening any less enjoyable. he following day we walked the rest of the
way to the end of the trail (the whole trail is around ten kilometres), the site
of the second oicial campsite, and a beautiful long beach part of Cow Bay.
he ratio of awesome to not-awesome throughout the trail was an order
of magnitude higher than the Juan de Fuca. Part of the charm, and probably
most of the reason for it being so nice and in such great shape (mostly), is
probably the lack of popularity. Or, perhaps the locals take better care of
it. However, if a deluge of people started going, things wouldn’t be quite
as nice, so I’m hoping that most people stopped at the title of this article
and ran away to read other adventures. If for some reason you persevered,
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I must say that this is a beautiful hiking spot, with a very remote feeling to
it despite being easier to access than, say, the North Coast trail. Deinitely
beginner friendly, with only fresh water being an issue (bring a ilter, pills,
or water for the whole trip).

Boardwalk on our way out.
Photo: Ignacio Rozada

Team at the irst beach, next
to a transdimensional portal.
Photo: Ignacio Rozada
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SEMAPHORE LAKES
SCRAMBLE
Laurent Roberge

M

y irst trip with the VOC! I had done a lot of hiking in my preVOC life, but never much scrambling. I decided that a beginner
friendly trip to Locomotive and Face Mountains would be a great introduction. On Saturday, August 25th, 2012, I was picked up by Val Williams and
Brent Seal at 6:45am. I was in a kind of half-asleep state for most of the
drive up to Pemberton, where we met up with Shane Duan, Adriana Muja,
Annie Maurer, and Marc-Antoni Goulet. Ater driving up the Pemberton valley for a while, we turned onto the Hurley Forest Service Road. We
quickly gained elevation up the switchbacks and my smile steadily grew as
the air got cooler and fresher (I love that mountain air!). We set of around
11:00am and the trail soon became very steep.
Shane had told us it would be a short hike up and that we should feel free
to pack heavy. It was indeed a short hike - not even an hour and a half. We
got to camp in time for lunch and Shane promptly pulled a cantaloupe out
of his backpack. Great! Fresh fruit for everyone. Later on we learned that
he‘d also brought a very large brownie, bacon, eggs, roast beef, and a bottle
of wine. Talk about luxury camping! I wouldn’t have been surprised if he

Locomotive (left) and Face (right), with Tender Peak in between.
Photo: Laurent Roberge
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had a king sized bed, complete with duvet and pillows in his tent.
Ater lunch, we set of for Locomotive. We hiked mostly on rocks and
snow, ending up in a bowl with a little lake at the bottom. We climbed up the
steep snowy sides of the bowl and onto the ridge leading to the peak. From
this ridge we could see the Pemberton valley aaaaand….. a huge plume of
smoke and dust. A volcano! Just kidding. It was a forest ire near Birkenhead. he ‘volcano’ wasn’t the only weird thing we saw. As we approached
the peak a large herd of jellyish-shaped clouds marched northwards above
our heads. he view from Locomotive was amazing! he entire Pemberton
valley (and all its famous potatoes) was visible below us. We also got a great
look at the route we would take on Face Mountain the next day.
We lounged around on the peak for a while before sliding down the
snow slopes back to the campsite and Shane’s much-anticipated bottle of
red wine.

Interesting Clouds. Photo: Laurent Roberge

On Sunday, we let around 10:00am for Face Mountain. he scramble
began with a stream crossing and then a walk up some steep rocky rubble at
the base of a clif. We circumvented the clif on the north side and ended up
with a great view of a lake below Locomotive Mountain. At this point MarcAntoni decided to stay and enjoy the views of the Locomotive, Tender, and
Face, as well as the brilliant blue lake and the icefall just above.
he rest of us continued up a steep gully with very loose rock and dry,
dusty soil. his was probably the most diicult part of the scramble. Ater
that, we ended up on a lat ridge and then traversed some snow and boulder
slopes to another gully. At the top of the gully, we walked out onto a nice
snowy slope that lead up to the peak. Another incredible view! he north
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side of the peak was a sheer clif and far down in the valley we could see the
Hurley Forest Service Road winding away northwards to Gold Bridge and
the mountains beyond. To the south we could see Train Glacier, Locomotive Mountain and the Pemberton valley behind it.
Ater some summit photos, we took out our lunches and were immediately joined by a hungry raven. He probably hangs around the peak all
day waiting to steal food from unwary scramblers. We ate lunch under the
greedy eye of the raven and then headed back down to the snow slope.
By now, Adriana had perfected the bum slide technique, steering with
her poles like a canoe paddle. She looked a lot more in control than the
rest of us slipping and sliding down the mountain. he descent was fairly
uneventful except for a sizeable boulder that suddenly decided to give in to
gravity. Luckily, we had noticed it was loose on the way up and none of us
were in its way when it tumbled down
We met up with Marc-Antoni, who had explored the lake and a waterfall
just below it, and then headed back to camp. Shane jumped into the water
and swam around a little. Val, Brent and I packed up and headed down towards the cars as the others hung back, wishing they didn’t have to leave the
incredible scenery. It was a quick drive home. We stopped of in Whistler
for dinner and were home by 10:00pm.
he weather was wonderful, the people were great, and there were surprisingly few mosquitoes. What a trip! I think the VOC has trapped me in
its web.

Hanging out on FacePeak. Photo: Laurent Roberge
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PHOTO CONTEST 2012

Sam McKoy skis past the Matier Icefall after successfully climbing Joffre’s NW ridge
and descending the Aussie Couloir. (contest winner: Action)
Photo: Christian Veenstra

Sunset on Tantalus. (contest winner: Landscape)
Photo: Artem Bylinskii
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Natalie Stal on the peak of Garibaldi Mountain on a bluebird day with her summit
apple with Atwell and Howe Sound in the background. (contest winner: Portrait)
Photo: Nick Matwyuk

Len Goff being stoked atop Mt Cypress during Christian Veenstra’s Last Drop
traverse. (contest runner-up: Portrait)
Photo: Clemens Adolphs
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Dr Seuss-esque lowers in Black Tusk meadows. (contest winner: Flora and Fauna)
Photo: Lia Dengler

Icebergs and summits - Line daydreams of the possibilities, Milne Land, Greenland.

(contest runner-up: Club life and relections)
Photo: Christian Veenstra
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It’s not that we’re mean; we’re just.. well.. mean. Glacier school.

(contest winner: Club life and relections)
Photo: Jannu Casanova

Photo Contest 2012
Climbing a river. (contest

winner: Miscellaneous)
Photo: Artem Bylinskii

On Belay - Bivouac at pitch 18 on Mt. Slesse. (contest runner-up: Miscellaneous)
Photo: Skyler Des Roches
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Dominique works his way
up a scary and aesthetic
chimney boulder in Red
Rocks. (contest runner up:

Action)
Photo: Moos Van Caspel

Sunburst Lake, Sunburst Mountain and (upper left corner) Mt Assiniboine in the
Assiniboine National Park in the Canadian Rockies. (contest runner-up: Landscape)
Photo: Clemens Adolphs

CLIMBING AND
MOUNTAINEERING

Climbers in costume at the Sunshine Wall in Vantage, WA.
Photo: Greg Dennis

Veenstra belaying me up Mt Joffre’s
NW ridge from his eagles nest.
Photo: Sam Mckoy

Madi tops out on Perfect Fingers, 5.10a in Joshua Tree. The view was worth the three hour approach.
Photo: Moos van Caspel

Jon Leighton on MF Direct,
5.11b in Leavenworth.
Photo: Moos van Caspel

Dan Maclellan on The Sword pitch of the Grand Wall on the Stawamus Chief.
Photo: Jon Leighton

Bugaboo Spire from Crescent Spire.
Photo: Jon Leighton

Knut Kitching and Erica Lay at an epic campsite.
Photo: Jon Leighton

Route checking on McTech Arete.
Photo: Jon Leighton
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TOURISTS IN BANFF AND
OTHER SUCH ADVENTURES
Christian Sampaleanu

O

ver the summer a crew was assembled to head out to the Rockies
with no real objective other than simply getting out to enjoy the
mountains in any way we could. Johannes Erhardt and I had been discussing it for a while, and, with Johannes’ time in Canada quickly coming to an
end, we picked the last two weeks of August. Next, Sarah Flick was easily
convinced to take time of from her PhD to come along. Our search for a
fourth ended with Sam Viavant, who had just inished school and was looking to get out and explore exciting new places. We had our car loaded up,
some ideas of where to go, and lots of enthusiasm. he following are some
highlights from the two week trip.

Sarah on Mt. Sir Donald. Photo: Christian Sampaleanu
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Mt. Sir Donald

I

deinitely wanted to try my hand at alpine climbing, and had pretty
much settled on the Northwest Ridge of Mt. Sir Donald as soon as I
read about it. It is big, amazingly aesthetic, follows a ridge the entire way,
and the climbing is rated at ‘only’ 5.4. To top it of it is listed in Fity Classic
Climbs of North America. It sounded perfect, and Sarah was very keen to
go along as well. Despite neither of us having all that much alpine climbing
experience, we igured we were up for the challenge. We prepared ourselves
the best we could, poring over every trip report, guide, and route description we could ind, as it became very apparent that this climb would push
us to the limits of our skill and experience.
On the drive up to Roger’s Pass from the west, the summit poked out
over the surrounding landscape and just continued to grow. It was certainly
imposing, and at 3,284 m, towers over the surrounding landscape. All of us
were awestruck, and couldn’t help but feel small in its shadow.
“We’re going to climb all the way up that thing?” Sarah and I asked ourselves. here was just no getting away from the fact that this was way bigger
than anything either of us had climbed – certainly a far cry from the crags
of Squamish.
We hiked up to the bivy site just below the start of the climb and discussed strategy with another group who seemed a bit more knowledgeable.
With almost 1000 m of climbing, it is important to move quickly. Most
teams simul-climb, while many others solo the route. Trying to belay the
whole route is not advised. To top things of, thunderstorms were expected
to roll in towards the aternoon/evening, and moving quickly was key. With
that in mind, we were in bed before dark, and got set to wake up at 4am. It
was 300 m of scrambling to the actual ridge, and we wanted to reach it at
irst light.
Sarah and I started out as planned, at around the same time as the other
team. Johannes and Sam were sleeping in, as they had previously planned
to scramble up nearby Mt. Uto. At the Uto-Donald col, the other team put
shoes on and quickly took of unroped. Sarah and I took a few extra minutes but were on the ridge shortly aterwards, climbing quickly, or so we
hoped, and only protecting where we felt it necessary.
We were moving steadily, not taking breaks, and sticking to the ridge.
he climbing was fantastic, the rock was reasonably solid, and the views
were stunning. Looking south were massive iceields and glacier capped
peaks as far as the eye could see, westward was the highway, almost 2000 m
below, and to the north was Mt. Uto, where we could see Sam and Johannes
making their way up its south ridge. But our turn-around time of 11:00 was
fast approaching, and we were nowhere near the top. he team who took
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Christian and Sarah at the top of Raptor. Photo: Christian Sampaleanu

of in front of us passed us on their way down, as well as a fast moving solo
climber. Despite our eforts to climb more eiciently, it became obvious that
we would not make the summit.
We were undeniably disappointed, but still proud of making it as far
as we did, less than 300 m from the summit on undoubtedly one of the
hardest climbs we’d ever been on. We had a quick lunch and started the
long, tedious descent. Ater twenty rappels, a bit of downclimbing and some
rather exposed scree scrambling, we were back at camp. Johannes and Sam
had long inished their climb, having gone down with Natalie Makepeace
who had hiked up to meet them, but were nice enough to leave us some
food, and even an (almost) victory beer. Within a few minutes of being in
camp, we heard rolling thunder in the distance, so we hunkered down for
the night, exhausted but extremely happy with our experience.

Sport Climbing in the Rockies

A

ter a big alpine climb, we felt like going the other direction and
getting some sport climbing in. he Rockies around Banf and Canmore have plenty to ofer.
here’s the Back of the Lake Crag – ittingly located at the back of Lake
Louise, past the busses, the RVs, the Chateau, and the hordes of tourists
from every corner of the globe. Climbing is on solid quartzite, and we spent
an entire day not settling for anything less than stellar.
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here are also countless crags within a few minutes’ drive of Canmore.
One highlight was Raptor, a nine pitch sport climb up the east end of Mt.
Rundle. he limestone rock provides for some very interesting and sharp
slab climbing, and the views of the Bow Valley are unbeatable.

Ghost
’d been to the Ghost area once four years earlier, and I couldn’t wait to
go back. It is a stunning series of valleys right on the edge of the Rockies. It is also somewhat of a pain to get to. Ater a short one hour drive from
Calgary, you must travel on 15 km of rough road – no problem with a high
clearance vehicle, but my Mazda 3, loaded with four adults and all their
climbing gear, had some complaints. Alberta rednecks speeding by in their
jacked up F-150s gave us weird looks as we crawled along. Eventually you

I

Johannes and Sam on Mt. Wilcox. Photo: Christian Sampaleanu

get to the eastern edge of the Ghost River valley. he road continues down
a rough steep hill, but this would be as far as we’d go. We camped there and
made the long (1-2 hours) trek to the climbs each day.
he Ghost has everything – sport, trad, single pitch crags, long classic
climbs, even alpine climbing. And being so hard to access and so large of
an area, it gives the feeling of being very remote. here were only a handful
of parties there on the weekend days, and we seemingly had the valley to
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ourselves on the weekdays, save for a crew from the local power company
who gave us a ride in the back of their pickup one morning. here is none
of the highway noise, gawkers, proper trails, or even cell phone service we’d
become accustomed to in Squamish. It truly is a wilderness.
One of the classic climbs at the Ghost is Bonanza. At seven pitches of
mostly 5.7, it seemed ideal for Sarah and me, both of us recently having
gotten into multi-pitch trad climbing. he highlight of the climb is a long,
sustained, splitter crack, a rarity in such limestone, and we were reassured
by a few people we’d met earlier that the ‘sketchy’ parts had been retro-bolted. We were very eager to get on it. As it turned out, an old-school Rocky
Mountain climb isn’t like another day on the Chief, and in the end we got a
little more than we bargained for.
he ‘sketchy’ part that was referred to was, in fact, the entire irst pitch;
a horrifying, 45 m long, laring chimney that one could either stem across,
or squeeze into. Neither option was much fun, nor did it provide many options for placing gear, and as I squirmed my way up, I called down to Sarah,
“How did people protect this before it was bolted?”
“hey didn’t.” Old-school climbers were bad-ass.
Ater the chimney gave us more of a workout than we were hoping for,
the following two pitches were mercifully forgiving. hen it was on to the
classic crack. he guidebook listed pitches four and ive as 100 m of 5.7
climbing, but stated that there were several options for linking the pitches,
with several possible belay stances.
he climbing was fantastic, with solid holds and jams everywhere, although the rock was noticeably dirty. he hand-sized gear quickly got used
up, but not wanting to add more pitches than necessary, I kept climbing until I had used up what we thought was 50 m of rope, up to a gear belay ledge.
he ith pitch continued the splitter, until it reached an intimidating
roof. Wondering why this wasn’t mentioned in the guidebook, I started
panicking. Overhangs are not my friend, and the face to the right was perfectly smooth, with a few small holds, but certainly nothing protectable.
With some creative moves to protect the crack, and no small amount of
profanity, I was able to haul myself up. Still shaking a little, I belayed Sarah
up, who had to make similarly creative moves to remove my gear. As it
turned out, that was the last real pitch. We were curious as to why the route
didn’t quite match the guidebook, but didn’t give it too much thought as we
hurried to make it down before dark.
Walking back to camp by headlamp, we ran into Sam and Johannes, who
were wondering why it was taking us so long to do a “short” “5.7” climb,
and had come to see if we were in trouble. Back in the comfort of my own
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home, with the help of the internet, I discovered that, yes; we had in fact
been of route. Oops.

Scrambling in Jasper

T

he last leg of our trip had us driving up to Jasper along the Iceields
Parkway. We decided to leave the ropes in the car and do some
scrambling. We camped at the Iceields campground, and found our irst
objective right outside our tents. Mt. Wilcox is directly adjacent to the visitors centre, across the valley from the mighty Mt. Athabasca. It provided
excellent views of the “suckers who paid $50 to take a bus out to a little
fenced-of area on the glacier”, as well as the surrounding peaks and valleys.
he Iceields also treated us to the irst 5 cm of ski season (although it
disappeared shortly aterwards), and not having brought our skis we headed for drier climes. We spent some time around Miette Hot Springs, hiking and ighting the long weekend crowds, and on the last day of our trip
scrambled up Roche Miette. It is an imposing mass, with a sprawling summit, that towers over the Athabasca River Valley. Despite dodging lying
talus up and down, it was a great way to cap of the trip.

Being Tourists

T

he Canadian Rockies attract tourists from around the world to experience their beauty. Growing up in Calgary, they were always right
in my backyard, but my three companions were experiencing them for the
irst time. And while the climbing and scrambling opportunities are endless, what kind of tourists would we be if we didn’t people-watch on Banf
Avenue, take pictures in front of Chateau Lake Louise, eat ice cream in Jasper, or see the falls at Johnston Canyon? he Rockies are a wonderful place,
and I know I will be back before too long.
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GETTING TO AND UP
MOUNT BAKER
Stephanie Grothe

T

he irst time I saw Mt. Baker ater arriving in Vancouver, I sincerely
hoped I could climb it, maybe, someday. I was told that it is actually
easy to climb with basic glacier crossing skills, but since the guy who told
me is generally known to be crazy, I was skeptical. Nevertheless, I kept it on
my mental must-do list. hen sometime in the summer 2012, VOC friend
Shane Duan posted in Facebook a photo of himself proudly standing on the
summit. Apparently, I was not the only one staring jealously at that photo
and so in those comments under Shane’s photo, I discussed with Sabrina
Burkhardt that we would climb Baker at the irst weekend of August 2012.
Yay. At the VOC BBQ Sabrina, Clemens Adolphs and I found some other
keen VOCers to join us: Julien Renard, Derry Lappin, Spencer Rasmussen,
Christina Starke and Brendan Dawe.
For me, glacier school was about a year ago and not followed by any
practical experience. So, the evening before leaving, I practiced setting up
pullies again. he next morning Derry picked Clemens, Spencer and I up
and we were on our way. However, literally just before the border Spencer
realized that he had forgotten his passport. Derry was so nice to drive him
back to Vancouver to pick it up, while Clemens and I took our backpacks
aiming to cross the border on foot, since border crossings take a while for international students anyway. Apparently, two Germans with big backpacks
that cross the border on foot while intending to climb a mountain seemed
suspicious to the border guards, so they decided to search our packs. Now
I became really nervous, since our packs contained lots of thoroughly selfdehydrated and beloved fruits and veggies. Oh no, they would either send
us back to Canada, maybe we would never be allowed to enter the States
again, destroying all hopes of climbing Baker, or, in the best but still terrible case, the border guard would just trash our yummy dehydrated bananas and mangos. While the border guard emptied our packs I was getting
sweaty and got the familiar feeling of blushing. But then to my surprise, he
noticed but totally ignored our food. He was more interested in testing our
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story and had a careful look at our crampons, ice axes, maps and compass.
So, ater he was convinced that we indeed wanted to climb Baker, instead of
conducting some terrorist attack in the US or smuggling the harvest of our
secret grow-op into the States, we were allowed to cross the border. Ater
another hour or so Derry and Spencer picked us up in some sort of park
where we were half sleeping, half illing our bellies with cheap blueberries,
and we continued our drive to the Cascades.

Christina Starke surrounded by wildlowers on the way up. Photo: Stephanie Grothe

We met the others at the park information center and started hiking
up the trail. he start of the trail through the forest was quite boring and
illed with lots of not-so-cool day hikers. he only exciting parts were berry
illed bear droppings and an entertaining river crossing at the start. However, once we reached the treeline we were rewarded with an amazing sea of
wildlowers and impressive views of Baker and its glaciers. We set camp just
below the Coleman glacier on a beautiful spot. Clemens and I slept without
a tent since the weather was perfect and since the view was too amazing to
hide in a tent.
he next morning we got up at 2 a.m., packed all necessary gear and
walked to the glacier, where we roped up. In the dark, while only seeing the
small spots lit by our headlamps, we walked up through the snow passing
some smaller crevasses that looked quite scary in the scarce light. When
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we were higher up we got to see the beautiful red and violet sunrise colors
that were relected on the mountain. Higher up, at some rock and cornice
dropping zone with huge chunks of ice, snow and soil everywhere and just a
minor visible crevasse, we decided to rope of so that everyone could spread
out for some privacy for pooing and poo collection. hinking back, it would
have been better to discard the idea of poo privacy (which didn’t exist anyway) and just stay roped up, but fortunately nothing happened. Ater a
short break, we went higher and inally reached the Deming glacier while
it was already quite light outside. Sabrina had diiculties with her twisted
ankle but she bravely kept going which was good for everyone since she became the unoicial leader of this trip. We went higher and higher, now over
some volcanic rock and inally reached the Roman wall that had worried
me before. However, since so many hikers take that route we just walked up
the snow stairs made by other people and placed our ice axes into already
existing and very sturdy ice axe holes. hat was much easier than expected.
At the top we tried to tape Sabrina’s ankle but the Slipstream wilderness
irst aid course was apparently not sticking to our brain so well, and not
sticking was also the tape’s idea, so we were highly unsuccessful. We had a
snack at the top, were enjoying the sun and took some photos but since we

Clemens Adolphs descending the Roman wall. Photo: Stephanie Grothe
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were worried that the sun would make the Roman wall more slippery soon,
we headed back down at about 11 am. his time the decision was made to
not rope up on the Roman wall since people might walk more safely at their
own pace. At the Coleman glacier, we walked a bit diferently than on the
way up and had more diiculties circumnavigating the few open crevasses.
Also, clouds were gathering and it started to drizzle. When we arrived at the
camp we distributed most of Sabrina’s stuf to other packs so that she could
walk down safely. Without much delay we arrived at the cars, had food at
some eatery and drove back to Vancouver.
hanks to everyone who joined this trip. I had a great time and I’m glad
that I can tick of that landmark from my list. Looking for the next one...
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SKI (?) MouNtAINeeRING IN
MILNe LANd
Christian Veenstra

A

ter 2.5 days of waiting for weather then boating, we inally arrived
on the coast of Milne Land, took of our cumbersome survival suits,
and assembled our packs to start hiking. Adding to the more than 80kg of
skis, gear, and 14 days of food we’d brought with us all the way from Vancouver was the freshly acquired rile, ammunition and fuel. Probably 85kg
in total. Line and I attempted to lit my pack of the ground but collapsed
into each other. Not a good start. Unlike our previous long expeditions,
it was just the two of us this time - there would be no Norwegian Special
Forces to help hoist packs for us. We had some thoughts about taking the
skis and rile of the sides, trying again, and then re-assembling the pack on
my back… but found better footing and managed to struggle it, slow and
teetering, into the air and inally onto my back. With my pack installed, we
did the same procedure for Line. Neither of us would place our packs down
on the ground again for the next week or so – we would always ind a waisthigh boulder to place them on and prop them up so we could just climb in.
My pack felt a bit wobbly (I noticed on the irst night that one of the side
stays had broken),
but once I got going
things were alright.
I did not, initially,
regret my last minute decision to toss a
small rock rack into
my pack.
Line slogging up the
river delta from our
boat drop off. Photo:
Christian Veenstra
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Fortunately, in Greenland,
there is no bushwhacking as
there is no bush. here is also
no night, or at least there wasn’t
at the start of our trip (August).
Since we arrived and started
hiking midday, and could manage about 8 hours of hiking before our bodies asked us to stop,
our routine consisted of leaving
Line jumping a small river on the Korridoren
camp around noon and setting
glacier. Photo: Christian Veenstra
up camp around 8pm. his actually worked out perfectly, as
we could start to fall asleep during those few precious hours of twilight
around midnight and easily sleep in during the morning daylight. Our irst
day brought us past river deltas of arctic ireweed and, our irst camp was
near a little lake with a beautiful view back East to the ocean. Nearly every
camp had such a view, and we could fall asleep looking at the icebergs adrit
in the jord, ire-bright relecting the setting sun. Day 2, we were already on
the bare ice of the Korridoren Glacier, setting up the tent using V-threads
(12 in total), and decided to do a side trip up the talus slopes above camp
(mostly to eat an extra days food). It was great to be moving with a small
daypack, and we were rewarded with great views of the route ahead. Looking up the Korridoren we could see our planned route, (importantly) where
the major crevasses lay, and the distinct lack of snow until higher elevations
- we would be spending a long time on bare glacial ice. We also got a look
at the landscape of the island. he Korridoren cut a deep swath through the
middle of granite bedrock, which extended to about 1000m, leaving untold
long rock route possibilities; on top of this bedrock was mostly choss covered in an expansive icecap with volcanic peaks rising through. Looks like
there was no need for both a rock rack and skis.

Crossing a wide, shallow, glacial river on the upper Korridoren. Photo: Christian
Veenstra
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Navigating the maze of
crevasses. This is before it
got bad enough we thought to
take our big packs off. Photo:
Christian Veenstra

We made a food cache
in the middle of the Korridoren, and moved towards
our irst goal – accessing the
upper icecap to the North of
the Korridoren via a basin located at ~ N70°53’, W25°59’.
As we neared the upper iceield, we began to have more and more problems
with crevasses. Ater spending 2 full days with small packs hunting through
all of the “good-looking on the map” glaciated tongues extending down to
the Korridoren we were defeated – just as we were hitting the snow line
the crevasses became too numerous, the snow-bridges too few, and there
was no route through that did not involve ice climbing. Perhaps earlier in
the season. he irst tongue we tried was, perhaps, the most scary glacier
I have ever been on. Not only were there snow-bridges, but ice-bridges –
something I have never seen before. While a snow-bridge might crumble
(dangerous enough), if you are on snow at least you stand a good chance of
holding your partner’s fall. Not so on ice. At times, these ice bridges extended out over major crevasses such that there was no way to tell from above
what you were walking on – sometimes centimetres thin, and sometimes
meters thick. Many of the crevasses were also totally illed with standing
water, with “slush bridges”. We debated whether, if you fell into a crevasse, it
was better or worse for that crevasse to be illed with water. I’m not sure we
came to a irm conclusion. We joked that, instead of a rile, we should have
brought an aluminium ladder for bridging crevasses and turned around to
try our luck on the Southern icecap.
On our way back we
noticed a mellow couloir, with base located at
~N70°52’, W25°53’, that
appeared as if it might
take us onto the upper iceield. We had noticed it on
the way up, but felt that we
Line, on skis and on the
upper iceield North of the
Korridoren.
Photo: Christian Veenstra
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shouldn’t bother trying some sketchy couloir when there were nice lat glaciers. It worked, and was even strewn with amber-coloured pieces of calcite
at the top where the snow had run out – some as large as pumpkins; Line
and I kept calling back and forth to each other like primary-school children
about the cool rocks we kept inding. Although we didn’t have many days of
food let, we didn’t waste any time and bagged 5 summits in the area over 3
days (including the “up” day). Some of the peaks were mellow ski-ups with
a short scramble, while some required no-falling situations. Once on the
upper iceield the skis were great, as they let us move around quickly and
helped ease our minds about possible hidden crevasses. We were also able
to ski back down the snow covered portion of the couloir.
Back on the Korridoren, we picked up some food from our cache and
headed of to the Southern icecap. During this time we found a pile (~2L)
of what appeared to be cottage cheese on the bare ice of the glacier. It had
the appearance and squishiness of cottage cheese, but did not smell like
anything. I’ve never seen anything like it on a glacier before or since and
have no idea what it was. I somewhat wish we’d taken a sample with us…
but probably it would not have made us popular with customs (“um, well,
I have this stuf… no, I don’t know what it actually is…”). Once we’d managed to ind a way across the river-canyons lowing down the centre of the

Descending the NE Arete of “Fenrir Peak” after a possible irst ascent.
Photo: Christian Veenstra
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Christian poses on top of one of the
hackles on “Secretary Peak” after
a possible irst ascent. Photo: Line
Veenstra
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Korridoren, access to the upper iceield to the South was straightforward
via the glacier at ~N70°49’, W25°55’.
On the cold side of the Korridoren
the snow came down far enough that
it bridged the crevasses near the top of
the tongue. We climbed 3 groups of
peaks in this area before running out of
time and running back to our pickup
location back at the ocean.
We had excellent weather for the
entire trip – only a few mornings with
light snowfall and overcast weather.
Most of the time it was sunny with full
visibility. Daytime temperatures were
generally well above freezing, sometimes even hot, but cold at “night”.
Camping on bare glacial ice is actually
quite cold – the nights there felt cold
and damp; camping on the snow at

Line descends the “Calcite Couloir”, with views of the Korridoren and the iceields to
the south. Photo: Christian Veenstra
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higher elevations was much more comfortable. Although there was one set
of musk-ox tracks, we saw no wildlife on the island, except for the “evening
birds” which seemed to spend the days at low elevation but would ly up to
roost on the summits every evening. We were armed to the teeth in terms
of polar bear prevention (or, at least, it felt that way) – we brought 2 cans
of bear-spray, a high-powered rile with 20 rounds, and a perimeter alarm
that consisted of 4 rape-alarms, ishing line, and guy-lines for our trekking
poles. We got complacent pretty fast and only ended up setting the perimeter alarm twice, to take photos.
here were almost certainly a few irst ascents on this trip, although details from the few previous parties to travel on this island are, well, not very
detailed. Of the peaks climbed on the iceields to the North P1247 was irst
climbed in 1986 while P1867 and 2 others (not speciied, but with likely
overlap) were climbed in 1989 as reported by Malcolm Sales in AAJ 1987
and 1990. Of the peaks on the iceield to the South 8 and 9 were climbed
in 2004 by members of the West Lancashire Scouts (WLS) expedition, and
they indicate 8 was likely also climbed by Sales. It is also possible that some
peaks on the iceield to the South were climbed by a Tangent expedition in
2005 who reportedly climbed 20 peaks during a E-W traverse much further
to the South, but we could not ind the location of those peaks.

Line slogging up the Korridoren glacier
Photo: Christian Veenstra
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Icebergs and ocean; camped on the shore of Scoresbysund. Photo: Christian Veenstra
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Line skis on the upper iceield North of the Korridoren, “Igloo” in the background.
Photo: Christian Veenstra
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Peak groups with names we used on the trip (numbers as marked on
sketch of our route, elevations are from handheld GPS and all routes would
be given an alpine grade of facile unless otherwise noted).
1. “he Locomotive” N70°53.153’, W25°42.786’ (marked 1247m on
1:250,000). FA: 1986 Malcolm Sales et al.. A triple summit of volcanic
plugs oriented roughly N-S. Northmost (the smokestack) is the tallest and
most diicult (too loose - we did not climb it). Center (the boiler) is a walk
(Line and Christian). Southmost (the cabin) is 4th class on W (Christian).
2. Calcite Couloir Peaks:
i. “Calcite Peak” N70°52.076’, W25°51.275’ (1484m). he tallest
peak to the East of the couloir (Christian and Line).
ii. “Amber Horn”. A small bump S from Calcite, with a ~600m
vertical face overlooking the Korridoren. (Christian)
iii. “Couloir Bump” (1460m?). he small volcanic plug directly on
the upper rim of the couloir. 3rd and loose (Christian).
3. “Upsicle Peak” N70°55.018’, W25°50.408’ (1622m). Easy 3rd class via SW
ridge. (Christian and Line).
4. “Jörmungandr Peak” N70°53.321’, W25°54.242’ (1859m on GPS, marked
1867m on 1:250,000), AD-. FA: 1989 Malcom Sales et al.. 40° ice face on N,
or use the NW ridge and the ice to avoid gendarmes (Christian).
5. “Fenrir Peak” N70°54.008’, W25°55.999’ (1842m), PD+. Via NE Arete
(Christian and Line).
6. “Igloo” N70°56.274’, W25°57.563’ (1859m). he tallest snowy bump in
the area, ski-up from the SSE (Christian and Line).
7. Bird ridge (from SW to NE):
i. “Secretary Peak” N70°47.478’, W25°56.277’ (1463m). A choss
walk from W (Christian and Line).
ii. “Turaco Peak” N70°47.543, W25°55.814 (1453m). A choss walk
from Secretary (Christian and Line).
iii. “Crane Peak” N70°47.781’, W25°55.842’ (1444m). A choss
walk from Turaco (Christian).
8. “Rino’s Head” N70°48.639’, W25°57.974’ (1455m). FA: 1989 Malcolm
Sales et al., 2nd in 2004 by WLS. A ski-up from S (Christian and Line). he
“Horn” appears best approached by the ice apron from the Korridoren, but
was not climbed by us or WLS.
9. “Lion Peak” N70°47.026’, W25°58.584’ (1627m, lesser sub-summit
marked 1690 on 1:250,000). FA: 2004 WLS via NW ridge. We gained E
ridge from the col with Secretary, then a choss/gravel walk to he Mane subsummit (Christian and Line), and 3rd class on to the summit (Christian).
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LIBERTY RIDGE
Nick Gobin

July 5th

A

ter being skunked for weather on the past two consecutive weekends, the forecast was inally looking up. Nick Matwyuk and I had
been eyeing Liberty Ridge on Mt. Rainier ever since our abject failure on
Mt. Logan in May.
With June’s bad weather we’d begun to wonder if the weather gods were
punishing us for sins in a past life, but now we inally had an opening. I
rushed to inish work, pack up, and pick up Nick at his place in Richmond
– it was on! We cruised through the border with no issues and headed down
I-5.
We admired Baker and Glacier peak, and Rainier had just come into
view when Matwyuk said “You brought the pot, right?” My brain struggled
to comprehend Nick’s sudden liberalization and the seemingly idiotic suggestion to cross the border with narcotics before I realized that I had, indeed, forgotten the cooking pot. We swung into the next Walmart and $15
later were the proud owners of a new steel non-stick pot with a glass lid, the
latest in lightweight equipment for serious mountain expeditions. We had
a hearty plate of Mexican food in Seattle and pulled into White River ater
dark to camp for the night.

July 6th

W

e were at the Ranger station at 6:50am and were the third climbing party in line. We nervously chatted with the other climbers,
several of whom were also planning to attempt Liberty Ridge. We didn’t
have permits reserved, but fortunately scored the last guest permits to camp
at humb Rock that night. We inished the paperwork, packed our bags,
and headed up the Glacier basin trail at 8:30am. At the bottom of the Inter Glacier we turned of the beaten track that headed up to Shurman and
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Our irst view of Liberty Cap from the lower Inter Glacier - looks awesome!
Photo: Nick Gobin

made for St. Elmo’s pass instead. By the time we’d inished lunch at the top
of the pass there was a serious summit cloud building – hat’s not in the
forecast!! We’d already done a lot of the elevation for the day so we made
good time across the Winthrop Glacier and across the lower Curtis Ridge.
At 3:30pm we were at the west edge of Curtis Ridge and it was time for a
discussion about where to camp – it was cooking hot and sunny down on
the lower glaciers, but the summit cloud had nicely shaded the North Face
all aternoon. We reasoned that it must be cooler on the North Face and
therefore we could safely make it to humb Rock and hope to summit on
Saturday, so we pushed on. We used some pre-existing rap tat for the 20m
rappel of Curtis Ridge to reach the Carbon Glacier where we followed a
meandering trail between huge crevasses. here was some brief excitement
when the edge of a crevasse collapsed just as I pushed of to jump across,
but I was able to stem my feet across the crevasse and climb back out without Nick having to arrest the fall. he circuitous route did take some time
though, and it was 6:30pm before we were within striking distance of the
last snow pitch up to humb Rock.
he top of the Carbon Glacier was a distinctly uncomfortable place to
be. Nick and I looked up at the last snow pitch – it was west facing, and was
now baking in direct sunlight that cut underneath Rainier’s summit cloud.
here was evidence of rockfall on the slope, but we had seen the climbers in
front of us ascend it only 2 hours earlier without problems. It would probably take an hour to get up, but we would be very exposed for the whole
climb. On the other hand, we could make camp in our current location
– it was protected by the large bergshrunds and crevasses at the top of the
Carbon Glacier. But we could also look up the Liberty Wall to see six-story-high seracs teetering 5,000t above us. Was it possible that one of them
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could collapse and and make it over the schrund to wipe out our camp?
Estimating the scale is hard when it gets this big – the bergshrund is as wide
as two city busses end-to-end, and the serac is a football ield in height, how
do those units convert??!! To top it of the current location provided only a
sloping tent site that was narrowly bounded on all sides by crevasses.
Ater much discussion we opted to make camp in our current location,
and as we were setting up our decision was quickly validated. Tent-sized
boulders came crashing down from humb Rock, making large craters in
the snow. Some of them smashed on other rocks and split into torso-sized
pieces that scattered over the entire slope. his happened every 10 minutes
or so – any attempt to ascend that slope could’ve easily been fatal. We nervously enjoyed the show while we cooked a pasta dinner in our nice new
pot, and made for bed with the dimming light at 8pm. Shortly ater dusk
a vicious wind picked up and mercilessly battered the tent. It was strong
enough that we staked down the coiled rope for fear that it might blow
away. We hoped the wind would die down before our planned alpine start at
1am, but at least it somewhat hid the sound of ongoing rockfall and seracs
collapsing above us.

July 7th; 00:45 AM.
Nick got up and looked out the tent window.
“How’s it look?” I asked.
“Good – what about your side?”
“Yeah, the sky is clear on my side too. Let’s go.”

I

t isn’t normal for both of us to be wide awake before the alarm goes
of for a 1:00am alpine start, especially with only 4 hours of sleep.
Maybe it was the howling wind, rockfall, and collapsing seracs that kept us
up. Or maybe we were both psyched for the climb. Or maybe it was both.
Whatever the reason was, the adrenalin coursing through my veins made a
quadruple-espresso morning pick-me-up seem like weak sauce.
We were marching up the slope towards humb Rock before 2:00am.
he wind had stopped, and so had the rocks. he sky was clear. he snow
had even irmed up and our crampons bit in to make solid footholds. We
both felt secure enough that we forwent pickets and moved fast instead –
hell this was really fun! We blew past humb Rock and headed up the lethand route above. By 5:00am we had caught up to the party in front of us at
the Black Pyramid. he lights of Seattle glimmered in the west, the sun rose
in the east, and the Carbon Glacier sprawled out below. he slope got a little
steeper and we didn’t feel like passing the party in front, so we took some
time to enjoy our surroundings and began simulclimbing with pickets for
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Camp on the upper Carbon Glacier below Thumb Rock and the Liberty Wall.
Photo: Nick Matwyuk

protection. What a great place to be!
he bergshrund at the amphitheatre was in good shape – there was even
a thin snowbridge that would allow you to walk across on the right hand
side. he party in front elected to belay across that route. his would obviously take time, and I had dragged tools all the way up there, so Nick and
I decided to climb the ice on the let hand side. he ice was in great shape
and really positive, one simple pitch followed the other. In some areas snow
had covered the ice-cap and then a layer of ice had formed on top – the best
pro here was achieved by smashing the surface ice and then driving in a
picket. Nick and I swapped leads, me with my tools and him with our two
mountaineering axes. he sun was out in full force, so it was nice to come
over the top and into the cold wind on the summit of Liberty Cap at around
noon. We made it!
We walked over towards Columbia Crest to bag the true summit as
clouds moved in to cover it. Both of us were bagged – 14,000t of altitude,
plus 11 hours on the go, plus only 4.5 hours of bad sleep the night before
were adding up. We discussed the option of camping on the summit and
dismissed it due to the high winds up there. Instead we slogged on – we
were both completely out of water now too. It took two hours to reach Columbia Crest at what seemed like a snails pace. We high-ived on the summit in a white-out and began the walk down the Emmons Glacier route
right away. he trail was wanded and well beaten from the numerous guided parties that take this route and we made decent time. When we inally
reached Emmons lats at 4:00pm, I was done. Nick bravely loated the idea
of melting some water and continuing on down to Glacier Basin but I had
to veto that. We pitched the tent and started melting and chugging litres
of water. Again our state-of-the-art pot came in handy — it is much easier
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to pour water into a water bottle when your pot has a real rubber-coated
steel handle instead of spondonacles or a multitool! Ater rehydrating a bit I
passed right out — Nick stayed up just a little longer to take some pictures.

July 8th

T

he wind picked up again in the night and hammered the tent again. I
awoke with a start to a loud snap and a partially collapsed tent in the
middle of the night. Fortunately it turned out that nothing was broken — I’d
just forgotten to do up all of the velcro internal fasteners in my tiredness. We
pushed the walls back out, re-did all the fasteners and went back to sleep.
Some headlamps passed us on their way to the summit in the early morning but otherwise we both slept soundly for 11-12 hours straight. We woke
up to another beautiful and rapidly warming day at 6am and lazily packed
up. We enjoyed the facilities at Shurman, and noticed a party scrambling
up the rocks of Steamboat Prow. his looked like fun so we took this route
out, and it spit us out right at the top of the Inter Glacier. A long enjoyable
glissade down the Inter Glacier was followed by a quick walk out to Glacier
Basin. We closed our climbing permit and sprawled into the car shortly
ater 10:00am. he drive back was punctuated only by relaxed conversation,
more mexican food, and a stop for cheap gas and beer. What a great trip!

Gear beta

W

e took 4 pickets and 5 screws – this worked well. We took one
70m 9.8mm rope – this worked but a 60m half rope would be
preferable. A 30m rope might even work but the rap of Curtis Ridge would
be very tight. Route was all snow around 50 degrees except for a couple
cruxes which steepened a bit and the ice pitch at the top.

Liberty Cap summit shot! Photo: Nick Gobin
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A SEASON OF FAILURE
Marcin Mirski and Artem Bylinskii

2012

started of with such promise! he sun poked through the
clouds a few times in January, and a few birds sang on a
few mornings in February. Little did Artem Bylinskii and I know that the
year would end with crushed hopes and tattered reputations. Here are two
stories to give you a sample of the bitter taste of 2012.

Cheam Range non-traverse, July 7-8
ey Marcin, what do you think about heading up tonight? We’ll
have a couple of extra hours to work with on Saturday.” “Nah, it’ll
be ine. he inevitable breakfast faf will cut into it anyway.” Bright and early
on Saturday, I drove to UBC to pick up Artem. We quickly headed over to
Toni’s place, as he was selling pitons and from the research Artem had done
(I mostly just took a look at Google Maps), the chossy rock made pitons potentially useful. Artem managed to negotiate a good deal, and even got two
hook pitons thrown in. Not owning a hammer, we groggily thought it might
be easier to hammer onto a face hold with an ice axe than a regular piton.
Ater driving over 35 waterbars on Chipmunk Creek and Cheam logging roads in a Honda Fit, we dropped of Marcin’s bike in the bushes and
drove back down, parking by Foley Lake. Filled with naïve hope, we briskly
walked up the road before deciding to take a ‘shortcut’ up some chossy
scree. Artem jumped into Williamson Lake while I simply dunked my head
and ate some snacks... and started to feel a bit queasy. Ater puking numerous times on the snow up to the Welch-Foley col, I decided to skip the Foley
and take a nap. Artem showed up shortly ater the one post-nap vomit.
Scrambling up the east ridge of Welch provided lots of exposure and
numerous exciting scrambling moves. By the time we got near the summit,
though, the sun was setting. Of course, full of optimism, we contemplated
rapping down and continuing to the Welch-Still col before hunger took precedence. We enjoyed the sunset, cooked and spent 20 minutes rearranging

“H
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summit rocks to create lat sleeping spots. Artem created a fortress for himself with huge anti-roll-of-the-summit-and-die walls.
Waking up to a beautiful sunrise, I still felt like ass. he descent down
pebble-covered rock and snow slopes that morning made it apparent that
sleeping had been the better choice the previous evening. I came across an
old plane wreck, with some ammo strewn about. he unclimbed east ridge
of the Still looked quite impressive from the col, but super-loose as well. Not
having full conidence in placing our hook pitons, we enjoyed the view before contouring around towards Stewart Peak. We spied an interesting ridge
and snow slope and, buoyed by how sketchy our downclimb route looked
from the bottom, decided we were up for the task.
Reaching the start of the ridge, I decided that I really wanted to use this
rope to lead something, and not just rappel. It turned out not to be the
faster option. We reached the bottom of a snow ield that led higher onto
the neighbouring ridge, but the shallow snow cover on wet slab, combined
with an angry-looking wind lip at the top, helped change our route. We
scrambled further up our ridge and realized that one, the terrain wasn’t getting any better, our ability to assess it was, similar to how I was feeling, ass,
and that our route didn’t make sense.
I grabbed a yellow hex and set up a rap which Artem eyed with some suspicion. He was partially convinced of the bomber quality of the choss when
I made it down, and followed. We had some trouble inding something to
rap of next, nearly choosing a pinch beside one large rock before Artem
succeeded in dislodging it with a sharp stomp. Back to our start point, we
stopped for lunch and urination. At this point, my pack began to roll on its
own, across lat ground, towards a 25m waterfall, mercifully stopping just
short. I still felt like ass and suggested that maybe we should go down the
massive gully to Airplane Creek instead of continuing.
Boot skiing 600m down the gully was great and made us look forward
to the ski season before we realized how massive the start zone of this avi
path was. Ater 600 vertical meters, we were stopped by a massive chasm in
the snow. We backtracked, walked across a thin snowbridge to the rock, and
made love to bushes. Numerous bushes. And fallen trees. And more bushes
and branches. Resisting the urge to turn around, we continued until we got
into some sparser forest, allowing us to make it back down to the snow just
before Airplane Creek.
he creek was fast-lowing, and we were forced to engage in a miserable
muddy bushwack through blackberry bushes, devil’s club, poison ivy, and
lots of slide alder. At one point, I realized this was worse than my previous
300m/hr bushwhacking adventure through blackberry bushes in lip-lops.
With no river crossings apparent, thoughts of spending the night, or perhaps swimming across class 3 rapids, became more common. Finally, there
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was a beautiful log, lying perfectly across the river. With only a little bit
of trouble, we made it across and to the logging road side of the creek. 20
more minutes of bushwhacking through equally pleasant lora, guided by
printouts of Google Maps satellite images, inally got us onto the trail. 12
km later, we were back at the car. Artem took a dip while I washed my head
and still felt like ass.
35 waterbars later, Artem jumped on my bike while I drove across 35
more back down. Tired, we decided to drive home at a spirited pace. hough
this was indeed a failed trip, Artem was still happy with the fact that 2 out of
8 summits was substantially better than his previous attempt at the traverse.

Marcin about to sleep on the Weart summit. Photo: Artem Bylinskii
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Mt Judge Howay misadventure, Sept 1-3

O

n a pleasant long weekend in early September, we set out to attack
Mt Judge Howay, a tall pointy summit north of Stave Lake which
requires a paddle, hike, river crossing, and bushwhack before getting to the
start of the fun stuf. Its relatively remote location has led to a couple of
humorous reports of failed trips on Bivouac.
We let early on Saturday morning. Artem drove his parents’ SUV to
my parents’ place, where we loaded our gear, a canoe, and my good friend
Steve’s inlatable dinghy into my parents’ Honda Fit in order to access the
launch point, which we read was located on a relatively rough logging road.
We’d read and watched a YouTube video that showed our Fit likely wouldn’t
make it to Cypress Point. On the map, it seemed the old sawmill at the
bottom of Weatherhead Creek would be a reasonable place to launch from
instead, costing us only 5 km extra of paddling. I drove substantially slower
than usual owing to the fear of losing the canoe to the wind, and took it easy
on Lost Creek FSR as well. he road down Weatherhead Creek was slower
still, as there were a number of innocuous-looking obstacles which turned
out to be more diicult than most of the waterbars up Chipmunk Creek
and Cheam. Descending slowly towards the lake, we reached a point where
I was no longer certain the car would be able to make it back out, especially
if it rained.
We considered carrying the canoe and our stuf 2.5 km, or driving further up Lost Creek FSR to carry it down some other stream before deciding
to try the west side of Stave Lake. 30 min later on the mud lats, we were
in an alien world, surrounded by dirt bikes, ATVs, and an owner with an
extremely loud boat that repeatedly revved the engine while it was still on a
trailer. Would the car be OK three days later? At noon, we launched.
Paddling up Stave Lake was an amazing experience, full of adventure,
thrills, and excitement. Well, maybe not so much since we were just trying
to get to the end of the lake. We passed Glacier Bay and saw the north face
of Mt Robbie Reid, up which the route Pacemaker climbs. Reaching the end
of the lake, we ended up on the wrong side of a sandbar, the side away from
the outlet of the Stave River. We got out to take leaks, played some javelin in
a landscape of dead trees, tried to carry the canoe across the sandbar, and
then decided to paddle around.
Travelling up the river, we passed some people camping with a powerboat. We pulled the canoe through a few rapids with a rope, and portaged
one section. Ater some more time, we inally made it to the pullout point
we’d decided on from Google Maps. We repacked, strapped the dinghy onto
my pack, and hiked 6 km up the logging road. here was some confusion
with regards to where to leave the road to cross the river, as the kilome-
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ter markers seemed to be of by one. Faf ensued, darkness came, and we
camped on the river bank.
One of the Bivouac.com trip reports we’d read involved Fred Touche trying and failing to cross the river in an inlatable dinghy. he river sounded
big and fast but, likely because it was September, what we saw didn’t seem
that intimidating. We packed up, loaded our gear into the dinghy, while
being sure pickets and ice axes wouldn’t poke holes, and set of. A couple of
360°s and a couple of minutes later, we were on the other side. We stashed
the dinghy and paddles and started of, looking for a way up.
he going was great fun, with lots of underbrush, some hidden devil’s
club, and a fair bit of mud. We were aiming for the ‘water ledge’ at 500m,
a rocky platform on which we’d easily be able to cross a creek on our way
to the hanging valley on the east side of the Judge. We climbed up some
muddy rocks, pulled on some trees and roots, and generally felt like we
were making progress. Ater a couple of hours, things were looking steeper
and we were beginning to question whether we were in the right place. Reasoning that contouring south would land us in the right spot, we continued
up. At one point Artem explored up a rooty muddy crack, while I hung out
and pondered our map. He came back and said it looked like it would go,
so we continued.
Soon, we were on rocky blufs some 600 m above the river. Going down
would waste way too much time and it seemed like we’d eventually reach
where we wanted to be, so we continued up some exposed unprotected
scrambles. In retrospect, it was fun and the views were great! Probably because we weren’t 100% sure where we were due to the kilometre markers
and falling light on the previous day, we had made our way nearly directly
up the clif face we’d seen from the other side of the river.
We made our way along a ledge, from which we inally spied what looked
like the water platform. One rap later, we were inally on route! Next, we
picked our way through some terrible deadfall. At one point I lost my balance and jumped from one log onto another one 2m lower, mildly spraining
my ankle. At another point, I got a stick in the eye. We continued bushwhacking until we reached more open forest, then dense bushes, then dense
bushes on a 30° slope, then down climbing bushes and slide alder where you
couldn’t see the ground, then... Finally I emerged from the bushes, a good
20 min ater Artem. It was around 5pm.
A discussion started about how to proceed, centering around three facts:
we’d reached the hanging valley about 20 hours later than we had originally
planned; I needed to be back at work in less than 40 hours; and the Judge
was now very close. Ater some attempts but no success at reaching a mutual agreement, we started walking up the snowield to ‘see what was up
there’. he snow was quite irm as we walked up. We were stopped by a giant
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chasm, the snow around us undercut on all sides. he rock on the sides was
quite steep and a bit damp in places, and the thin snow on which we’d have
to walk to get to it looked sketchy. We also didn’t know how we’d get back
on the snow. Rappelling into the chasm also didn’t seem like a solution as
there was no obvious way out other than prusiking up the same line. We
hummed, hawed, and looked for alternative solutions. hen we each took
a shit and decided to head back towards the bottom of the snow slope and
see if there was access to the rock elsewhere. hen I realized the crampons I
borrowed were too short for my boots (the bars had been cut shorter, which
I’d realized and forgotten once on a previous trip), and proceeded to gingerly walk down, trying both not to slip and not to lex my ankle too much.
We got onto the rock and got to a waterfall, up which I wasn’t able to
climb. We then climbed a random bushy rock face for 20 min before turning back. Back on solid ground, it obviously led nowhere useful. We made
some food and went to bed feeling fairly dejected. In the morning, each of
us tried to collapse a large snow bridge, me with an axe and Artem with
large rocks tossed from a higher ledge.
he trail back was easier to follow as we knew we were on the trail. It was
substantially more fun than the previous day, but still not that much fun.
When we reached the water ledge, Artem noticed that my eye had a red
semi-circle just outside of the iris. With all the bushwhacking, I had forgotten all about it. We continued along the lagged trail, which oddly enough
did not go across and down
a 600m clif face. he trail
then petered out, and some
more bushwhacking through
devil’s club and humid but
dusty branches ensued. Finally, we got to the riverbank,
stripped, and jumped into the
river. Well, I didn’t jump but
just held onto rocks as the
river was lowing much faster
than I could swim. We hiked
upstream to the next (wrong)
rocky sandbar where we’d let
the dinghy and loated back to
our packs.
Deciding against running
fairly loud class 3 rapids a bit
further downstream, we simply crossed back to the logCrossing the Stave River. Photo: Artem Bylinskii
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ging road, packed up, and hiked back to the canoe. Artem’s underwear was
wet, or something, because he proceeded to drop his pants and sit on them
in the canoe. Rednecks nearby hooted and hollered. We walked most of the
shallower sections but ran a couple, and were soon near the lake. Looking
back, our disappointment was tempered when we saw how broken the upper part of the snow slope was on the route to the summit, and decided that
it was probably too late in the season to do it in a weekend. We paddled
back mostly in the dark, chatting at times and paddling hard at others.
As we neared the launch point, Artem mentioned that the levels in Stave
Lake luctuate. I suddenly began having images of the canoe running into
the driver’s side window. My worries didn’t subside until we inally eyed the
car, safely on the mud lats. We loaded our stuf into the car and discussed a
winter/early spring ascent with skis, where snow would cover much of the
more unpleasant stuf.
A month later, Richard So posted a photo from the summit of the Judge
on Facebook, and we could no longer placate ourselves with thoughts that
we wouldn’t have made it anyway.

Appendix:
Other noteworthy failures in no particular order
• Artem on Cheam, didn’t make it up one peak due to fog and snow
• Artem rained out of Anderson River group
• Artem sprained ankle on Hairpin
• Artem bailed on chief attempt when Colin sprained his ankle on Rock
On
• Artem inished approach climb to Athelstan in the middle of the night,
twice, no summit bid
• Artem rained of of Sky Pilot traverse
• Cathedral, the time Marcin and Len G attempted to climb Cathedral
Mountain by sleeping for an hour in the car irst, and then running
into a helicopter
• Golden Ears, the time Marcin and Anne V attempted to climb Golden
Ears before getting tired, sleeping on Panorama Ridge, and waking up
to a whiteout
• Europa, the time Marcin, Phil D, and Paweł M attempted to climb
Europa before getting cold and deciding they wanted beer instead
• Cycling the Sunshine Coast, the time Marcin and Steve R cycled up the
Sunshine Coast and down to nearly Nanaimo before Marcin got 4 lats
in 5km, gave up, and hitchhiked to Departure Bay
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DRIVE A LOT, CLIMB A LITTLE
Will Beattie

It was a strange weekend.

Vancouver

W

e had hatched the plan the previous Sunday. I was watching football with ex-VOCer Alex hompson, bored and rained out for
the weekend. Sustained rain had ended the Squamish climbing season, and
with reliable skiing months away, we were looking for creative ways to ill
the gap. Unable to reach a consensus, Alex suggested an adventure tournament – that each of us was to nominate eight potential weekend trips to
do battle in a single elimination bracket. Each day that week we emailed
votes to each other, soliciting tiebreaking help from our friends. Novelty
entrants, like a road trip to Idaho with no discernible purpose, were quickly
eliminated. his let an attractive group of climbing, hiking and biking options in the inal rounds. he win went to exploring Portland on Saturday
and climbing Mt. St. Helens on Sunday. his narrowly edging out a weekend climbing trip to Smith Rock, Oregon.
Plans changed on Friday when a Special Weather Statement was released,
forecasting cold, hard, and sustained rain all across the coast. Concerned
about a miserable weekend, I went over to Alex’s at lunch to discuss. We
thought we could dodge the weather if we went inland and that St. Helens
was gentle enough to climb in the rain. We decided to climb at Smith Rock
on Saturday, then head back to St. Helens for Sunday. Somehow severe
weather made our plans more ambitious. Alex has an insidious nature and
oten makes things like that happen without you noticing. We packed immediately and were on the road at 3, crossing the border and rolling into
Smith Rock at 2 a.m. ater battling heavy rain most of the way.
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Smith Rock, Oregon

S

trong winds made for a itful sleep, but we woke to the sun we were
hoping for. I think I have a sot spot for the desert. Or maybe Smith
Rock really is that beautiful. Either way, I felt fresh and excited for the day.
Hoping to climb a longer route, we chose Moscow. his four star trad route
was one of the irst lines up Smith Rock, done in 1965. It clocks in at four
pitches and an old school 5.6.
When we arrived at the base of the wall there were two parties of three
already en route. We were a bit concerned about their pace, but Alex was
relatively new to multipitch climbing, so I didn’t think we’d be too speedy
ourselves. It turned out that the irst party of three was slow slow, with one
leader dragging along two inexperienced climbers, one of whom broke into
tears on pitch two. I tried to ofer some encouragement, and she eventually
made it up the wall and seemed pretty happy up top.
he climbing was moderate and enjoyable, taking a very steep line for
5.6. Building belays was substantially trickier than your typical Squamish
route, especially given my single rack. (Make sure your anchor theory is
fresh before climbing multipitches at Smith!) he highlight of the climb for
me was 25 feet of unexpected ofwidth corner to gain the summit, consistent at 4 inches wide. he biggest piece on my rack is a single 3 inch cam,
and I had to choose between placing it well at the bottom of the ofwidth, or
very poorly partway up. I chose the former (in hindsight an obvious decision) and grunted up the spicy runout without incident.
We topped out, snapped a photo and wandered around the top to peek
at the Monkey Face formation. Hoping to climb a few more single pitches
before it got dark, we chugged around to the front side of the formation
and found an absolute throng of climbers. he sea of harnesses with eight
draws, a gri-gri and a lead belay card suggested that Smith is a popular
destination for the city gym crowd. It was far too busy to hop on any sport
route easier than 5.13, so we found a four star 5.9 dihedral sitting completely unoccupied to wrap up the day. Strangely, we drove 11 hours to the
birthplace of North American sport climbing and didn’t clip a single bolt.
It was just that kind of trip.

Mount St. Helens, Washington

F

rom Smith Rock, we let for St. Helens, intending to camp near the
base to allow an early start. Darkness and heavy snow through the
Mt. Hood pass turned what we expected to be three hours of driving into
six. We neared St. Helens and searched in vain for a campsite that didn’t
want to be found. Exhausted and anxious for the day ahead, we grew can-
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tankerous. We gave up the search around 1 a.m. and pulled over to poach 5
hours of wet sleep of the side of the highway.
Mount St. Helens is and was an active volcano. It erupted in 1980, killing 57 people in the worst volcanic event in US history. From a climbers
perspective the eruption domesticated the mountain, lopping 400m of the
summit and leaving a gentler gradient on all slopes. What was once a genuine mountaineering objective is now an achievable goal for the ambitious
tourist; the summer route up Monitor Ridge sees up to 100 ascents per day.
he high novelty and relatively low diiculty appealed to us.
We knew we were in for more than a wet hike upon arriving at the parking lot. he two inches of snow at 1100m promised much more accumulation at the 2500m summit. We would later learn that the weather system
from the Special Weather Statement had dumped over a foot of snow on the
previously bare mountain in the past two days. Well-equipped and excited
all the same, we set of undeterred. Just above the tree line we met a ranger
who said a further 6 inches of snow would fall that day and my 2WD car
might not make it out of the lot. We briely considered turning back, but
the Beattiemobile has good tires and a courageous heart, so we resolved to
climb quickly and pressed forward.
Above the tree line, the ridge is lined with volcanic rubble, ranging from
football to car sized blocks. High winds had deposited snow on the ridge
and formed bridges between the blocks. While the boulders provided valuable contrast in whiteout conditions, negotiating the terrain required special care so as to not step through a snow bridge and land awkwardly on a
rock below. Alex carefully led us through the irst third of the route, where
we drank and switched places.
Shortly ater switching, we passed the party breaking trail through the
fresh snow. I thanked them for their work and started setting my own line.
he ridge ofered either shin deep snow or scrambling over the rubble. Pushing through the snow was more tiring, but scrambling on slippery blocks
was more dangerous, so I chose a mixture of both. As we pushed past the
halfway point, shin deep turned to knee deep, knee deep turned to thigh
deep, and some points had me up to my hips. Wind loading had dumped
a ton of snow on the ridge. Winter had come to St. Helens. I climbed with
some diiculty through to about 2000m, where the rubble disappeared and
wind had swept away the snow and let a crunchy surface of rime (coating
of ice that forms when extremely cold water droplets freeze almost instantly
on a cold surface) underneath. We gained elevation quickly as high wind
bufeted our shells. By this point Alex’s gloves had frozen into solid blocks
and he was well into Type 2 fun (fun only in retrospect, hateful while it’s
happening). We climbed to what we made out to be the summit in near
whiteout, snapped photos and turned around.
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Monitor Ridge pales in comparison to the typical VOC mountaineering caper. Any illusions of machismo I had were quickly dispelled as we
descended past large groups of climbers in all states of preparedness. hat
said, this was big for us. Our previous winter experience in the mountains
was limited to some pretty tame ski touring, certainly nothing approaching
mountaineering. Climbing St. Helens felt diferent, especially when I was
breaking trail. I felt very small against the mountain. Despite the wind it felt
lonely and calm. I enjoyed it very much.
We descended with care and got back to the lot at 2 p.m., six hours car
to car. he road was in good shape and the drive back to Vancouver was
pleasant.
I’m not sure what to make of this trip now that it’s done. On one hand,
we drove 1700 km over a 54 hour trip. hat is a fundamentally stupid thing
to do. On the other hand, we dodged the coastal rain for a weekend and
snagged two summits – one in the desert sun, one in the howling winds of
winter. I suppose you’ve got to spend the shoulder season somehow.
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TANTALUS TRAVERSE
Olek Splawinski

Friday - Day 0:

M

y initial plan for the weekend was to do some mountaineering
in the Chehalis range with Skyler DesRoches. However, when I
received word that Skyler was exhausted from an epic descent of of Mt.
Slesse, I realised that our trip was not likely to happen. I contacted Artem
Bylinskii at 8pm on Friday night to discuss possible trip options. We narrowed the list down to Rainier, Tantalus and Chehalis. Artem was in favor
of Tantalus. A recent trip report of an ACC ascent of the North Ridge of Mt
Tantalus suggested that current snow levels were perfect for the trip. We
were solidifying our plan when Artem’s phone died, cutting our conversation short. At 11pm I inally managed to get in contact with Artem again. I
was dubious as to whether we had enough time let in the evening to plan
the trip, but he convinced me it was still feasible. He told me to plan the
food and he would plan the route. By the time I had scrounged together
enough food, packed my bag and disassembled my bicycle to it it in the
car, it was about 00:30am. Despite being very tired, I hardly got any sleep. I
was too excited.

Saturday - Day 1:
picked up Artem at 04:30am. We did a quick check to make sure we
hadn’t forgotten anything. At the start of the drive, Artem and I began
discussing our trip histories. We came to the conclusion that Artem has
a propensity for epics, while I have a history of epic avoidance. his trip
would therefore be the testing ground. What happens when an unstoppable
force meets an immovable object? Ater about an hour of driving, it became
apparent that our quick check wasn’t suicient. Artem had forgotten his
compass and belay device. his didn’t worry us enough to consider turning
around. Artem would belay/rappel of a munter hitch, and I could use my

I
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iPhone as a compass if necessary. Points were racking up for the unstoppable force.
On the road to Squamish we discussed the route we would take. he
Nic(k)s’ Tantalus traverse of August 2011 (see VOCJ 53) was our primary
source of beta. hey went from north to south, starting at Sigurd creek and
ending at Lake Lovely Water. Artem suggested we should go in the opposite direction. his would allow us to more easily bail from the traverse if
the weather deteriorated. Also, the ACC report he read suggested that the
descent of the north ridge of Tantalus would be cruisey, since snow levels
were still quite high.

Olek’s inaugural high-wire crossing of the Squamish River. Photo: Artem Bylinskii
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Ater a quick stop by McDonald’s for
Wi-Fi to conirm the weather forecast
was good, we headed for the Squamish
Valley Road. We stashed my bicycle at
the Sigurd Creek trailhead, and then
drove 16km back towards the Squamish
River cable car crossing. We parked the
car then fafed a bit selecting the food
and cams we wanted to bring. Artem
asked me if we should bring Alpine select. I consented, so he shoved it in my
pack. Faing complete, we began to walk
towards Marty the Squatter’s territory at
Perfect visibility of Artem’s rear end, 07:30am. Marty was nowhere to be seen,
but not the minor Tantalus peaks.
and we made it to the cable car without
Photo: Olek Splawinski
incident. Well, almost without incident.
Two kilometers from the car Artem notiied me that we had forgotten the map in the car. his caused us some pause,
but did not warrant turning around. he unstoppable force struck again.
he cable car was unlocked, which made crossing the river pleasant. Being conscientious trail users, we returned the car to the other side. Artem
had already lost his Tyrolean cherry, so I was volunteered to return the car
and then shimmy across the river along the cables. It was about 08:30am by
the time we completed the river crossing.
Next came the Lake Lovely Water slog: a no nonsense ~7km and 1100m
elevation gain. Artem in full slog mode was hard to keep up with, but I
managed. At one point I noticed him straying let of the marked trail, up a
rocky creek bed. I promptly redirected him. In retrospect, this fork could
have led to the infamous boulder ield detour that plagues many a Lake
Lovely Water trail user. We made good slogging time, reaching the lake at
11am.
At the lake, my irst observation was that Lake Lovely Water was indeed
lovely. My second observation was that the mountains of the Tantalus range
were completely enshrouded in fog. So much for the sun that mountain
weather forecast promised us! Artem took a dip in the lake. I spoon-fed
myself peanut butter.
Artem and I soon continued up the Lovely Water trail to the Russian
army camp, which we reached by noon. Luckily for us, by this time the
clouds had mostly cleared. From here, we climbed up towards Serratus. We
discussed our two options for climbing Serratus: (1) be wimps and head to
the ACC hut, drop our packs, then head up the Peu Diicile West Face Couloir route or (2) be badass and keep our packs on, true traverse style, and
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head up the esthetically superior Assez Diicile East Ridge.We both agreed
without reservation that we had to go for option two.
Climbing the East Ridge route was spectacular. Each bump on the ridge
reminded me of the scene in the Lord of the Rings movie which depicts the
lighting of the beacons of Gondor. he major drawbacks of the route were
that it was super exposed and the rock was loose. Being on “you fall you
die” terrain for that length of time is quite tiring. We managed to downclimb one section of the route with evident rap tat. It took us one rappel to
traverse the ridge.
By the time we reached the summit, it was 8pm. he lighting was perfect for snapping pictures. Artem was super excited about the fact that in
pictures taken towards the east, he had summited every peak in the background. While we were celebrating our summit, we noticed the ACC hut
near the Red Tit col. We couldn’t see any people around it, so we igured
no one was staying there. Ater all, any ACCer in their right mind would
be using his $4000 DSLR camera to capture the beautiful panoramas visible
from the hut.
Ater 30 minutes on the summit, we had to choose our descent route.
he steep west face couloir route led directly towards the hut. he less steep
descent gulley would put us much further away from the hut. With the sun
rapidly setting, we decided on the descent gulley as it seemed safer. It was
not as fun as it seemed at irst. he descent gulley started as a 3rd/4th class
down-climb over loose rock. As the sun set, the rock gave way to a 45 degree snow slope. We donned our headlamps and began to kick steps down
the slope. he snow was not quite irm enough to justify crampons, but
irm enough that step kicking caused me to quickly lose sensation in my big
toes. hree hours later, we inally made it down the gulley. It will probably
be another six weeks before I can feel my big toes again.
From the bottom of the gulley, we expected inding the hut would be
trivial. Apparently, it wasn’t. It took us 1.5 hours of meandering over snow
before Artem inally spotted the silhouette of the outhouse on the horizon.
It was now 01:00. Since we didn’t think anyone was in the hut, Artem set to
work plugging random permutations into the combination lock.
It turns out, that there were people in the Jim Haberl hut. Artem’s button
mashing awakened one ACCer, and they promptly struck up conversation.
“Good Evening,” the ACCer began. “Was that you guys on the summit of
Mt. Serratus?” “Yeah,” Artem replied, “we went up the East Ridge and descended the descent gulley.” “he descent gully?! hat’s terrible, you know
they put in a rappel route down Serratus last year”, the man said sympathetically. To this Artem replied, “I did not, it isn’t in Alpine select”. “You
guys were up on the summit quite late, what time did you start from Lake
Lovely Water?” “We started at 5am from Vancouver.” “hat’s a long day! You
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are welcome to come in and use our stove to melt snow.”
Artem and I decided to forgo melting snow until the next morning. We
quickly bivied on the helipad, deciding on a 6am wake up time to get at least
four hours of sleep. hree minutes ater asking Artem to pass the salami, all
he heard from me was snoring.

Sunday - Day 2:

A

s we stumbled out of our sleeping bags, the three ACCers occupying the hut were on their way out, heading towards Serratus. We set
to work melting snow, and preparing oatmeal. Artem’s oats were slightly
sweeter than mine. He garnished his portion with the hut’s communal sugar
and cofee powder. At 07:30am, we donned our crampons and began trudging across the Dione Glacier. At the top of the glacier we inspected the gullies for a route to Dione’s high col. Although the second gulley from the
right looked the nicest, alpine select gave no mention of it. We decided to
traverse around all of the gullies, following what appeared to be the welltrodden route. It turns out that the gully we thought looked nice was nice. It
probably would have made our ascent to the high col one hour faster.
At noon, we reached the high col. We realized to our dismay that we
wouldn’t have time to climb up both Dione and Tantalus and still complete
the traverse. We opted to just do Tantalus, and still try to complete the traverse. Dione, ater all, is just a gloriied sub-summit. In fact, in the UBC Botanical Gardens’ labelled panorama, Dione isn’t even visible; it is completely
eclipsed by Tantalus.
Crossing the bergschrund to the rock route up Tantalus proved diicult.
It took us one hour to move approximately 200m. I managed to drop my
dromedary into the moat. It wasn’t clipped to my pack, and slipped out of
my kangaroo pouch. At least I was 2kg lighter. At the moat crossing, we
encountered an Australian party doing the enchainment, via heli-drop, in
the other direction. hey said the snow on the north side of Tantalus looked
good, which boded well for our prospects of completing the traverse.
Climbing up Tantalus, we pulled out rock protection for a couple of
pitches. According to Artem, many people protect the inal pitch up to the
summit, but we didn’t feel this was necessary. At 18:00, we were at the top
of Tantalus. Predictably, since mountain weather forecast called for sun, it
was cloudy.
We rappelled of the summit, and Artem led the way across the notch
leading to the north ridge of Tantalus. At 5’8, this notch is apparently the
technical crux of the route. From the notch, we could deeply crevassed,
rumbling glacier. Tantalus’ irst ascent party crossed this glacier in 1911 to
gain the summit.
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Another spectacular glacier view from the north ridge of Tantalus. Photo: Artem
Bylinskii

We rappelled of of the notch, and onto the start of the northern snowield of Tantalus. he snow that connected ten days ago had been broken up
by snowmelt, and we were forced to make a tight 30.5m rappel to get to the
second half of the snow slope. As the sun was setting, Artem led the way
across a narrow snow bridge which connected the remainder of the snowield. By headlamp, we made it to a lat bivy area, setting up our sleeping
bags by 11:30pm.

Monday - Day 3:

W

e awoke with the sunrise ater the coldest night of our trip. Artem
took fast and light a little too far, and didn’t bring a proper sleeping pad. He was shivering a bit that morning. We were planning to inish
the traverse today, so I cooked up all of the remaining oatmeal for breakfast.
his was more than we could inish, but I was happy to keep the letovers
accessible for periodic snacking.
From where we camped, we could see our next destination, the summit
of Pelion. Although Pelion was lower than us, we would have to lose and
regain a lot of elevation to reach it. Artem informed me almost excitedly
that we had a long slog ahead of us. To this I replied, “You really enjoy slogging, don’t you.” Artem took some ofense to this, replying, “No. hat is a
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common misconception, probably due to the fact that I like to do trips with
Piotr who actually does enjoy slogging.” I was somewhat dubious and said,
“But you excel at slogging, as soon as we get on trails, you are hard to keep
up with.” he rest of the day, Artem was sarcastically mentioning that one of
us should break an arm so we could use the SPOT to get rescued. I secretly
assumed he did so to draw attention away from his true love for slogging.
As we continued our snow slope descent, we were both puzzled by
how sot the snow was. We did not need crampons, and ended up plungestepping most of the way. Periodically, there were sections of steeper snow
which we down-climbed and protected with pickets. We made it on to the
ridgeline by crossing a notch that Artem thought he remembered from the
Nic(k)’s trip report. Ater this, the snow slope mellowed, and some roped
up boot skiing got us down the mountain very quickly. he sot snow allowed for us to make good time, until the cloud coverage thickened. On the
descent, we needed to make sure to hit the correct ridge spur. We needed
to be on the ridge that leads to Pelion, and not Xenith. When the fog really
rolled in, Artem and I stopped for two hours to wait for visibility. We played
bejeweled on my phone, and then began to listen to a podcast about “phone
freaks” to pass the time.
When the fog inally cleared at about 2pm, we realized that we had cut
way too high, and were only 100m below the summit of Xenith. I suggested,
half sarcastically, that we bag the summit of Xenith to warm up. We decided against it, and continued down to the Pelion Xenith col. From here
up to Pelion, some heather veggie belaying awaited us. Once partway up
the ridgeline, we had to decide on our route up Pelion. Unfortunately, once
again, our visibility was terrible. We waited 30 minutes for the fog to clear
so that we could see the south snow slope.
We knew neither the route the Nic(k)s had taken down Pelion, nor the
route the ACCers had taken up. he south snowield looked like it would
go, but it looked steep, and we were feeling more rock happy. We chose the
completely unknown route of the north ridgeline.
he ridgeline turned out to be quite reasonable- easier than Serratus in
terms of diiculty and route-inding. Along the way, we spotted a couple of
mountain goats. At one point, I had to sidestep a very large rock that Artem
dislodged. We saw some rap tat along the ridge, suggesting it does get some
traic - but it didn’t look nearly as new as the rap tat that litters Tantalus and
Serratus. We did not end up needing any rappels or placing any protection
to reach the summit.
he visibility at the summit was terrible, but Artem wanted proof that
we were actually at the summit. his past winter he had almost summited
Pelion in a whiteout, only to realize via GPS that he was 20m away from the
true summit. A pile of rocks resembling a cairn, suggested we were in fact
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at the summit.
At this point, it was 6:30pm. We were forced to wait in the fog yet again.
I contacted my friend Mitch via text message asking him to check mountain
weather forecast for Pelion. Apparently it was now foggy, and was supposed
to rain on Tuesday. Artem and I decided we had to get at least a bit further
down before the end of the day.
Finally, at 8pm, the clouds subsided a bit. We could see the snow slope,
and Artem belayed me out and around the irst crevasse. We got to the end
of the snow slope, and a nice bivy ledge by headlamp at 23:00. We didn’t
want to scramble in the dark, and succumbed to being benighted. We set
our alarms for 4am. For our inal day, we would have a true alpine start.

Tuesday - Day 4:

A

bland mixture of couscous and macaroons constituted our breakfast. Once again, it was more than we could eat, so I packed the
letovers for snacking on. We descended the remainder of the ridge without
incident, keeping to rocks to avoid putting on crampons. As a mountain
goat galloped down the snow slope beside us, Artem was envious of his
hooves. Eventually we met up with avalanche chutes, and decided to follow
them into the valley. Uncertain of where to meet up with the Sigurd creek
trail, we began to bushwhack down the slope. Gradually, our bushwhack
began to lead us slightly of course. We were headed up river. Artem wasn’t
too worried, since we would eventually intersect with the Mount Ossa trail
if we headed to far east. We knew we would have to cross the Sigurd creek
eventually, but our bushwhack path didn’t lead us to the creek proper, but
rather two of its tributaries. We dropped a log over the irst tributary, and
carefully walked across it. At the second tributary, even though our boots
felt as though they were maximally saturated with water, we took them of
and waded across.
On the other side of the creek, we found lagging, likely for the Ossa trail.
Unfortunately it promptly disappeared. Somewhat misguided, we decided
to bushwhack up from the lagging towards a boulder ield we saw from
the avalanche chutes. his proved to be a waste of time, since we ended up
bushwhacking from the boulder ield back down to lagging.
At 09:30pm we had made it to a proper trail. We followed it a ways downstream before inding the intended sketchy log crossing of the creek. We
then realized that our bushwhacking route was very ineicient and probably took us two hours longer than a possible route through old growth
forest. From here on out, it was a slog to the car. Once again, Artem engaged
full slog mode, and was hard to keep up with. I convinced him to make one
ive minute food and water stop at 11:30pm. We arrived at the bottom of the
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trail and the stashed bicycle at 00:15am.
Contrary to mountain forecast’s prediction of rain, the entire descent
was sunny. We emerged from the forest to a beautiful day. Artem headed to
the river, while I set to work assembling my bicycle. I was to meet him at the
river to give him my pack. As I inished setting up my bicycle, some American tourists pulled into the trailhead in a red dodge caravan. hey asked me
how the trail was, and I commenced a three minute conversation with them
in the hopes of a sympathy drive back to my car. No luck. I headed down
to the river with my pack and bicycle, but couldn’t spot Artem. I asked two
people by the river if they had seen him, but they had not.
Artem had made it clear that he wanted to get home as fast as possible
to get to work, and I was feeling pressed for time. Against my better judgement and the lesson conveyed by Sam and Christians lost skis, I decided to
stealthily stash my pack rather than comb the river for Artem.
I bicycled to the start of the logging road, then on to the Squamish valley road. Ater what felt like two minutes of bicycling, but in retrospect was
likely 20 minutes, I heard a car approaching from behind. I stuck out my
thumb and he slowed down. I pedaled beside him and explained I wanted
a ride back to my car. To my surprise, he consented, though he didn’t have
room for my bicycle. I stashed my bicycle in the forest near a “trucks turning” sign, and took him up on his ofer.
It turned out that the man who picked me up was an Italian priest, who
had climbed in the Alps in his youth. He was curious as to whether we
were climbing technical routes or not. I told him we were just trying to get
over as fast as possible. Sixteen kilometers later as we approached my car, I
thanked him and apologized for the stench I must have been exuding.
At 1:20pm, I arrived back at the river; my stashed gear was undisturbed.
Triumphantly, Artem and I blasted music, pumping our ists out the windows.
When the unstoppable force met the immovable object, sparks lew.
At irst, the immovable object wasn’t perceivably budged. Eventually the
ground beneath it gave way. It fell. Once it landed on more stable ground,
the immovable object was once again immovable.
Since we were benighted, our trip was partially epic. However, most
of the blame rests on mountain weather forecast (or the weather itself).
hanks to Artem for organizing this trip!
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A BIRTHDAY SPANKING:
THE NORTH RIB OF
MOUNT SLESSE
SkylerDes Roches

The Northeast side of Mount Slesse. The North Rib follows the arete to the right of the
shadowed face and left of the prominent snowield toward the North Col.
Photo: Skyler Des Roches

M

ount Slesse is famous for a plane crash and a buttress. In December 1956, Trans Canada Airlines light 810 collided with the side
of the mountain during a winter storm. All 62 people on board were killed.
In August 1963, Fred Beckey, Eric Bjornstad and Steve Marts made the irst
ascent of the Northeast Buttress, which was later included in Steve Roper
and Allen Steck’s fateful 1979 publication of “Fity Classic Climbs of North
America”. Such events prove simple ingredients to fame and infamy.
he Northeast Buttress, following a great sweep of the mountain 800m
from glacier to summit, is an awe-inspiring feature and has captured my attention since I learned of its existence. But its signiicant law as a climbing
route comes from the volatile pocket glaciers that guard its base. One must
cross under the calving edge of one of these glaciers, or over the crevasse
maze of the Bypass Glacier to reach the bottom of the Buttress.
Michal Rozworski suggested we try the North Rib, a route opened by
Jef Lowe and Bob Keisel in 1972, which is similar in length and grade to
the Northeast Buttress at 5.9 V, TD, 27 pitches, though more sustained with
all but one pitch at 5.7 or harder. he approach to the North Rib crosses
the North Slesse Glacier away from its calving edge, over relatively stable
terrain, and the rock on the Rib is compact and cleaner than that of the
Buttress. he trade-of of more diicult climbing for less objective hazard is
one I am happy to make.
Michal and I let Vancouver on Tuesday aternoon, ater dropping his
wife of at the airport. We planned to drive to the trailhead, up the Nesakwatch FSR, which we understood from various descriptions to be low-
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clearance, two-wheel drive friendly. It is not. he culverts have recently
been removed and a slide has taken out a section of the road. At about the
1km mark, we somewhat violently crossed a water bar. At the next waterbar,
I got out of the car to spot our way through, and smelled gasoline. We had
ripped the fuel line of the undercarriage and fuel was gushing out. I dove
on the ground to hold back the low of gasoline. Michal brought me twigs
of various sizes until one it as a plug.
With nothing more than duct tape and a piece of platypus hose, I was
able to efectively splice the broken ends of the fuel line. Less than 30 minutes later, we were back in working order. Surprised that we wouldn’t have
to bail at this point, we parked and opted to hike the remaining 5km of
rough road. Around 11PM, we carved a bivouac platform into the steep
wooded hillside, somewhere above the Slesse Memorial cairn.
In the morning I hid my sleeping bag and pad. It would be a cold night
ahead, but my pack was already heavy enough to hinder climbing. Michal
abandoned his down jacket and kept his ultralight sleeping bag at the last
minute.
“Perfect.” I thought, “there will be room for two under there.”
We had crossed the North Slesse Glacier, careful without crampons,
and were roped up on the rock by about 8AM. I led the irst block of ive
pitches. hese involved run-out, delicate slabs and somewhat challenging
route inding, but are lower angle than higher on the route, and made for
less physical climbing with backpacks. As I removed my pack at the second
belay I accidentally unbuckled my chalk bag. Damn. It tumbled back to the
glacier.
Ater three hours, Michal took over for his block. he climbing steepened as he led up the crest of the Rib and through some more challenging route-inding. Michal led some thin cracks that felt like 5.10. So far
everything had gone very well. hen, we took the guidebooks too literally
when they said to keep right of the crest ater a distinctive headwall bypass
pitch. Back on my lead, I got sucked too far into the North Couloir and
found myself 15m above gear on wet, sloping terrain. I cursed and shouted,
barely able to keep myself together under the stress. Michal and I swapped
a couple more leads trying to get back on the crest, but my nerves were
completely fried from terrifying run outs.
Fear is an ever-lurking force in alpinism. One’s ability to keep overwhelming emotions under irm control is the real measure of one’s alpine
climbing ability. he internal ight - cold rationality over the explosive runaway train of terror - is really a deadly survival game. hings go downhill
fast when you lose your cool. Exhausted and stressed, Michal and I were
each struggling hard for control and composure. We were too high to bail,
too exposed to hunker down, and I was a psychological mess, swallowing
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hard at an over-revving heart and blinking hard at the shadows on my periphery. Michal had to take the lead and he did.
A little ways above the belay, Michal iddled with a nut in a wet, vegetated crack. I looked hopefully at belay. I had put a cam on each side of a
possibly-lexy block in hopes that the forces would counter-act each other.
Somehow Michal slipped. I was pulled hard into the belay as he crashed
into the rock below me. Fuck. A near factor-2 fall. My hand was smashed
and his looked worse.
“Holy fuck!” I yelled pointlessly, “You can’t do that!”
“No shit!”
he rules are that you never fall in the alpine, you never fall where it
might be factor-2, and if you’re not climbing, you’re hiding. But the only
rule that doesn’t get broken is gravity, so we equalize our three piece belays
and we re-direct the lead rope through the anchor, and we live because we
believe in detail and redundancy. But we couldn’t sleep where we were. Our
minds and bodies desperately needed a place to lie down and feel safe. So,
we tried to move as quickly as we could.
he sun set, and Michal kept climbing by headlamp. A little ways up the
soggy, slick corner he fell again. his time it was a relatively low-impact fall
and he was soon moving upward. Ater another pitch, we came to some
sloping ledges that might have allowed for a sitting bivouac. Michal heroically stayed on the sharp end and kept climbing in search of a proper ledge.
We were engaged in an epic on the irst day of a grade V climb.

Michal leading on pitch 7. Photo: Skyler Des Roches
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“Watch me here.” I heard him say somewhere out in the dark.
I tried to sound reassuring, but I was too terriied to even be belaying. I
couldn’t see a thing. Michal yelled as two big blocks broke free beneath him
and he fell several meters. he blocks crashed down the gully below me,
sending sparks and pulverized rock fumes into the night. He inished the
pitch and warned me of another loose block that I’d have to pass. If it let go
while I was below it, bad things would happen.
I found Michal covered in bleeding scrapes and bruises at the belay.
Nonetheless, he kept moving almost immediately. Forty meters later he
found a proper ledge, large enough for two people to lie down. At midnight,
ater 16 hours in rock shoes and about 18 pitches of climbing, we could inally lie down on our beds of rope and backpack. We ate a few spoonfuls of
peanut butter and some more of the same bars we had been eating all day.
I put on all my clothes and wrapped myself in a thin tarp. Happy birthday
to me.
Exactly two years prior, I had climbed the Kain Route on Bugaboo Spire
on what was simultaneously my irst trad climbing and alpine climbing experience. A year prior, I was in the Cordillera Blanca, climbing among some
of the highest mountains in the western hemisphere. And now I was on
a tiny ledge part way up a massive face, dead tired, ater a royal birthday
spanking. Had I bitten of more than I could chew this time? Where should
one draw the line?
A little while later I was awoken by something scratching near my head.
A rodent had invaded our ledge and was trying to chew something. Fred
Beckey had warned of ‘snalehounds’ chewing his ropes on the irst ascent.
For the next hours Michal and I woke up every few minutes to hiss at the
creature, shine our lights in its eyes and throw rocks. Our dislike for the
annoying alpine rat was only countered by our awe at sharing an exposed
perch on an enormous rock face with an adorable wild animal. he snalehound disappeared as a faint light spilled onto the eastern horizon. But the
night had cooled of. Bouts of shivering kept of proper sleep but I was too
tired to move my bed and attempt to spoon with Michal under his sleeping
bag. he fetal position proved somewhat efective.
Awake and out of water at 5AM, I led two pitches to the North Col where
we rested for an hour and contemplated the easy bail out opportunity from
the col. Above us the summit pinnacle rose very steeply. he climbing
looked physical and intimidating, but the guidebook promised ive pitches
of “sustained and exposed 5.7-5.8 climbing”. We saw rap tat one pitch up, so
decided to test the waters. he rock changed from compact granite to metamorphic and foot holds appeared everywhere. he climbing was at times
loose, but generally easier than it looked. At 2:30PM, ive minutes ater a
pair of Washingtoners topped out on the Northeast Buttress, Michal and I
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arrived on the summit.
As far as the summit register was concerned, ours were the irst and second ascents of 2012. he pages revealed generations of famous names, one
of the latest entries from Alex Honnold and Colin Haley. As mere mortals,
Michal and I had to take a spanking for the summit. his was the type of
terrain where mediocre climbers like myself should not get in the habit of
hanging out. And our spanking was far from over.
We teamed up with Peter and Adam for the descent. A couple of rappels and some down climbing brought us to the trail along Crossover ridge.
Soon we were trying to descend a steep snow slope. Our friends had carried up aluminum crampons. Michal and I discovered our lexible running
shoes made for terrifying descending on the relatively hard snow. We made
two rappels of snow bollards to get onto Crosscut Ridge proper. A few
hours of spectacular ridge walking and one more rappel in gorgeous aternoon weather brought us to Crossover pass. From here, our beta promised
an easy hike down. But the trail was under snow and we were let traversing
on the steep snow, above large clifs. Peter and Adam became our rescuers
as they slowed down and kicked solid steps so that we might follow. Hours
passed as we made slow, stressful progress. Finally, we traversed past the
clif band and were no longer exposed below. It was still relatively steep and
I resorted to facing in and kicking steps down the slope for a couple more
hours. Meanwhile the sun set again.
Eventually the angle eased such that Michal and I felt comfortable glissading. Without the help of Adam and Peter, I’m not sure how we would
have made it to this point. here is no glory in depending on a rescue to
get of the mountain. We were under-equipped for self-suiciency. Finally,

Two exhausted and very thirsty climbers on the summit. Photo: Skyler Des Roches
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we were surrounded by running water and could drink more than the few
mouthfuls we had had during the day.
Our new challenge became inding the marked trail as we dropped out of
the alpine in the night. I had a nagging feeling drawing me down and right,
toward where we had approached the base of the Rib the previous day. I
sought the edge of my mental map. We wandered back in forth, dropping
below known territory before heading right and were soon bushwhacking aimlessly in the dark. Michal’s ankle felt unstable from the previous
night’s rock fall incident. Adam was meant to be at work in Leavenworth,
WA, by 7AM the next morning and we were slowing them down. So they
split a bit before midnight. Michal and I kept bushwhacking right, holding
our elevation, until it was clear we were on the edge above of the cirque. It
took time, but we had eliminated that direction. Now we traversed back let
without doubt for a half hour until we were greeted by the wonderful relective markers of the Crossover Trail. I looked at my watch: 1:08AM. Hour
20. Finally safe on a well-marked trail, we vowed to keep walking until we
were at the car.
A half hour later we were greeted by headlamps coming up the trail.
Search and Rescue.
“I hope you’re not here for us.” I said when I saw their vests.
No, a rescue had been called for Peter and Adam. Someone had reported
them as past due despite Peter having contacted his wife from up on Crossover Ridge. When the SAR guys found them A-OK, Peter and Adam told
SAR we were still lost behind and that Michal was injured. he friendly
rescue team, volunteering to spend all night outside, walked down the trail
with us. hey promised to make sure our car started.
At 4AM, ater 23hrs on the go, Michal and I pulled of our soaking wet
shoes, and sat down in the car. he fuel line was ine, the ordeal over, and
we only had a drive ahead of us. Knowing the drive can be the most dangerous part, we parked on the side of the Chilliwack Lake Road and slept until
7AM. Ater a stop for fast-food burgers, we cruised comfortably back to
Vancouver in the morning sunshine.
I think I’m meant to feel some sort of satisfaction ater climbing such
a complete and challenging route. I was still mulling over the feeling that
we lucked or cheated our way through it when I learned that a friend was
missing on Palcaraju in the Cordillera Blanca of Peru. A week overdue. hat
night, I blew out the candles on a belated birthday cake wishing only that
Gil Weiss and his partner Ben Horne would survive whatever epic had befallen them. You don’t survive a week of epic in the high places though. he
next morning their bodies were found.
I’m let with confusion and loss. hough we only hung out for about
three weeks while I was in Peru in 2011, Gil’s stoke had been infectious. he
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blog he contributed to, pullharder.org, inspires much of my blog writing on
runoutofroute.wordpress.com. His writing was captivating, his encouragement addictive, his climbs inspiring, and I idolized the passion with which
he seemed to live his life. I thought him invincible, even, and the suddenness and inality of death in the mountains has let me struggling with my
own dreams. Having survived an epic on a grade V, TD climb, having kept
my cool no matter how close I may have come to losing it, should I go at it
again with more experience and care? A bright light has gone out. Should I
carry the torch? Or, is the spanking to be taken as a lesson that I’ve crossed
my threshold - that this game needs to be reined in? I can’t decide. I’m tired
and nervous, but those brushstrokes on the mountains still grab at me. It
is a strange and addictive sort of art that draws invisible lines on hills with
unlocked gymnastic riddles. he Coast Range is an intoxicating medium.
In the end, this trip was efectively the end of my climbing season. I continued to climb on my broken hand for several weeks, before it became clear
that it would not heal without a rest, but my quest for mystery was over, or
at least put on hold. Climbing, as a sport, can consist of the execution of
known athletics, on rock or otherwise, with a predictable outcome. A day
of cragging, on routes that pose only physical challenges, might it such a
deinition. At this, I made some efort to continue – to try to have fun. But
climbing, as exploration, is about mystery, the unknown. My motivation,
which involved fantasies of improbable lines opening above me on remote
and unclimbed walls
(of untold heights), my
desire to explore the zaxis of the world, was
weighted with the burden of reality – the stark
full stop at the end of a
story.
Slowly, my desire to
explore the mountains
is coming back. he
burden is still there,
but my back is getting
stronger. As I step forward into the unknown
I’ll carry Gil with me.
Indeed, I now see how
many I carry with me.
On Crossover Ridge. Slesse’s north face behind.
Photo: Skyler Des Roches
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LEAD LADDER
Clemens Adolphs

A

pril 2011, passenger seat of Roland Burton’s jeep. In awe, I watch
the massive Chief tower over Squamish as we drive down the Seato-Sky Highway back from Brew. Sensing my wonder, Roland explains how
you’d “have to go to Son of Rock” if you wanted to climb it. I’m intrigued.
Having no previous experience climbing, a million questions come up. How
are you secured? Do people still hammer nails into the rock? No? hey use
WHAT? And that... holds? Honestly, whoever isn’t at irst sketched out
by the idea of using tiny chocks of metal to protect a fall must be
crazy.
Fast forward to September 2012. Ater 13 or 14 pitches of climbing,
Steph Grothe and I top out on the last pitch of the “Buttface” route just
before complete darkness, completely exhausted.
he story of how we got from no climbing experience at all (not even
indoors) to climbing a long multipitch objective in less than one and a half
years is proof of the awesomeness of the VOC and the people who happily
share their time and experience. Ater going from Rock 1 to Rock 4 at Son
of Rock and Longhike, we were particularly lucky that Jon Leighton introduced the, ‘Lead ladder’, a 4-evening plus one weekend trad climbing course
for VOCers willing to pass on their skills aterwards.
he lead ladder started with the UBC-Wednesday sessions which were:
1) Equipment theory sessions: Here we learned about fall factors and
impact forces, the strength rating of gear and what these numbers actually
mean. We played with Jon’s cams, various nuts and tricams and learned that
ropes generally do not fail when used properly. He also provided us with
ample reading material, including a complete manual of which gear needs
which type of care and maintenance. Awesome! Being from Britain and all
that, Jon then led us to the Pit Pub to conclude the evening with beer and
more discussions.
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2) In the second evening
session, we met outside at the
bus loop in the evening sun
and practiced belay systems.
We made equalized anchors at
the fence and learned how to
belay from the top. It seems we
can abandon our personal anchor systems, anchor slings and
our need for at least 10 locking
carabiners now. Of course, beer
followed.

3) Access, the Environment and Ethics: his session covered topics like
route cleaning and being nice to crack-residents, other climbers, birds and
nature in general.
4) Hoists, Rescues & Emergencies: he last Wednesday session was again
a practical one at the UBC bus loop. We learned for example how to escape
the belay and how to set up assisted hoists.

Saturday-only session

S

ince the weekend of the course had to be shited by one week and
since Phil Tomlinson and Stephanie Grothe could not make that new
weekend, Jon, in his generous awesomeness, suggested to teach the two
himself on another Saturday. he destination on this Saturday with amazing weather was Murrin Park. Here, they started with placing lots of gear
and got great feedback (rotating nuts by 90 degrees works wonders) and
Jon magically removed a tricam and later an alien cam from where Steph
thought they would stay for eternity. Next, we led some easy routes with Jon
giving feedback all the time, and practiced the assisted hoist.
Finally, Phil and Steph showed their climbing prowess on badass 5.7/5.8
routes, which Jon efortlessly solo-climbed (in his approach shoes, nonetheless) to inspect or retrieve the gear. he evening ended with a great BBQ at
Phil’s place.

Squamish weekend session

W

ith a less than stellar weather forecast, we rode up to Murrin Park
on Saturday with the intent of repeating what Steph and Phil
did last weekend - placing gear on the ground and doing some easy single
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pitches on Sugarloaf. A short
but rich rain shower made
for an interesting irst climb,
but at least this would be all
the rain we’d see on that day.
he rock was quick to dry, so
we just kept on climbing the
entire day.
Rumors about the liquor
store closing early had us
worried at irst, but ultimately proved wildly exaggerated, so all was well when
we headed to Squamish to
ill up on beer and dinner.
I had brought a BBQ, so we
had corn, steak and grilled
potatoes. Sabrina Burkhardt
made amazing chocolate
banana brownies and Julien
Christian Clinging on as he places a cam.
Renard even had popcorn to
Photo: Christian Veenstra
ofer. he Chief campground
was hopelessly crowded, so
the majority of our party went to a secret spot Phil Daoust knows about to
wild-camp there. Julien and I stayed behind in solidarity with Sabrina, who
had just twisted her ankle. For Sunday, the various parties went to diferent venues with the goal of multi-pitch climbs. Christian Veenstra and Phil
D. took their people to Shannon falls, Jon and Sabrina went to the Bullet
Heads. Since now we were all separated, I can only give a full account of
what Sabrina’s and Jon’s group did. Ater scrambling up through the forest,
Jon’s group attempted ‘Cream of White Mice’ and I led ‘Slot Machine’. Just
as I was past the cruxy start, the gates of heaven opened and I was soaked
within seconds. Luckily, Slot Machine is an enjoyable crack that can be led
even in the rain, although it’s deinitely more type-II than type-I fun. Since
the rain sketched me out initially, I also placed a bit too much gear in the
middle section, leaving me slightly run out at the end, which made for an
exhilarating inish over slab and dead trees, but provided a valuable lesson
on gear management...
Not too keen on continuing up, we abandoned our plan of multi-pitching and opted for a lower-of instead, for which the 60 meter rope was just
long enough. Jon’s team made quicker progress in that all three of them
made it up two pitches, I believe, but they too opted to not go any further.
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Down at the Chief campground we had lunch, but since the rain had
stopped we squeezed the six of us into Jon’s car and headed over to Shannon
Falls. here it was Julien’s turn for type-II fun, so he also led a hand-crack
in the pouring rain (the brief stop in the deluge was just a clever ruse by the
weather god to get us on the rock again), while Artem Bylinskii and Christian Sampaleanu had their fun with a Top-100 crack that would have been a
5.7 had it been dry, but now with water streaming down its sides it deinitely
appeared quite scary. he other parties indeed made it up all the pitches
of the famous Skywalker. We could see them from our crag, and Jon even
managed to shout to them, informing them that we’d had enough of it and
would go to the Brew Pub. Ater some burgers and beers, we headed home
for Vancouver, all having learned an incredible amount in those two days.
First of all: Many thanks to Jon for making all this happen, for doing all
the organizational faf, for spending so much time with us and for letting
us beneit from your amazing skills. hanks to you we had a wonderful and
valuable time and hopefully we will all become great trad climbers.
I also want to thank the other instructors: Phil Daoust, Christian Veenstra and Sabrina Burkhardt, without whom this also could not have taken
place. hanks to the other participants for a great time. Let’s keep this alive
and let’s help to organize the lead ladder 2013.
Comments From Participants:
Clemens Adolphs and Stephanie Grothe
Ater climbing Skywalker (including a huge whipper from Clemens) and
a fair share of 5.7s, 5.8s and only a few 5.9s in Murrin and the Smoke Blufs,
we topped the season of with climbing the Chief via Calculus, Memorial
and the Buttface. As of now, we feel much better about rope skills and gear
placements than we do about actual crack climbing technique, so our goal
for the 2013 season is to get better at that.
Christian Sampaleanu
Although I learned many skills in the weeks before and the weekend of
the Lead Ladder, it seemed like I might not be cut out for trad climbing,
ater scaring myself silly while of-route at Murrin, and then being unable
to climb Klahanie crack in the rain. But I pressed on and came back a few
days later to climb Skywalker (dry, this time). Seeing that maybe trad leading was within my realm, I went on that summer to climb several routes on
the Chief and in the Rockies, capped of by Ultimate Everything at the end
of the summer.
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Artem Bylinskii
From participating in the Lead Ladder, I found out about Malamute
ninja camping, which was stellar! I also found that I could in fact manage to
bushwhack every single weekend, even if just cragging in Squamish (courtesy of Daoust). I later climbed Angel’s Crest, but it required much more
practice than just the Lead Ladder. I sprained my ankle on the second pitch
of Hairpin of the Papoose, and was able to self-rescue. For those looking to
learn trad climbing, I would recommend not taking both the Lead Ladder
and Rock 4 as there is too much overlap. However, the post-class pub sessions were very amusing.
Julien Renard
he lead ladder opened many routes to us, including Skywalker and Angel’s Crest. However, we would not have been able to do those routes right
ater the course; I don’t want to say something that could be interpreted
as: ‘’do the lead ladder and you will climb Angel’s Crest’’. he lead ladder
covered more of the theory side of trad climbing, and it had to be combined
with a lot of practice before we could actually climb those routes. hat being said, the best routes I have climbed (not necessarily leading the hardest
pitches) are: Skywalker, Rock On, and Angel’s Crest.

Christina belaying Derry on a slabby part of Skywalker.
Photo: Christian Veenstra

SKIING AND WINTER
MOUNTAINEERING

Sam McKoy at the Duffy.
Photo: Ran Zhang
Nick Gobin descending a ridge while on the Cambria Iceield. A wonderful sea of mountains to soak in.
Photo: Nick Matwyuk

Approach to Atwell.
Photo: Skyler Des Roches

Caroline Jung demonstrates how to ski on one’s head.
Photo: Scott MacPherson

Our group follows a ramp onto the Pemberton Icecap soon to be immersed in never-ending cloud.
Photo: Sam Mckoy

Nick Gobin on the summit of VeeOcee Mountain.
Photo: Nick Matwyuk

Greg Dennis between a rock and a hard landing on Mount Gandalf.
Photo: Murray Down

A group of VOCers moments away from the Brian Waddington Hut.
Photo: Stephanie Grothe
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PEMBERTON ICECAP TRAVERSE:
FROM SUPERSTITION
TO IRONY
Gili Rosenberg

Frances and her orange plastic bag ‘sled’. They work quite well. Photo: Gili Rosenberg

magine this: you are loating in a pure white cloud. It is sot as a cotton
ball, and yet as impenetrable as the smoke of a ierce forest ire. You
are in the front, breaking trail in sot slushy snow or breakable crust, following a compass bearing of 238 degrees. You look around you, hoping to
catch a glimpse of the undoubtedly incredible views that drew you to this
place. Every now and then you can make out a shape in the distance, perhaps, or maybe you just imagine it, but most of the time it is just a uniform
white. he sun comes out sometimes. Sometimes just for a few minutes, and
sometimes for two hours. hese gaps in the weather are classiied as either
“weather windows” if they are long, or “sucker holes” if they are short, and
the distinction is rather ine.
his trip was seemingly ruled by superstition. It started with Ben Singleton-Polster’s curse. Ben had been trying to reach the Harrison Hut for many
years. Invariably, he failed, oten due to natural disasters. Of note was the
landslide that closed the Sea to Sky Highway for almost a week in July 2008,
and the massive lahar of Mt. Meager in August 2010, perhaps the largest
recorded slide in Canadian History. Aside from that, there were apparently
some other attempts foiled by bad weather. Others had warned me, before
this trip, that if we tried to approach the Harrison Hut with Ben, all hell
would break loose. And it did.
hen there was the Whiteout Curse. At some stage we started calling
Sam Belanger-McKoy “Whiteout Sam”; perhaps it was even my fault. At
irst it was a joke, but as the trip continued, the whiteout stayed around,
so the nickname stuck. We joked about one day changing the nickname to
“Sunshine Sam”, but it never happened. We had one day of beautiful weather and seven days of whiteout. At times the sun would tantalize us with its

I
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Studying the logbooks
and reading material
at the Harrison Hut.
Photo: Gili Rosenberg

rays for an hour before disappearing again into the void.
he night before the trip, some of us were concerned about the warm
weather and the beginning of our route, which passes below large south
facing slopes – we didn’t want to pass below those slopes in the aternoon,
when they’d be most active. We were pondering starting with a irst short
day when Christian Champagne decided it for us: he had forgotten to pick
up his boots from the repair shop, which only opened at 10am the next day.
A few of us sighed in relief: we’d sleep a few more hours, and get a relaxed
start. We picked up Sam in Pemberton and drove to the beginning of South
Creek Forest Service Road, which was covered in snow right from the start.
Ouch! We had hoped to drive up it at least a few kilometers. We tried to
push Piotr Forysinski’s jeep up the road, which involved much grunting and
shoveling, but ater a few hours we had only moved by a kilometer or two,
so we parked the vehicle and started hiking.
I was somewhat sorry I hadn’t weighed my backpack, since the talk in
the car had revolved around how heavy everyone’s nine-day backpacks
were. Piotr won the contest with a 95lb pack, but he’s a big guy, and he and
Sam were extending the trip so they had gear for 12 days. Hiking up the
road with his skis in his hands, Piotr was visibly sufering (not that I wasn’t);
in fact, a few times I thought he might fall over. his was both due to the
ridiculously heavy pack and lack of sleep. Somehow Piotr had managed to
sleep just three hours the previous night, despite the delay in our departure.
Apparently he had spent several hours at a friend’s place getting a kite, hoping to use it to sail across the iceield, but ironically decided in the end that
the kite was too heavy and ended up leaving it in the car. We didn’t make
much progress and camped on the road at a conveniently lat switchback.
We decided to wake up early the next day to try and pass through the avalanche prone terrain early.
he second day dawned sunny with blue skies, and we were optimistic: perhaps the forecasters had gotten it wrong. We reached the end of
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the logging road, and discovered that
the bridge across the creek was indeed
missing, as reported, but we crossed
easily on a snow bridge just a bit higher. From there the route was straightforward: we followed the creek up the
valley, crossing some avalanche paths,
which had fallen trees and branches
strewn all around them, as if a giant
had gone on a mad rampage. Finally
we reached the glacier, our ramp to the
Pemberton Iceield. We followed it upwards, and were hoping to drop down
to the Harrison Hut that evening. Some
clouds rolled in and people were feeling
tired and demoralized, so we decided
Ben Singleton-Polster taking a bearing to camp on the glacier, just south of
on the whiteout. Photo: Gili Rosenberg
Madhorse Mountain.
he next day the clouds set in for real, and stayed around for the next
week. We spent a few hours in the tents, and inally mustered our energy to
move camp a few kilometers, passing between Moon and Earth Peaks and
ascending the shoulder of Zygo to inally rest beneath the bump named
Earth. In the inal section the wind was brutal and the blowing snow stung
our faces. I was very happy to have brought my balaclava and ski goggles,
perhaps not commonly used on spring traverses.
On the fourth day we woke up in a whiteout (again), waited for the
weather to change and inally decided on a day trip to Harrison Hut. he
ski down the Magic Carpet Glacier was a delight, and ironically the clouds
hung out at our camp and above – below that the visibility was good. Arriving to the hut was a dramatic, perhaps even a sentimental moment. Ben
had been trying to reach it for years, and Piotr was very interested in going
there so that he could complete a Harrison to Brew traverse. It was also the
only VOC hut I had not visited. Once we arrived to the hut, the door had
to be dug out which took about half an hour since the snow reached the top
of the door. he logbook revealed that most of the visitors to the hut these
days are snowmobilers, who are not supposed to visit the area according to
the Land and Resource Management Plan (LRMP) for the area. However,
they appear to be treating the hut with respect. he entries in the logbook
run back to 1983, when the hut was erected by the likes of Bruce Fairley. We
also noted a group from the winter of 1997 that took four days to reach the
hut due to deep snow.
he previous day we had decided that no matter what the weather was
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Heading towards Conscience, at the head of
the Squamish Glacier. Photo: Gili Rosenberg

the next day, we would pack up and head out in the morning and try to
make some progress. he whiteout and intermittent blowing snow had
been going on for days, but on this day there was a partial lull in the whiteout and we managed to see some decent views as we plodded on to the main
part of the Pemberton Iceield, past Cloud Cap and Volunteer, to a camp by
Conscience, with a view down the immense Squamish Glacier. Finally we
were glimpsing the views one expects on an iceield traverse. We had hoped
to climb a few peaks on this trip, but the weather hadn’t allowed it. Piotr and
Sam headed up towards Conscience, but the rest of us were content to set
up camp and build the snow fortress we had been building at each camp to
protect us from the strong winds. We could see Piotr and Sam on the summit, and not long ater they got back the clouds descended again, shooting
down our hopes of a weather change.
Earlier that day Ben had discovered that his binding was loose: two out
of the four screws that hold it in place had sheared of. he options were to
continue and pray for the best, or remount the bindings, likely doing a halfassed job and thereby ruining the skis and wasting a day while waiting for
the epoxy to set. Ben decided to try his luck, and from then on skinned and
skied carefully, snowplowing down slopes that we were skiing down gracefully (or not), but thankfully the binding held.
On the sixth day we were completely socked in again, so we decided to
take a tent day, in the hopes that the weather would get better. We amused
ourselves by: sleeping, eating, reading (those of us who had brought books),
playing cards and watching baro-TV. At one stage Piotr exclaimed, “baroTV is so boring, it’s lat!” – the barometric pressure was constant (and low)
for most of the trip, consistent with the mostly bad weather. In the late afternoon the sun came out for a bit, and Sam noticed a pattern: the sun
tended to burn through the clouds in the early aternoon, and the whiteout
came back once it started cooling down again. It was too late for us to move
though, so we enjoyed the intense warmth.
Although we didn’t see the sun oten, the solar radiation was intense due
to the relection from the sun and fog. We each had our own way of dealing
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Piotr Forysinski and his sled on a
whiteout. Photo: Gili Rosenberg

with the sun. For example, Frances Sharpe oten used her “full coverage” set
up due to her fair skin (but still got a bit sunburnt) and Piotr fashioned a hat
out of a ziplock bag and some snack wrappers. Champagne had a set of thin
white long johns which reminded me of a ski soldier’s uniform.
Since much of the trip was along a mellow iceield, we had decided to
bring sleds. Some of us brought well-designed “Baldwin-style” sleds, and
others (such as me) brought large orange plastic bags. Both seemed to work
with some success on the latter parts of the trip. But skiing down with a
sled is not a bargain, as it continually tries to hit you in the legs, pass between them, or in general throw you of course. Sidehilling is not the best
either, since the sled always falls of to one side, sometimes referred to as
“walking the dog”. I was also somewhat worried that my plastic bag would
go sliding down a hill into a crevasse or down the glacier, with all my essential gear in it.
On the seventh day we skied down the Squamish Glacier in a complete
whiteout. his was expected to be a fun and easy ski down 12km of mellow
glacier with glorious views, but we saw nothing. At the bottom of the glacier, ater blindly following our compasses and GPS for hours, the sun came
out, as predicted by Sunshine Sam’s forecast. It suddenly got unbearably hot,
and soon enough rocks and snow were rolling down the clifs above us. Our
route passed below some large slopes that were warming up in the sun, and
in the end we decided to set up camp despite it being early in the day, and
cross below those slopes early the next morning. his gave us a chance to
dry out our gear in the sun – our sleeping bags had become very moist from
the condensation in the tent. he condensation oten froze on the inside of
the tent at night, and then peeled of onto us as we inadvertently touched
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and shook the tent in the morning.
Our last day (the eighth) was a long one. We were on the move by 5:30am,
crossing safely below the now quiet and inactive slopes. We swung around
the volcanic plug of Little Ring Peak, with beautiful views of Numbers behind us. Many of the peaks in the area are named ater books in the Old
Testament, including Exodus, Numbers, Torah, and more. We had decided
to take a low route which would get us out faster, avoiding the Callaghan
Glacier. his involved passing through a small pass, but we were engulfed in
clouds again. he pass was very narrow on that side, and guarded by steep
slopes, but we managed to sneak through and on to the very windy pass.
From there we skied down to tree line and then back up between Ring Peak
and Callaghan and inally down to Ring Lake. here Piotr and Sam let us
to continue on their mission to ski from Harrison to Brew, for another three
days. Somewhere along the route Piotr managed to get a weather forecast
(using his cellphone), which was for sun, so they decided to go along with
their original plan.
From Ring Lake we still had a short ski down and then about 14km of
crosscountry trails to ski along, and it was already 4:00pm. In the end the
trails went fast and we were back at the car at 7:30pm. We had managed to
inish the traverse, under physically and mentally tough conditions, which
perhaps ought to give one more satisfaction, but honestly I was wishing
for sun 95% of the time. We stopped in Squamish for some food at the
Shady Tree and drove back home. Ironically, the weather forecast for the
next week was completely yellow: sunny every day!

Drying out our gear in the sun near
the bottom of the Squamish Glacier.
Photo: Gili Rosenberg
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JOFFRE NW RIDGE
Christian Veenstra

May 19th, 2012
t all started with an email from Sam McKoy, basically saying “I’d really like to do something hard involving skis”. A little hunting around
at photos suggested that we might be able to keep the grade on Jofre NW
ridge down by bypassing diiculties out on the N face (Alpine Select says
Jofre NW ridge involves some 5.8 moves), and so we igured that doing the
Jofre Enchainment over a weekend (with skis) could probably classify as
hard and maybe even fun. But as the weekend drew near the weather report
started looking grim for Sunday, so dividing it out and doing daytrips (rather than carrying camp up there) began to look more promising. No need to
carry heavy overnight gear just to camp in a whiteout – might as well enjoy
a nice ski back to the car in the sun and a possible skin up the next morning.

I

Sam down climbing through the “rappel” section. Photo: Christian Veenstra
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Sam climbs steep snow high on the route. Photo: Christian Veenstra

Friday everything came together – I inally submitted a paper I’d been
working on for a long time, and even had an epiphany regarding another problem I’d been working on for the past 3 months (maybe I’ll inally
graduate!) before clearing out of the lab at around 6:30. Back at home, I

Christian skis down the Aussie Couloir. Photo: Sam McKoy
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mounted bindings to my skis (epoxy on the new inserts had been setting
ater I broke the previous bindings and found that the screws had also loosened – marking the 3rd set of bindings mounted to those skis), and also
repaired my backpack, climbing skins, and home-made camera case before
packing my gear and scraping into to MEC, 2 minutes before 9:00pm, when
they close, to buy Sam a new pack (didn’t even have to pay for parking,
as somebody pulled out just as I was pulling in). Soon (although I had to
make a quick U turn as I almost forgot my crampons), I was heading up the
Sea-to-Sky, picking up Sam in Squamish and eating the oatmeal he’d made
me for dinner as we cruised the empty night streets to his parents abode in
Pemberton.

Sam belays at the start of the irst pitch. Photo: Christian Veenstra
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Saturday, we let the overnight gear at home, got an early start, and were
bootpacking (snow gone on S aspects) up the bottom of the NW ridge
through open very un-coastal style bush by 6am. Soon enough, we had the
skis on and found ourselves in the alpine, cruising with ski crampons on
Jofre Shoulder with fast, crusty snow and enjoying the amazing scenery.
Eventually, we started to get a look at the “real” objective, and (for a while) it
looked like it might be true that we could avoid the diiculties by traveling
entirely on snow – we were even able to avoid the rappels by either going
around on the face or just downclimbing. But, eventually, it became evident
that we were either going to have to rap out over the cornice and commit
to the uncertainty on the N face, or bust out the small rack and 30m rope
we’d brought and climb some rock (or, I suppose, bail). We chose the rock.
Ater a bit of a faf, whereby I led of almost a full rope length in a direction which didn’t pan out (at least not in ski boots) two pitches (one
short, one a full 30m rope stretcher) of blocky, secure (at least when the
skis weren’t hitting the wall, impeding progress), climbing and some snow
brought us to a small pocket belay above which (I thought) a mantle would
lead to simple snow travel the rest of the way to the summit. I kept Sam on
belay as he went to check out if he’d feel comfortable continuing un-roped
on the snow ater the top of the second pitch… which turned into his irst
(somewhat unintentional) trad lead, as it was fairly shallow with downward
sloping slab underneath but he went for it anyway. Sorry about that, Sam –
I found the climbing ater that point awkward too. Ater that we were able
to avoid what could have been a inal rock pitch by heading out onto an
exposed-feeling snow in which took us onto the N face, which we climbed
to the summit.
Soon enough, we’d taken our summit photos, strapped on the skis, and
were heading of toward the top of the Aussie Couloir, which was in perfect condition: mushy, but not too mushy. From there we skied out past
the Matier Icefall, which was a great victory-run and also made for a good
skiing-photo backdrop. Skiing down through the forest got a bit thin, but
we were able to keep skis on all the way to the carpark. his included skiing
across a few wooden bridges and ramps with some snow spread out on top
Sam overlooking the route from Joffre Shoulder.
Photo: Christian Veenstra
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by hand (which was declared possibly the worst idea of the trip beforehand,
but actually worked surprisingly well). We even got back to the car at a
reasonable time, and got to eat a ine home-cooked meal with Sam’s family.
he next day dawned grim and whiteout, with a bit of drizzle, so I think the
daytrip idea was the right choice.
Epilogue:

T

he next day Sam and I did a loop around Marriott to Cayoosh in
the drizzle and whiteout. It was a good day out, but unfortunately
some thief made of with our (stashed) skis during the 30 minute walk between where we came out and where the car was parked. Must have seen us
walking ski-less, igured it out, and went looking. Sam’s skis were only two
seasons old and still in the honeymoon-stage; while mine had seen probably 400 days of adventure, were on their 3rd pair of bindings and (as my
only skis) had taken me through everything from powder to corn to rocks
to being strapped to a kayak on month-long expeditions (twice). While I’ll
have real trouble replacing them (especially at this point in the season), and
while I always assumed I would be the one to inally break them – jumping
of one pillow too many or trying to side-slip a rock – I can’t really think of
a better “last hurrah” than this Jofre trip. And at least they didn’t leave me
stranded a week’s travel from nowhere. I’ll miss you, old skis.
On Tuesday, two papers on the same topic I’d been working on, written
by a competing group, appeared on the preprint server – they had submitted them only 16 hours ater my submission became visible. Doesn’t get
much closer than that…

Sam on the summit ridge, Matier behind.
Photo: Christian Veenstra
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THE “PERFECT” CONDITIONS,
OR HOW WE CONQUERED
THE GARIBALDI MASSIF
Artem Bylinskii

T

he week started out as usual, with a lengthy e-mail faf of a bunch
of VOC’ers keen to get out skiing for the upcoming weekend. By
Wednesday, the forecast had improved to the perfect conditions: low avalanche danger, irm compact snow, bluebird skies, and no wind. his is the
only case in which one would even pretend to consider climbing the mountain we all gawk at and fantasize about: Atwell. It dawned on me that this
was the opportunity to climb one of the most aesthetic peaks around. By
the time I’d messaged Skyler Des Roches, he’d already had the same thought
and assembled a team to climb the East Face.
Without abiding to ‘getting a rope-gun’ etiquette, I messaged Piotr Fiorysinski and Charlie Beard, and immediately, I had my own team assembled. Ater a bunch of people shuling, weather scares, and reconsideration,
up to the point of getting over the Lions Gate bridge, it was determined that
Piotr and I would stay a third day to climb Dalton Dome and Garibaldi,
while Charlie would escape on Sunday with the other team ater our own
Atwell attempt.
he skin up to camp on the Diamond Glacier went of without a hitch.
We enjoyed lunch at Elin, ripped some turns down from the GargoylesColumnar col, and got some adrenaline pumping skiing along the top of
the knife edge ridge between Little Diamond Head and Atwell. All the while
drooling at our imposing objective.
With a dark and early alpine start of 4:00, we were on our way up the
headwall to the Garibaldi-Atwell col and to the start of our intended North
Ridge route. We would coordinate Charlie’s descent via radio contact between our team “Charlie Foxtrot” (as in Cluster F), Skyler’s team “Photoslut” (backpack models), and Phil Tomlinson’s team “Made It Past Elin”,
who were attempting Garibaldi at the same time.
Right from the start of the actual route, our hopes were a bit hampered
by nipple-deep light powder we had to literally swim through, making the
ascent horridly slow. We fought our way up, but just before the point where
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the East Ridge joins up to our route, the slope became a little bit steeper, and
the snow a little bit more hollow, and everything a little bit more sketchy.
We decided that we couldn’t aford to push on and waste a lot of time dicking around on the notorious summit pinnacle, to then backtrack over the
big slope which would by then have received a lot of sun exposure. As we
descended, we saw team Photoslut going down the East Ridge, which would
give us both tracks and an alternate escape route, but it was too late at this
point. Ultimately mountaineering is about making good decisions, and I
believe we made the correct call.
Sending Charlie of with the Garibaldi-turned-Dalton Dome-team, it
was only 11:30, meaning Piotr and I had the rest of the day to play in some
gorgeous terrain. We bootpacked up Dalton Dome and were stunned by
the 360 degree views, eyeing future destinations in the distance. We then
traversed over to the couloir up the West face of Garibaldi to attempt to inish the route that Knut Kitching had just tried to climb. Having more time
and more gear, Piotr managed to lead the 60 meter pitch. Not wanting to
climb the thing with our skis and packs, we igured we would ind a way to
come back down the same way once we had the inspiration of being at the
summit that’s been at the top of my climbing list for so long.
Taking some more photos and regretting the absence of our skis seeing
the perfect tracks down the Northeast face, we dug a big snow bollard to
rappel of of. Having only a single 60 meter rope, we would have to build
an anchor half way down for a second rappel. Both getting into the couloir and hanging of of a questionable piton and rock nubbin, we failed to
pull the rope. No matter how hard we’d tug, it would not budge. Piotr thus
monkeyed back up the rope on a prussik and abandoned all of his rap-tat
to rescue the rope. Down at the bottom, ater the second 30 meter rappel,
I tried to recover the bit of cordellete by licking the rope, only to result in
slapping myself twice in the face and slipping and bashing my knee on the
only rock in the snow I was standing on.
On our way back to camp, having some daylight let, we were briely
inspired to go climb the Tent. As we started towards it, we realized that the
only reason we were going for it was to toss it into our weekend bag of summits, and not to honestly have fun. We therefore abandoned the idea and
went back to camp to get a better rest before the next day.
Along the way, I snapped a few photos of Photoslut’s ski descent of the
Northeast face of Atwell, which would prove critical the next day. As we
neared camp, the East face proved to have avalanched all over the place,
destroying the tracks we were hoping to follow the next day, making an
attempt look unfavourable, but once at camp, we found a note from Skyler
highly recommending the Central Couloir they had climbed, once again
giving us motivation.
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Skyler pole wacking the ridge from Little Diamond Head.
Photo: Artem Bylinskii

Starting out on our second alpine start, the weather was just as perfect as
the days before. We trudged happily up the 50 degree snow face in the dark,
but as we got higher and the sun came out, the seriousness of the climb set
in as well. here are no mistakes to be made here. You make a mistake, you
slip, you die. his caused us to dig a platform, build and anchor, and pull
out the rope. From here on we would simul-climb with Piotr leading and
placing whatever protection he could ind and me seconding and cleaning.
Realistically, the protection we placed was mostly psychological. he
pickets were garbage, the pitons were shaky, and the single ice screw went
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in only a few cm and had to be tied of. hey held body weight, and maybe a small fall, but probably would mostly pull and leave us a precariously
hanging bloody mess. hough it did allow me to feel more comfortable and
climb with more conidence, it took a lot of time, and might have been better to just climb quicker.

Piotr leading the North Ridge.
Photo: Artem Bylinskii
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Seconding also provided me with a whack of entertainment dodging
and/or taking chunks of ice and rock of the helmet, hands, arms, and legs.
When even the tiniest piece hurt like none-other (especially getting one
directly on the nose), you can really feel your anus shrink when you see a
larger chunk tumbling towards you. I minimized the damage by hugging
the slope as closely as possibly, trying my hardest to hide all of me under
my helmet. I would carefully look up to get out of the way of the bigger ones
coming at me and would cringe each time one would lutter just centimeters away from my ear. he 60 meters is enough to get these things going
super fast, and with everything funneling right at me being in a couloir, this
was a fast paced game with no escape.
As we neared the sub-summit, we became enveloped in clouds. We
would get an occasional beautiful glimpse of Mamquam mountain peeking
out of a sea of white, but this didn’t change the fact that a bit of a situation
was developing. Our perfect conditions were no more. We considered going
down immediately, but given our proximity and elusiveness of the summit
pinnacle, we decided that half an hour wouldn’t make a big diference since
we were already in a whiteout. Luckily, the other team’s tracks along the
summit and East ridges were still there for us to follow down. Otherwise,
we would have been boned.
Aside: this might have been a bad decision. I’ve since been wondering
how does one decide whether you should escape as fast as possible before
the weather gets worse and shit really hits the fan, or if you can wait it out
or bivy in hopes that conditions get better? he weather did clear up by
nightfall, but that would have been a really long time and clear darkness is
only a marginal improvement and turned horrible again the next day. Also,
a stark realization of how self-reliant we were. Completely on our own. If
something did happen and one of us got injured, no one was coming to help
us. No SPOT, SAR, or VOC could save us then.
Back to the story: still rope-gunning, Piotr made quick work up the summit pinnacle, again placing as much questionable protection as he could. He
claims some of it was fairly decent, but regardless, he slung the top of the
mountain and got lowered down, cleaning most of the route. I then basically top-roped to the summit, stuck a couple of poses, and removed the
rest of the backup gear on my way down. Kudos to Skyler for digging out
the awesome trench through the rime that is blasted onto the pinnacle. Being just a choss pile, the true summit is rarely climbed, and is impossible
without the right amount and the right consistency of snow. Pictures or it
didn’t happen? Well, we tried to take some, but the camera would only pick
up a faint silhouette of the overjoyed fellow mountaineer.
Successfully completing our secondary objective, we were on to our irst
- getting of the mountain and surviving to tell the tale. Retracing the steps
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of the others before us, we regretted not being able to see anything, but were
briely happy not seeing the huge exposure of the route. hat is until we
came to the place where Skyler, Colin, and Fix skied from.
We could not see anything. he inside of a ping-pong ball doesn’t even
begin to describe what white means. We imagined the face was steep, but
for all we knew, it could have been going uphill, been vertical, or not been
there at all. I tried to pole whack the cornice above the slope, but missed
miserably as it turned out to be a foot closer to me than I expected. We were
indeed in a bit of a pickle that would put any gong-show to shame.
Ater much discussion as to what to do, we decided to rappel a pitch onto
the slope to get a better feel for its angle and snow stability. We built a bollard and backed it up with a picket. Piotr rappelled irst, the bollard looked
ine. I pulled the picket and rappelled down to him. Trying to pull the rope,
I gave it a tug. One, two, three… and the bollard popped through. Great! I
just rappelled of that shit!
Piotr, really not wanting to ski the steepness, built the next bollard and
backed it up with two pickets, but as he weighed it, the rope cut through like
a knife through butter. Solution? Dig deeper! But alas, the northern wind
scoured aspect of the face, made for densely packed powder impossible to
build bollards in, but theoretically great to ski. Even if we could rappel of
of something, we would be there well into the night, with only 30 meter
pitches and about 300 vertical meters to lose.
More discussion ensued. Piotr still didn’t want to ski the thing. I didn’t
want to downclimb unprotected, especially since I feel more comfortable
on skis. Being a more conident skier, on skis that I am used to, I convinced
Piotr that we should just strap our skis on and go for it, and that I would
ski-gun down as he rope-gunned all day. Considering that the others skied
this the day before and looking at the rope lying along the slope, I was pretty
sure I’d have no problem with it. How wrong I was…
Now on a scary steep slope, instead of the relative latness of the ridge,
we hacked away to make ourselves a platform to get the skis on and pack
away the rope. With the rope gone, all concept of slope angle was gone.
I decided I would traverse across the face to get to yesterday’s ski tracks
and hopefully they would give me something to look at. I eventually found
something that may have been tracks, but they were mostly gone from the
snow sluing from higher up, and the developing sideways snow falling
from the sky.
Not being able to see anything at all, I was now scared shitless. All of
a sudden, the snow seemed more crusty and less powdery than before. I
couldn’t force myself to initiate that irst turn, which is always hardest. On
top of that, images of massive avalanches came crashing through my head.
hat helped… I proceeded to side slip to what I would otherwise consider
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one of the best line I’ve ever skied. Piotr followed suite, trying to not knock
any snow onto me from above.
Some unknown part of the way down, we realized we had no idea where
the fuck we were. In such conditions, there is no concept of perspective.
I’d spot a couple rocks in the distance, only to realize they were just a few
meters from me. I’d think they were right beside each other, only to take a
step down and realize the second “small” rock was actually a huge clif band
way far away.
At this point, all we knew is that there were two bergrschrunds (a type
of crevasse) somewhere below us, but we had no concept of how far away
or how big they were. I thus pulled out my camera and looked at the snaps
from the day before to try and match the couple of black spots I was seeing to locate us in the slightest. hat improved the situation marginally as I
told myself I knew where we were. Down we went until we spotted several
gaping holes in the snow below us. Hurray, we reached the (bergr)schrund!
Now what?
Normally, I would just huck it - I love to huck stuf on skis. Now, I wanted to be of this damned face, not knowing how wide it was, or how far the
drop was, or how fast I’d tumble into the next schrund below. We considered
briely leaving a tricam in a crack in a clif above us and rappelling over, but
didn’t want to faf around there any longer. We decided to just send it. But
who would go irst? Only the logical game of rock-paper-scissors could decide that. I will again emphasize, rock always wins… good ole’ trusty rock.
It turned out to be less than a foot of a drop, and completely snow covered. So much for that. And just as suddenly, the slope mellowed out slightly, and again turned to powder. I even got some incredible turns in. But we
were far from home free. We were still on a glacier with big crevasses inside
a jug of milk. We found the tracks and tried to follow them as best we could,
but they would appear for one turn and disappear indeinitely. A couple of
scary turns into the abyss, and we’d be overjoyed to spot another trace.
his went on for awhile until we hit the track super-highway and zipped
back down to camp. Ahh, camp. Only 1000 vertical meters of crust, Ring
Creek, Paul Ridge, and a bobsleigh track back to the cars. Once we’d packed
up, it was 18:45. All my aspirations of a quick summit, nap in the sun, and
breeze out back to town for the 19:00 climbing competition were shattered.
I guess a serious mountain tends to derail perfect plans. And let’s be honest,
no one summits Atwell just like that (unless you are Skyler). In comparison,
we started at 4:00, as did team Photoslut, and spent 14 hours on the mountain, descending for six of them. he others were back at camp before 11:00.
What a diference a whiteout makes.
Escaping was no walk in the park. Skiing down into Ring Creek would
have been easy if the slope melted under the sun. here was no sun, remem-
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ber? We were skiing on bulletproof crust. Going through the loodplain, I
accidentally hit the other’s lunch spot (aka holes in the snow), leaned forward, lost balance, hit a rut, got lung out, did a full frontlip, and landed
in another rut. Getting out proved diicult with so little energy let. One of
those times when your brain tries to convince you that it is a great idea to
just lay there and wait till morning.
he skin out Ring Creek drained us completely and by the time we got to
Elin Shelter, it was too late to keep going, so we decided to spend the night
and ski out early in the morning so I could get to work. Turned out to be lab
clean up day and I spent the whole day sorting screws; good thing we got a
third straight alpine start and hurried our asses…
As we drove down the highway and back to urbania and the real world,
it inally hit me. We did it! We conquered the Garibaldi Massif!

Artem and Piotr victorious on the summit of Garibaldi.
Photo: Artem Bylinskii
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HOW CHRISTIAN’S
AWESOMENESS SAVED MY
DAY
Kate Wootton

Members: Christian Veenstra, Line Veenstra, Kate Wootton, Jef Taylor,
Johannes Erhardt, Len Gof, Scott MacPherson

O

h dear, what a trip. It wasn’t of to a particularly auspicious start
when I was woken ten minutes ater the scheduled pickup time by
Line calling and wondering where I was! But I hurriedly grabbed my gear
and some breakfast and was out the door with enough time for us to make it
to Tim Horton’s in Chilliwack at the scheduled time. here, we met up with
Noriko and Ben’s groups, picked up a few more members of our crew and
then set of to regroup at the magical heated washrooms along the Coquihalla highway. Once at the washrooms, we got changed, put on boots, illed
packs and I was just going to put on my skins when I realised they weren’t in
my bag. Or in the car. Or in anyone else’s bag. I was so sure I’d had them! But
somehow in my sleep befuddled state I’d managed to leave them at home.
I was just resigning myself to hitch hiking or a day spent waiting at the car
when Christian’s amazing-ness saved my day. He gave me his skis and skins
and took mine, with the initial plan being to see whether he could keep up
with us by side stepping! Ater a while it appeared that that wasn’t the most
eicient method of travel, so someone came up with the idea of strapping
branches to the bottom of the skis to create friction. With donations from
some kindly nearby trees and a number of voile straps, Christian rigged
up some make-shit skins which apparently worked quite well, to such an
extent that we couldn’t keep up with him!
Ater an hour or so of skinning/branching, we found another VOC
group who were just taking their skins of ready to ski down. “What?” we
thought, “it’s only eleven, we’ve got hours more skiing to do, no way are
we turning around now!” Later we realised that they may have been onto
something…. But I’m getting ahead of myself. So we said hello and pushed
on. A bit further on we came across Ben’s group setting up camp and promised them we’d go track up the good snow before they got there. It wasn’t too
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Branches are the new
skins.
Photo: Kate Wootton

long ater that that things started to get interesting… We reached the ridge
and suddenly the wind increased tenfold. I thought I’d experienced strong
winds before, but I’ve never experienced anything like that! We could only
communicate if we were huddled close together and yelled at the top of our
lungs, and at times the driving ice rain was so cold that I couldn’t feel parts
of my face. Johannes put a positive spin on it and called it “free exfoliation”,
but actually I would have been quite happy to pay not to have it! Christian
checked our morale and suggested the possibility of mutiny, but by that
point none of us were quite miserable enough to want to be the one to pull
the plug, so we pushed on. I sang songs to myself to try and trick myself into
thinking that this was actually really fun, but I wasn’t fully convinced. We
decided the Flatiron bowl, where we wanted to ski, would be more sheltered
than the ridge so we planned to stop there for lunch, but the combination
of low blood sugar, fogged up glasses, whiteout conditions and insane wind
swept me of the feet on more than one occasion. Although it did make a
nice change to be falling over from something other than my lack of skiing
ability! Finally we made it to the bowl. If anything the wind was stronger,
visibility was even worse and balance non-existent. We huddled together
yelling options at each other when Line asked whether anyone else thought
that with high avi conditions, no visibility and wind which was stronger
than gravity, maybe this wasn’t such a good idea. With the suggestion made
everyone quickly joined in on the mutiny and we turned back to try and
ind somewhere vaguely sheltered where we could eat something. I was
promptly knocked of my feet by a strong gust and huddled on the ground
until it was over and I could try and get back up again, by which point I was
half covered in windblown snow. Eventually, we made it to a spot where the
wind was fractionally less insane, and dug a pit so we could practice being
penguins while shovelling some food into ourselves. It was nice to be a bit
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out of the wind, but it still wasn’t exactly what I’d describe as a pleasant
spot, so we ate quickly and then pushed on. Finally we reached the other
group’s campsite which was out of the wind and we stopped there for a
proper lunch. his was one of the rare occasions where I was quite happy
to leave that campsite knowing that I was going home to a nice warm bed
while they were staying out for another day!
he skiing picked up from there, although I’ve never really understood
the expression “coastal cream cheese” until now. I got a few turns and lots
of falls in before we made it back to the cars, where we discovered that
the parking lot had turned into a lake. We waded through and made it to
the safety of the heated washrooms where we peeled of our soaking layers
and steamed up the windows. We discussed leaving Johannes and Christian, who were meant to be camping with the other group for the night
and heading out for another day trip tomorrow, but igured we’d better wait
and make sure they actually showed up. So we pulled out the ukulele, sang
some songs, dried of with the warm hand driers in the washrooms and
ate cookies. Ater it had been dark for a while we began to worry, but they
showed up in due time. For some strange reason I can’t comprehend, all
the overnighters seemed somewhat less than eager to camp out in the rain
and then go battle the wind and driving ice rain the next day in order to ski
some more cream cheese, so we ended up being four cars on the way home
instead of the intended one!
All in all it’s the closest I’ve been to type 2 fun on a trip, but there was still
a lot of type 1 fun and I’m deinitely glad I went. And I promise I won’t ever
be so disorganised as to sleep in and forget my skins again!

Christian is looking excited to try them on for size. Photo: Kate Wootton
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CHOCHIWA GLACIER
EASTER LONG WEEKEND 2012
Piotr Forysinski

Artem Bylinskii and I, Piotr Forysinski, had decided to do something
cool together over the Easter long weekend. Our initial plan was to attempt
the Cheam Range traverse, but the more I found out about it the moister
my underwear got, and without a third person or a second car, we had good
reason to set our sights elsewhere. It was very late on hursday night when
I came up with the idea of heading onto the Chochiwa Glacier and into the
Kwoiek Peak area.
“It’ll be a bit of a slog, Artem...”
“Oh yeah?”
“But no, it’ll be awesome and - uhm - can I pick you up at 6:30? I’ll show
you the map and the route when we stop at Timmy’s in Chilliwack!”
“Sure. Goodnight!”
But Artem fell asleep in the car along Highway 1 before we drove
through Chilliwack. So I kept going to Hope. At the new Timmy’s in Hope
I cunningly ‘forgot’ the map and guidebook in the car. I had brought the
whitewater paddling guidebook with me because it had a better description
of the logging roads and the Nahatlatch mainline than any other reference I
had - and so I made Artem navigate us to the trailhead using that innocent
little book.
We hit snow on the Nahatlatch road a few kilometres before the Log
Creek turnof, but this was actually ideal - we managed to drive to the turnof in some other truck`s tracks, but the Log Creek forest service road itself
was well snow covered. here’s an old bridge that is falling apart a few hundred metres up the road, so that’s as far as we were going to be able to drive
anyway. I had been fully expecting to carry my skis for a few kilometres
since the road at the turnof is south-facing at only 1000 t above sea level.
Once securely parked at the trailhead, I pulled out the 1:50k map and
unfolded its many folds onto the hood of my 4Runner to go over the route
with Artem. He looked at me, expecting me to start folding the map over
so as to reduce wind-lap-factor. But no, I needed most of the width of map
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Artem descending the true summit block
of Kumkan, trying to leave some rime for
me. Photo: Piotr Forysinski

to show him my proposed route in
its entirety.
Some minutes later:
“But why on earth would we
want to do this to ourselves?!?”
“Ehm, well, what’s the name
of that summit at the head of Log
Creek again? ‘Longslog’. Isn’t being
able to summit that peak reason
enough for almost any amount of
sufering?”
Artem agreed and took to the
idea vehemently. He almost got
more enthusiastic than I was. hat’s why I really like going on trips with
Artem.
And so we set of, skinning from the car, half-expecting to have to walk
a few kilometers somewhere higher up carrying our skis - which to our
delight and surprise never happened. We only had to take our skis of once
to cross a creek, although a few fallen trees and a landslide on the irst kilometer of the road required some technical skinning.
his bridge looked sketchy 2 years ago, when we decided not to drive
it. One of the major support logs has since fallen of, so it is even sketchier
now. hou shalt not drive over this bridge. Well, unless thou art riding a
snowmobile or an ATV.
Ater some 7 km or so of slogging up Log Creek, we started seeing a
taster of what we were heading towards. As we rounded a turn in the creek,
an assortment of peaks on the east ridge of Tachewana revealed themselves
one by one, each one cooler-looking than the previous. We hit the end of
the road at about kilometer 12, and dropped down to the creek to keep going up the valley.
Nearing the head of Log Creek; gully leading up to the Chochiwa glacier
visible at centre. “Longslog” summit right of centre.
We covered another 3 km or so along the valley, but it was nearing 6pm
and we opted to ascend the steep and narrow gully leading onto the glacier
early the next morning instead of that aternoon. We camped in the last
signiicant clump of old growth forest before the gully itself.
he next morning we got up early, switchbacked up the gully, dropped
our overnight gear at the Longslog-Tachewana col, and began the inal as-
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Tele sweetness coming down Kumkan. Photo: Piotr Forysinski

sault on Longslog. A short bootpack was required to gain the summit ridge
proper, but at around 10am we were on the summit. Awesome - 22 hours
into the trip, 2000 m up, 18 km in. Longslog. We unanimously decided
that the only suitable summit pose for ‘Longslog’ was ‘barely’, although we
were both feeling very energetic and excited to venture out onto the glacier
proper.
We skied of the summit directly down the west face (which was rather
steep at the bottom), picked up our overnight stuf, and headed west. Some
5 km and 350 m of elevation gain later we were on a ridge separating the
Chociwa glacier from the Kwoiek glacier further west. We pitched camp
here, melted some snow for water, and headed for Kumkan peak.
he NNW ridge of Kumkan ofers a really fun skin-up directly to the
false summit. From here we looked at a rocky, rimed-up ridge which
seemed to lead slightly higher than the bump we were standing on. Artem
expressed a moderate lack of faith in our ability to make it over to the true
summit, but I was already busy skinning across to the base of that ridge and
unstrapping my ice axe. he east side of the true summit ridge turned out
not to be very steep, so we bootpacked along and kicked steps up the truest
summit, which is a single big boulder.
Artem descending the true summit block of Kumkan, trying to leave
some rime for me.
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Having satisied our thirst for a high summit (2742 m according to Bivouac) we put our skis back on, took our skins of, and skied the NNWfacing ridge run of epic quality.
Tele sweetness coming down Kumkan.
It was borderline orgasmic. Darkness was almost upon us but we both
knew we just had to get more, so we skinned across to Kumkan SE1, and
indulged in some more light luiness before gliding back to camp.
he next day we slept in until 7am, and ater discovering that the weather hadn’t entirely collapsed as we expected, scrambled to get going towards
Kwoiek Peak as quickly as possible. Kwoiek Peak proved nice yet uneventful, although its large summit cairn was a sign that many others (or a very
enthusiastic few) had in fact chosen to come up here before us.
Sometime the previous day Artem and I had been discussing our climbing objectives for the trip. I said:
“Mehatl is the furthest and hardest, so I’ll be okay not climbing it on this
trip if we bag everything else of signiicance closer to Log Creek.”
Artem looked at me like I was talking gobbledygook:
“Yeah, that’s exactly why I want to climb it!”
Now we were standing on the summit of Kwoiek Peak staring at Mehatl,
and Mehatl was staring at us. he weather was perfectly gorgeous. What
else could we do? Around Kwoiek and down the Rutledge glacier we went.
450 m down, 300 m up to the col on the west side of Mehatl. I had read that
this was a route up the mountain, but we hadn’t actually been able to see
it from Kwoiek Peak, and now it looked steep, imposing and scary. Well, if
you don’t try, you don’t know. We bootpacked up a steepish slope to get onto
the summit ridge proper, and then wove a winding route through rimecovered rocks up to the summit. It felt amazing - it looked hard, but wasn’t.
he best kind of route. he crux involved Artem digging through a minicornice that was only a few feet wide but as tall as him, which happened to
be blocking the only obvious break in a small rockband. When it was my
turn to climb, Artem gave me a hand and pulled my ass up the near-vertical
step of sugariness. Ah, old age and the beneits thereof!
We didn’t spend too long on the summit because the weather did start
indicating it might change for the worse sometime soon. Artem and I still
had haunting memories of descending Atwell in a complete whiteout a
couple of weeks earlier, and vowed to never, ever, do anything like that ever
again (not that we had much say in the matter on Atwell). We took a few
photos of Tiara Tower, an amazing rock pinnacle adjacent to Mehatl (lower
but far gnarlier, and even more of a slog to get to, but allegedly with solid
rock). We also gazed proudly at “Longslog”, now almost 10 km behind us.
hat’s just how longsloggy we were! We retraced our steps back down Mehatl, and skied around the south side of Kwoiek instead of the previous
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north side to shorten the route back to camp and avoid some unpleasant
windslab we had encountered on the other slope.
Descending Mehatl peak, inal steep section before returning to the W
col.
Camp, dinner, mmm, mmm, zzz, zzz.
We got up early the next morning, were moving shortly ater irst light,
and skied back to the Longslog-Tachewana col. We let our overnight gear
at the base once more, and skinned up to the summit of Tachewana. he
broad north face was very wind afected and rather unpleasant to skin up,
which also forced us to take the most conservative run down. Once down
we reclaimed our overnight gear and skied down the tongue of the Chochiwa glacier back towards Log Creek. We had considered attempting a
committing traverse out over Kwoiek Needle, but it seemed like too serious
a proposition for our last day, and for carrying all of our overnight gear
with us.
he top of the glacial tongue was still pretty good skiing. he bottom
was crusty, but manageable. he gully - the gully was awful; absolutely horrendous. It’s fairly narrow, its length measurable in a few ski lengths. Artem
had broken trail up it with about a zeon switchbacks, and our now 3-day
old skintrack was frozen solid and surrounded by deep and slushy yet still
icy and crusty stuf that tried to pass for snow. Artem eiciently improvised
some paramark turns down the run; I got down by means of cursing profusely and collapsed in a heap once we got down to some old growth forest.
Yay - only 15 km back to the car!
he logging road wasn’t actually that bad. It’s lattish at irst, and the
last 8 km or so are all decently downhill. We had our inal mini-adventure
while crossing one of the landslides on the lower part of the road. Artem
was mid-stride on skinless skis across an awkward patch of muddy wetness
when a microwave sized rock spontaneously started tumbling down at him
from a few meters higher up. I’d never seen Artem move quite so quickly
before, especially from such an awkward starting position. He made it out
of the way of the boulder just in time. Stressed by the presence of multiple
other large boulders near where the irst one had come from, I attempted to
make a hasty crossing of the gap myself. I slipped and made a muddy mess
of myself instead – but no further boulders rolled down.
We reclaimed my vehicle, drove up the Nahatlatch a little bit further
to Frances Lake, and polluted its icy waters with our bodily nastiness by
splashing around in it. We felt a lot better aterwards. We had lunch/dinner
at the restaurant in Boston Bar and drove back to Vancouver, gaping in awe
at Cheam along the way.
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he Chochiwa glacier is a beautiful area which is seldom visited by backcountry skiers and deserves more attention than it gets. he views from the
summits are amazing and quite ‘novel’ for the “Sea-to-Sky, Coquihalla, or
Manning Park” oriented folk. One can, for example, see Harrison Lake and
Mt. Breakenridge quite clearly - which, by the way, also looks very impressive.
Kumkan proved to be one of my favourite summits on the trip, although
Mehatl takes irst place for its feel-good factor: the climb looks hard but
actually isn’t. We did it with one ice axe each and no other technical gear.
Longslog and/or Tachewana could conceivably be weekend tripped, if one
was willing to slog a wee bit for the sake of climbing a mountain called
“Longslog”. Who wouldn’t? he gully to gain the glacier is steep and exposed to avalanche hazard from far above, so on a weekend trip one would
have to start extremely early to come back down at a reasonable hour.
Another magical trip in the Coast Mountains!
Post Scriptum: Elements of the story have been slightly dramatised for
better efect. Artem did in fact familiarise himself with the route, somewhat, before we got to the trailhead, and we did leave a trip plan with his
dad and with my roommates. With no distances to go with the list of target
summits, of course.

Descending Mehatl peak, inal steep section before returning to the W col.
Photo: Piotr Forysinski
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NICK STANDS ON SOME
ROCKS THAT SOMEONE
NAMED AFTER OUR CLUB
Nick Gobin

ue east of Whistler, just beyond the Spearhead Range, lies a mountain that was named ater our club. “VeeOcee Mountain” was
named in 1964 and irst climbed in 1966 by a party that included one Roland Burton. It has been a poorly kept secret for a while now that Nick
Matwyuk wanted to climb Mt. VeeOcee; last August he recruited myself
and Phil Daoust, Marcin Mirski, and Derry Lapin to make an attempt that
was foiled by our inability to ford the raging Cheakamus river. Nick called
me up last week and igured that good weather combined with the Easter
long weekend presented a good opportunity to give it another go. Ater a
brief discussion we decided we’d go fast-and-light with just the two of us,
and that we’d go the long way via the McBride glacier in order to ensure
we didn’t run into any trouble with the Cheakamus river or the avalanche
terrain on VeeOcee’s west lank. Since the irst ascent party drove up to the
top of the chairlits on Whistler, we igured it wasn’t unreasonable to also
take advantage of some mechanized assistance to get up to the top of the ski
resort too. We drove up to Whistler on hursday night and planned to catch
the lits up on Friday morning. As we drove across the Lions Gate Bridge we
saw a full moon rising and hi-ived – conditions were perfect!
We hit Whistler Village early in the hopes of snagging a fresh tracks
bufet breakfast on the top of Whistler before heading out. Unfortunately,
Whistler had reduced the number of fresh tracks seats without notice due
to a ski-race on the mountain, so we each had two breakfasts in the village instead. I was somewhat disappointed that I didn’t get to witness Nick
wreaking havoc on an all-you-can eat breakfast bufet, but we still caught
one of the irst gondolas up Blackcomb and set out from the top of the
glacier at 9:30am with only a couple parties ahead of us. here were still
letover skin tracks to follow, and by noon we had passed Tremor mountain
as well as all the day-skiers, the party doing spearhead-in-a-day, and a party
that had camped on the Decker glacier the night before. We kept moving
quickly, and skied down the Naden glacier to a bench just above the Cheak-
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amus. he day was now heating up and we were dropping in elevation, so
the shade below treeline provided some welcome relief. We skied a twisting
path down through the trees to the Cheakamus that somehow let us on top
of a clif. Rather than skin back up and around, we negotiated an interesting pillow line that took us to the valley and a nice opportunity to reill our
water bottles at about 3:30pm. We started skinning up the valley towards
the toe of the McBride glacier, but the snow was heavy and the temperature
hot at the lower elevation. We’d originally planned to camp on the lats of
the McBride glacier, but I was tiring quickly in the mushy snow. We talked it
over and agreed that camping below the toe of the Glacier and going faster
on a crust in the morning was a viable alternative. Our campsite was also
close to the liquid water of the Cheakamus, so we had a relaxing dinner at
5pm and enjoyed the sunset before going to bed at around 8.

Nick M. at the bottom of the Naden with the Diavolo icefall in the background. Photo:
Nick Gobin

he alarm went of at 4am and we were leaving camp at 5am the next
morning. Cool morning temperatures made for pleasant skinning, but it
also helped that Nick Matwyuk broke trail 99.9% of the way up the very
long McBride Glacier. It was fully daylight and another bluebird day when
we reached the McBride-Ubyssey col, but a steady cool wind kept the temperatures reasonable enough that we kept our shells on. he views from
below Sir Richard were stunning, and a stark contrast from the Spearhead.
he only tracks to be seen were our own, and the only sign of other humans
were the skin tracks and ski tracks that we could still see back on the Spear-
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Climbing up to the East Ridge of VeeOcee with Gatekeeper in the background.
Photo: Nick Matwyuk

head. Endless and completely untouched mountains stretched in every other direction, and we had great views of Baker, Judge Howay, Glacier Peak,
Garibaldi/Atwell, and Tantalus. We saved the summit of Sir Richard for the
way back and set of down the ridge towards VeeOcee. We had thought it
might be possible to go up and over the Gatekeeper, but a short bootpack
to the summit revealed that this would require skiing very steep 60 degree
slopes of the West side.
We skied back down the East ridge of the Gatekeeper and contoured
around the south side before climbing up a snow-slope to regain the ridge
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Judge Howay and Baker as seen from Mt. Sir Richard. Photo: Nick Matwyuk

to VeeOcee. It was now ~11am and this south-facing slope was cooking.
his was somewhat uncomfortable given that we would have to cross it on
the way back, and we could see many natural wet slides that had occurred
on similar slopes over the previous few days. Ater gaining the ridge, it was
a straightforward skin to summit of VeeOcee where we unfurled a club
lag and announced to everyone around (which was no-one) that we had
proudly reached Mt. VeeOcee!!
Ater some pictures and snacks, we headed back towards the Gatekeeper.
he sun was still sizzling so I pushed a bunch of snow down-slope with my
skis before starting down. Nothing moved very far and we hadn’t seen any
natural activity all day so we went ahead and leapfrogged between safezones to get down with only starting some very small wet slide movement.
As we were skinning back towards Sir Richard, we ran into the only people
we would see all day – a cool couple from Squamish that were doing the
McBride traverse in four days. hey’d camped behind us on the Cheakamus
the night before and gotten a later start in the morning. hey thanked us
for the skin track up the McBride but did note that we seemed to like going straight uphill. We wished them good luck and continued on up to the
bag the summit of Sir Richard just before 6pm. A true joy of spring touring
is lounging in warm sunshine at such a late hour of the day, knowing that
you still have plenty of light let and 1200m of gorgeous snow to ski back
to camp. he ski down the McBride was a blast, with casual gently rolling
terrain and snow that transitioned from great powder at the top to creamy
butter at the bottom. We got back into camp at 7pm ater 13 hours of travel
and with 2400m of elevation gain under our belts for the day. We enjoyed
a quick dinner another great sunset before passing out before nine again.
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Sunday dawned clear and we were of by 5:30am again to take advantage
of cold and fast snow. his also allowed us to take a more direct route back
up towards the Spearhead by crossing numerous south-facing avalanche
runouts while they were still frozen. he morning skin down the Cheakamus valley was especially pleasant with cool temperatures and a full moon
that slowly sank to the centre of the valley as dawn spread across the sky.
We popped up to the lats below the Naden and into the warm sunshine in
time for a second breakfast before heading up Detour ridge. Again Nick M.
pulled the whole way and broke trail for another 1000m of uphill. I tried
to catch up, but I kept getting distracted every few steps by the gorgeous
views that surrounded us. We topped out on Detour Peak before noon and
had lunch there. We were deinitely back in the Spearhead! Ater seeing
only two other people in the entire McBride range, I counted 24 ski-tourers
skinning up Benvolio at one time, with more arriving from Iago as each
tourer at the front disappeared from view. We caught a couple gorgeous
turns of Detour peak before cutting a lone skin track across the Diavolo
Glacier to join the party. We took a quick and direct line to Overlord from
the Benvolio-Fitzimmons col under Benvolio’s teetering cornices, and skied
around Overlord and Refuse Pinnacle without incident. We briely considered climbing up to ski the Banana chute of Fissile on the way home, but
our legs were fairly thrashed at this point and increasing cloud cover was
making very lat light, so we let it for another time and bumped over Oboe
and Flute to re-enter the resort area at 3:30pm. here were still loads of
alpine skiers making their way down, but we raced past them and headed
straight for the bottom and Splitz grill. Ater satisfying our hunger, we had
a relaxing daylight drive back to Vancouver and a third early bedtime to
close out the weekend.
We had great weather and conditions the whole weekend and really enjoyed ourselves. Day one was 7.5 hours with 1500m vertical and 18km, day
2 was 13 hours with 2400m vertical and 20km, and day three was 11 hours
with 1800m of vertical and 18km – so we got a pretty good workout in too!
hanks to Nick for having the idea, breaking so much trail, and picking up
the VOC lag to let us celebrate the summit in style!
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RED HEATHER SKIING FUN
Ross Campbell

I

t was a ine winter’s aternoon as trip number 16 came to a close with
all in high spirits, although at least one (myself) a little tenderised. It
was just then that Steph Grothe uttered the words I had successfully avoided on trips 1 through 15, “So Ross, would you like to write the trip report?”
Although in truth, having enjoyed yet another masterfully organised and
thoroughly pleasurable trip with the VOC, I can hardly complain.
So, the trip had begun the previous day as every trip with the VOC begins - breakfast at Tim Horton’s. I arrived with Andrew Cavers, perfectly on
time and was in the process of savouring my mixed berry oatmeal and reminiscing with other VOCers of trips gone by as our full contingent slowly
amassed. Steph had decided to give herself an easy life on her irst organised
trip by only inviting thirty odd people. Everyone was more or less running
on time, so that by the time we arrived at the bottom parking lot and hiked
the iteen minutes or so to the upper lot we were all present and accounted
for. At this point, we were able to skin up and start skiing, a huge improvement on the weekend previous where we hiked in the rain as far as Roland’s
fountain of eternal youth.
his is where this trip report might get a little disjointed and/or selfcentred; I simply don’t know what all thirty-odd VOCers were up to. For
my part, the trip up to the hut will be most memorable for trying very hard
to keep up with the nice blonde girl (Cassandra Elphinstone) on her dad’s
cross country skis. I don’t know if it was a product of her funky skis, or of
some great technique acquired over her previous three ski trips, but this
girl lew! As a result we both arrived at the hut in double quick time and
tucked in some lunch as the rest of the gang appeared in dribs and drabs.
It would seem there were no major dramas on the route up, although I did
hear some mutterings from a small contingent of, presumably, unintentional bushwacking before re-joining the main route up…
Ater lunch I joined a group of twelve day trippers lead by one JeanFrançois Caron up the gentle rolling hills around the hut. He revelled in his
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temporary role as leader and got us started skiing/swimming in the snow
before joining Scott MacPherson and his merry band of ‘trepid explorers’
as they went to hit up the big and scary hills further yonder in search of
thrills and excitement. For news on how they got on we will need another
trip report - all I know is everyone got back in one piece and looking rather
content within themselves! Back on the gentle slopes, our troop of now
eleven keen beginners was now being led by the ininitely charismatic Peter
Lambert. I’m not sure how much skiing we actually learnt from him but he
certainly kept us entertained. We did learn how to take our skins of our
skis without taking the skis of, and also the strange Canadian tradition of
the snow cone, proving it is at least sometimes okay to eat yellow snow. As
more VOCers arrived on the scene we all disbanded into smaller groups in
an attempt to free up space. his seemed to work. My own attempts to ski
“with” someone by this point were being severely hampered by my inability
to ski. I would start following someone, fall majestically into the beautifully
sot powder and emerge with no idea where my partners had gone. By this
point though it didn’t matter. he VOC were out in force - we owned those
hills for the day! Whenever you reached the bottom, with the inevitable
face plant that consistently followed the ten foot drop down to the summer
hiking route, there was always a friendly group of VOCers heading up for
another run.
As time wore on the day trippers slowly disappeared, the “trepid explorers” breezed past complete with a fancy jump here or twist there (ten foot
drops do not lead to inevitable face planting for these guys!), us dedicated

Anna surveys the general carnage…
Photo: Ross Campbell
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campers enjoyed a couple more runs before retreating to our delightfully
ire heated cabin for the night’s entertainment. Our respective dinners for
the night all looked very appetising; we’re deinitely better cooks than we
are skiers! However, irst prize has to go to Camelia Zaibi and Emily Smith
who decided to shun the traditional gas stove in favour of the wood burning
variety to prepare their dinner. heir baked potatoes and roasted aubergine
(or egg plant if you must…) looked good, and the melted marshmallows
they shared aterwards is, of course, a well known classic, but those juicy,
plump sausages they were lame grilling on sticks looked truly exquisite!
hey ought to become a staple of any camping trip to Red Heather from
here on in. As our night was copiously lubricated with a collection of rum,
wine, whiskey and whisky, we reminisced of the trip so far, excitedly anticipated the next day of skiing and eventually descended into an entertaining
game of ‘Who am I?’ As a soon to be merry bunch of snowshoers popped
up for a few hours of debauchery (as you do…), we withdrew to our tents.
It was a beautiful night. he day’s overcast sky had now been replaced
with a clear, star illed spectacle crowned by a full moon that was making
our headlights all but redundant. here was not even a hint of a breeze.
Standing in a silent, still, moon-lit forest gazing upon the not-so-distant
Tantalus range was enough in itself to make the whole trip worthwhile (and
this was our reward for merely succumbing to the inevitable trip to the
wash room, or bath room, or however you polite Canadians refer to the bog
in the backcountry…).
he night’s sleep had been anticipated with some trepidation amongst
some of us and the levels of success were certainly mixed. For example, Camelia learned that her sleeping bag was rated more like +10°C rather than
the -10°C, she had previously thought, Jim Richardson learned that he gets
cold once the alcohol wears of (this seems easily ixed!) and I learned that
linging your tent down any old place in any old way on the assumption that
“snow’s sot isn’t it?” is not conducive to a good night’s sleep. It was probably
a good thing for all that there was no wind. Certainly we all (except MarieEve Myrand Lapierre, who’s sleeping bag was only now inally reaching an
appropriate temperature) were very quickly tempted into the hut for breakfast, and much more importantly, the heat from the wood burning stove.
Ater breakfast, the inevitable morning faf and a very impressive looking sandwich production line, we braved the cold (without doubt colder
than the day before) to enjoy some more skiing. If the view from the night
before had been something special, our backdrop the next day, looking
down onto the mist illed Squamish valley, with the ever imposing Tantalus range protruding beyond in the morning sunshine was truly breathtaking. No picture could do it justice but we tried! During the next few
hours, our capers I’m sure would have kept any distant onlookers more than
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amused. Of particular note was an incident involving Benjamin Finn, Jim
and I. Ben was descending a hill with all the grace of a war torn frigate
yet with the pace of a man determined to attract some Vulcans with man’s
irst ever achievement of warp speed (geekiest simile in a TR ever?). his
was a method of descending hills that had been frequently adopted by myself, and I’m sure many others besides, all weekend and was in itself of no
special signiicance. However, mine and Jim’s amusement quickly turned
to concern as we noticed that this war torn frigate was heading straight
for us! We watched with some trepidation as he drew closer, ourselves also
suitably lacking in any grace on skis as to make any attempt of evasive action completely futile. Surely he’s going to tactically bail any second now
we thought? Why’s he still on his feet we thought? HOW is he still on his
feet we thought? He’s getting bloody close we thought! WHY’S HE STILL
ON HIS FEET we thought? Jim and I dived to our let, Ben dived also to his
let (unlike the Fray I know my lets and rights…) and, ater a moment of
genuine concern, general hilarity ensued as we relived our near miss, read
VERY near miss. He later told us that he had a choice between aiming for
us or for an adjacent tree, apparently he chose us!
Ater lunch there was little let to do except ski back down to the parking lot. he already well worn “snow” of the switchbacks is responsible for
the tenderisation I referred to earlier. Unlike our beautiful powder by the
hut, falling on this stuf hurts, especially if, like me, you ind yourself in the
war torn frigate class of skier… We made it down in good time though,
1h 20 compared with over 2 hours the weekend before, and so our weekend came to a close. We had skied from the parking lot, enjoyed beautiful
powder by the hut with all the many other beautiful people, had a night of
merry entertainment and skied back to our cars (more or less). No one got
lost and we all made it back alive. All in all it was pretty much the perfect
beginner friendly ski trip, and it’s only November! As you Canadians would
put it, it was “totally awesome!” As a suitably inebriated Scott might put
it, it was “pure dead mental!”. Our heartfelt thanks most deinitely go to
Steph Grothe for organising this wonderful weekend, as well as to all the
other kind chaperons who kept watch allowing our trip to accommodate
so many keen VOCers. Trip number 16 will deinitely be remembered as
one of the highlights of my time here in Vancouver! Now the only question
that remains, now that us beginners have been suiciently stoked on skiing,
when’s the next trip?
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PHELIX NEW YEARS 2013
Emily Lomax

Day 1, Dec 28th:

W

ith Derry Lappin and Greg Dennis, Carolyn Prentice and I started
of on our irst overnight backcountry ski trip, dark and early at
5:30 a.m. on December 28, 2012. he Jeep was pretending to be a cofee
house, complete with tunes, breakfast wraps and a seemingly endless supply of cofee. By the time we reached the trailhead, we were pumped with
cafeine and ready to start the skin up to Phelix Hut. Despite the occasional
tumble, and the precarious shule across the “unmaintained log” (“may
be rotten”!) the logging road went smoothly. Ater dealing with feet issues
and sacriicing Carolyn’s tights to the blister gods, we began our ascent of
the switchbacks. hough the switchbacks were not the greatest times in the
world (“this is diferent, guys”), by Greg’s account, we “totally rocked the
skin up and [proved] that [we] are no longer noobs”. We emerged onto the
lake belting out our favourite Beatles songs (in harmony) and arrived at the
hut, greeted by Murray Down and vodka. hat night we indulged into some
of the eight litres of wine we’d brought up.
Day 2, Dec 29th:

R

ising in the morning seemed to occur exponentially. Once one person got up, the hut quickly illed with bustling about and the smell
of white gas and instant espresso. Catastrophe was avoided when Andrew
Primavera managed to mend his skins with a voile strap and some electrical
tape. VOCers then split of into ski groups by ability and ambition. One of
the more ambitious groups, Derry, Murray and Greg, managed to summit
Gandalf. his turned out to be a bit sketchy, involving (1) almost falling into
several seemingly bottomless pits between deep snow and huge boulders
on the boot-pack up, and (2) soloing in AT boots on slippery rock in an
attempt to get as close to the summit as possible (i.e. straddling the summit
rock).
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Photo: Emily Lomax

hat night, the near-to-full moon lit up the lake and made all the snow
sparkle. Scott MacPherson, Lachlan Fleetwood, Steph Grothe, Clemens
Adolphs and others arrived that evening and some of them took of again to
take advantage of some moonlight skiing opportunities. heir newly made
friends, Smith and Weston, the two Samoyed dogs, accompanied them.
hese dogs randomly showed up with one of the ski groups and stayed outside all night, despite their continuous attempts to sneak into the hut. hat
night the hut reached capacity and Julien Renard was our irst under-thetable sleeper. he orchestra of peoples’ sleeping sounds (a few soloists in
particular) was heard by all that night.
Day 3, Dec 30th:

T

he next day, the snow-bearded dogs went back down with the irst
group skiing out. he sky was open and clear, and bright warm rays
were shining over all the peaks.
Steph, Clemens and Julien started before most others had inished their
cofee and skinned by the four lakes between Aragorn and Shadowfax and
up the north-west side of Aragorn. In the true alpine/French style – minus
the shoulder-stand-moves, they summited Aragorn and performed shoulder stands on top.
Greg, Murray, Derry, Scott and Caroline Jung “slayed the powder dragon” on the south Frodo ridge and Return of the King; Murray and Caroline
both had yard sales on the ridge, and Derry hit a bump in the Peregrine Col
going mach two (really fast), resulting in a bloody lip. Everyone feasted on
Murray’s homemade basil loaf (although it probably tasted like blood to
Derry).
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Greg and Derry on Mount Gandalf. Photo: Murray Down

he evening commenced with a stretching and wine drinking session
in the lot, accompanied (as usual) by Murray. Derry amazed us all with
his hanksgiving dinner (minus the Turkey), complete with fresh mashed
potatoes (how much did those weigh again?), fresh vegetables, and fromscratch mushroom gravy. A very large portion of the wine was consumed
and Jef Taylor’s amazing cheesecake was inhaled by all.
Day 4, Dec 31st:

A

ndrew, Lachlan, Carolyn, Cora Skaien and I found our place in the
bowl on the backside of Cabin Hill - huge stretches of untouched
marshmallow-y pillows made for very enjoyable, beginner-friendly skiing.
he peak of our day included our naked photo shoot overlooking Long
Lake and Shadowfax, though the guys half-assed it (literally).
Greg, Murray and Derry hiked toward Aragorn. Murray saved “Avalanche Andy” in record time (don’t ever ski with Andy-that guy is always
getting caught in avalanches). he pillow line down was like a powdery
roller coaster and they all agreed it was the run of the weekend. On the
way down, Murray dropped about twelve feet straight into a tree well, and
Derry had the crash of the weekend, tomahawking down a series of pillows
followed by Murray’s “Holy shit!” Greg was ready to call for a helicopter
evacuation on the satellite phone, but his concerns were soothed by Derry’s
hysterical laughter. Later they built a booter (a large jump, usually in the
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Greg throws down. Photo: Murray Down

backcountry) on Cabin Hill, where Greg landed the sketchiest 360 ever,
and Derry attempted to go of the jump backwards, resulting in another
spectacular fall.
Steph, Clemens and Julien went up Peregrine col and spent the day on
diferent ridges, peaks and valleys west of Frodo and Gandalf, all with untouched, lufy powder. heir favourites included a run from a knob west of
Gandalf down through an open forest.
Alfred Larsen, Christina Starke, Jacob Cramm and others laid down
fresh tracks on both variations of Return of the King and Scott, Marcin
Mirski and Phil Daoust did the same on the Two Towers, an epic 40+ degree
slope.
hat night we managed to inish of the seven mickeys and eight litres
of wine we had brought up. We came into the New Year faces painted and
feasted on maple walnut ice cream, magically prepared and shared by Spencer Rasmussen and Caroline. And like any Phelix New Years, 2013 would
not have been complete without a naked run around the hut, champagne
and ireworks (aka signal lares). New Years proved to be the best and most
memorable of our sing-alongs, with highlights including Murray’s falsetto
on “Brown-Eyed-Girl”, Greg’s a capella version of “No Diggity”, and a great
group rendition of “If I had a Million Dollars”.
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Exposed on top of Cabin Hill.
Photo: Andrew Primavera

Day 5, Jan 1st:

W

e all allowed ourselves a sleep-in the next morning (8:30 am!),
and rose into the year surprisingly with no hangovers to speak
of. One by one, diferent car groups took of. he ski down went relatively
well – the surface hoar made everything look absolutely magical and everyone was at the cars by 3:00 p.m. he descent was completed by a ridiculous
number of high ives and my own bail upon receiving one from Phil.
Phelix let me with some truly great memories I will never forget: Phil’s
French and always true stories, Jef ’s poptarts, Greg’s striped onesie and hip
hop beats, he Sleeping Beauty Marcin, Alfred’s ridiculous ski slang, Spencer’s “FatBottomed Girls”, Caroline’s recorder, Murray’s Chemistry themed
songs (“She’s an Anion”), Lachlan’s amazing irst attempt at skiing, “Where’s
your headlamp” (Sung to “Where’s your head at”) and of course, ballin’ hut
style (pufy, thermal underwear and hut booties).
Jenny Strong, Kyle Milino, Emma Loveday, Adam Remillard, Steph
Grothe, Clemens Adolphs, Julien Renard, Anders Gemmel, Christina
Starke, Alfred Larsen, Jef Taylor, Sabrina Burkhardt, Yvan Bodnar, Caroline Jung, Spencer Rasmussen, Jacob Cramm, Steph Gobin, Phil Daoust,
Scott MacPherson, Marcin Mirski, Murray Down, Lachlan Fleetwood,
Cora Skaien, Carolyn Prentice, Derry Lappin, Greg Dennis and Andrew
Primavera (did I miss anyone?) made Phelix the best New Years so far.
I’m sure many people agree with Steph that those days at Phelix “…were
the best skiing days of my life”.
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GIRLS JUST WANT TO HAVE
FUN
Caitlin Schneider
and the rest of the crew

Destination: Tetrahedron Park, March 10th and 11th, 2012
et me be clear. Guys are cool, and oten nice to be around, but sometimes it’s just nice to hang out with girls. We planned this trip as a
revival of an old tradition in the club: to allow the club girls to get to know
each other and maybe talk about things that boys tend to pretend not to
notice. When all was said and done, not only was this trip one of the most
laid back, it was also fun and awesome. I really hope that this tradition will
continue in the future.
With the trip date drawing near and avalanche conditions high across
the board, we searched high and low for a place with mellow and safe terrain. An added beneit would be a place where the boys wouldn’t be likely
to ‘drop in’ uninvited. Tetrahedron was settled upon, as the mellow terrain
ofered potential for skiing, and the remote location had the beneit of discouraging guests.
Ater a few bails due to the dangerous conditions, we ended up with
three cars going out that met at the Taylor Way church. With typical female
timeliness, we all arrived within ive minutes. Katherine Valentine, Line
Lund Veenstra, Jen Williams, Petra Klupkova, Helene Gylling, Kate Wootton, Nora Helen Lund Lyngra, Jessica Litman, Faroe Des Roches, Frances
Sharpe, and I (Caitlin Schneider) piled back into the cars and headed to
Horseshoe Bay. Convoying through the ticket line, even Katherine’s charm
couldn’t bring a smile to the attendant’s face but we managed to pay for all
the cars with Faroe’s magical card.
On the ferry, we grabbed cofee and tea and examined the maps of the
area. Checking out the safest route to the hut and the diferent slopes that
would ofer the best skiing, we began the trip in style.
Katherine acted as our navigator as we drove of the ferry and made our
way towards Sechelt and the park. A few turns and scenic detours through
the coastal city later we made it to the turn of.

L
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he logging road turned out to be well maintained, and despite the
‘4-wheel drive only’ signs that lined the road, we proceeded with our one
4-wheel drive and two 2-wheel drive cars which included Bambi the Subi
and Nora’s awesome van. Ater hitting snow, we put on chains (without any
faf, of course — we are girls ater all, we can do this right) and continued
up the road.
Upon reaching the parking lot, we decided to drive the cars back so that
in the event that it snowed as much as forecasted we wouldn’t end up with
cars trapped and us digging out 3 km of road. Half the group went down
with the cars and the other half started slowly skiing up the road.
Ater skinning up the road for a kilometre, the sun came out! But man
did it ever get hot! So of course, the logical course of action was to take of
clothes. My my, does the sun ever feel nice against your skin. Shoulders exposed to the warmth, we continued up the logging road, enjoying the view
of the surrounding hills.
With Jess breaking much of the trail, we were forced to replace clothes
when the clouds rolled in. Just ater eating lunch, the group that had gone
down with the cars caught up with us. Unfortunately, they had had a bit of
excitement as well. It seems that someone had misplaced their boot liners
while packing and was now boot packing along the trail, but making good
time.

Skinning can be warm! (Left to right) Caitlin Schneider, Jessica Litman, Katherine
Valentine,Faroe Des Roches. Photo: Petra Klupkova
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We have arrived at the hut!
Photo: Petra Klupkova

Ater following markers through the trees to avoid crossing the lake, we
arrived at our private and luxurious cabin in the woods. Edwards cabin is
beautiful and it has a wood stove! And we were all alone. Ater unpacking
our gear and chopping some logs with the cabin axe (yes, girls can swing
an axe as well), we decided that a shoe swap was in order! Girls always love
trying on new clothes. Since we were on a ski trip, we swapped ski boots and
skis! Heading out into the trees we found some sweet lines and lufy snow.
Nice snow always pads the landings when you are hucking pillows. As the
sun was setting, we made our way back to the hut, where a warm ire had
been laid in the stove.
he snow covered clothes came of again as the ire warmed the hut.
Cooking is the other good girly skill, so we made good use of all our stoves
to create the mostly delicious dishes. While eating tasty food, we began to
make the booze. No trip would be complete without Jello shots, and Frances
was nice enough to supply the Malibu and jello and the outdoors provided
the refrigerator. While they were setting, the Bailey’s made an appearance
combined with hot chocolate. Wine would be added to the evening later.
Ater eating we settled into the table and began to chat. Oh wouldn’t you
love to know what was said around that table! But of course, some of the
things that happen on a girls’ trip stay on a girls’ trip. As the night continued
a cornucopia of beverages were consumed as we continued to chat about
life. Finally we decided to turn in.
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Sleeping is a single sleeping bag is very cozy! Thankfully Merlins can zip together.
Photo: Petra Klupkova

As we packed the stove to keep us warm throughout the night, we started
to settle into our sleeping bags. Now sleeping bags are warm enough by
themselves but it’s always nicer to sleep close to your friends. Taking stock,
we realized we had six Merlin sleeping bags! Eleven people would be cozy,
but make the night so much more fun. We zipped them all together and
piled in. his required some very close spooning, but we stayed nice and
warm through the night.
he morning dawned clear with a bit of sun. Perfect for sun bathing! We
quickly made breakfast to leave more time for sun bathing and grabbed our
thermarests from upstairs. Stripping down to avoid tan lines, we lounged in
the warm sun. Sun screen was necessary (and we all know how hard it is to
put on sun screen all by yourself).
It was inally time to head out, so we reluctantly packed up and began
the skin out. It was a pleasant trip back around the lake and up onto the logging road. We found a nice slope just of the road and took a nice run down
through the trees. We even dug a pit for the fun of it, and despite the high
avalanche conditions the 6x6 t patch where we dug seemed quite stable.
Skinning/skiing down the trail was uneventful and ater a short bout of
snow balls we were back at the cars and speeding down the logging road.
We made it back to the ferry with some time to spare. I decided that given
the stoves, let over hot chocolate powder and Baileys, we should make
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warm drinks in the ferry line up. No one seemed to question the 11 innocent looking girls.
Once on the ferry, while eating ice cream that Line had impressively piled
into a cup, we decided the adventure should not end yet. Dinner at Katherine’s maybe? Sushi downtown? A few ideas were being passed around the
table when Jen piped up, “My apartment building has a hot tub”. A hot tub
you say? It was settled; no other plan could compete. We were going hottubbing. Ater grabbing sushi from a downtown restaurant, we walked over
to Jen’s place where Jon watched in amazement as 11 girls piled into the
apartment and proceeded to lounge on the loor eating sushi. Ater ofering
us tea, he settled in to chat as well.
When dinner was over, it was time to proceed with the inal step in the
adventure. he hot tub. Given that this was a public place, it was decided
that some clothes should stay on, but we slowly lowered ourselves into the
steaming water (actually it was really hot) wearing only assorted bras and
panties. Jon did come to join us a bit later (all other guys can be very jealous
now). Ater about an hour and a half we emerged from the hot water, said
our good byes and reluctantly drove back to our residences.
It was a wonderful end to a weekend full of laughter, good company, and
just plain fun. I could not have asked for a better group of people to spend
the weekend with.

The Crew: Top Row (Left to right) Jen Williams, Frances Sharpe, Nora Helen Lund
Lyngra, Helene Gylling, Jess Litman, Kate Wootton, Caitlin Schneider, Faroe Des
Roches. Bottom Row (Left to right) Petra Klupkova, Line Lund Veenstra, Katherine
Valentine.
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WedGe-CuRRIe tRAveRSe
Breanne Johnson

Photo: Sam McKoy

T

he moon is full, casting shadows across the frozen, snowmobiletracked Green River Road. I skin along, my skis scraping whenever
they cross over ice chunks separating car tracks from snowmobile tracks.
It’s 2:00am and my mind is on repeat, bouncing between how much my
hip bones hurt where my pack is rubbing, the raw spots on my heels every
time I lit my feet, and the unsettling rhythm of skinning along lat ground
with only one pole. Sam McKoy would later give me his two poles to speed
our progress, but for now I stomp out an irregular rhythm. My stomach
grumbles and my mouth is dry but I don’t drink the half-frozen water dangling from a carabiner at my waist. I turn back to glance at a small wooden
sign protruding from a tree: 5km UP it says, in Forest Service Road lingo. I
must think about something to get through these last ive kilometres. Good
things…I’m working on the farm in Pemberton. he sun is hot but I’m harvesting strawberries and they are oh so juicy and good. Man, it would be
nice to have a big fat juicy strawberry right now. Big, fat, and ridiculously
juicy. Fat and juicy.
No! hink about something good but not something juicy.
…I’m a kid at my Granny’s old house hanging out in the orchard. he
grass is so green and my bare feet are in it and I am stomping on the mole
hills. I reach up and grab a big fat apple from a branch. It is so laden with
fruit that I am doing the tree a favour. Such a big fat juicy apple all red and
green. So juicy and fat and good….
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No! hink about things that aren’t juicy, damn it.
My thoughts go on like this and so do my legs. Somehow.
his is all a result of a perfect weekend. Perfect weather. Perfect mountains. Perfect company. But the laws of perfection dictate that perfection
is not continuous. And so Sam and I skin along, quite comfortable in the
knowledge that this is a small but necessary price to pay for an amazing
three day traverse through an area that we have both wanted to explore for
a long time.
Friday morning dawned sunny and bright in Pemberton. An ideal
morning to ill up on blueberry smoothie at Sam McKoy’s place, where I
had stayed for the night before, and head of to Whistler. Of course, nothing is quite that simple. Even catching a bus. And Sam and I soon found
ourselves running down the road ater it, gear lapping behind us. Heading
out the door we did the regular check: skis, skins, boots, poles? Yes, we had
everything. Neither of us thought to question the less obvious stove.
As I illed out a trip plan at guest services in Whistler, I hastily circled
the gear I had stashed in my pack. Shovel, probe, beacon, skins? Check. he
lady asked to see my skins. As if a lack of skins might be my demise.
“Is the stove for emergency use or are you going to cook on it?” she
asked.
I looked at her sideways wondering if I wasn’t allowed to cook in the
Whistler backcountry or something. Erring on the side of honesty I answered that I was going for four days so yes, cooking of food was likely
going to happen. She immediately took more of an interest and wished me
a great trip. Funny, I thought, that she didn’t want to see my stove and fuel.
Of we went soaring up Blackcomb in the gondola. I felt utterly ridiculous with all of my backcountry gear sitting in a gondola. But I was certainly
OK with watching the elevation fall away behind me through the frosted
windows. Joining the early morning crowds accessing the backcountry
from the top was another foreign experience, but I held onto the thought
that we would soon be leaving them far behind. We gained the BlackcombSpearhead col. Kicking the trip of by standing on the summit of Spearhead,
we watched skiers trickle down onto the Decker Glacier. Stopping near the
top of the glacier ourselves, Sam took some time to teach me how to rescue him were he to fall into a crevasse at any point. his I thought smart,
because although I had some theoretical knowledge, theory is no substitute
for experience and we soon had the rope out and an imaginary crevasse on
hand.
Skinning down the Decker drainage, we watched loose, wet avalanches
run down the sunny SW side of Wedge Mountain ahead of us. From such
a distance their slow motion low was barely discernable, but one by one
the plumes lowed downwards as Wedge sat there and baked in the sun.
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Following lynx tracks along the valley bottom, we descended into Wedge
pass, dodging tree bombs and getting thoroughly rained on by the meltingsnow-covered canopy heated by the sun.
Working our way up Wedge creek we searched for Billygoat Lake, stopping briely only to wax our skins against the sticky snow. he shadow of
the Spearhead range soon crept up behind us though, and we raced it up
the mountainside from Wedge pass towards Weart Glacier. Sundown inally
caught up with us just as we reached treeline, and we opted to stop for “fake
dinner #1” as we nibbled chocolate and trail mix surrounded by pink and
orange glowing mountain peaks in the setting sun.he moon was nearly
full and hovered just over our heads, so we continued skinning upwards
beneath its light which outdid any headlamp. We eventually gained the col
just east of Lesser Wedge at 8:00pm. Summoning the last of our energy for
the day, we reached the lat high point of Weart Glacier, looking forward to
a warm meal and hot tea.
Beginning to unpack the stove, I asked Sam where the fuel was. He
looked at me distrustfully as if I was playing a joke on him.
“Where is the fuel?” I repeated.
“You don’t have the fuel?” he asked, still disinclined to believe that I was
being serious.
“No.”
“Ok, what can we do about this?” We both sat down in the snow as the
implications of our miscommunication sank in.
Both too stubborn to turn around, we came up with a makeshit plan to
melt snow in our nalgene bottles overnight, and stop on a rocky outcropping the next day for a few hours to melt water using the midday sun. I
had dark dry bags, ziplocks that might act like little greenhouses, a giant
orange garbage bag, and a few veggies with water content. Sam had a black
water bladder, the relective metallic parts to his stove, and the ability to
do just ine on about half as much water as me. Along with our creativity,
this would likely be enough to work with. We also planned to cut all of the
summits we had planned down to only Mount Currie, in order to avoid
dehydrating ourselves, and cut the trip down to three days instead of four
in order to use the extra lunch as a dinner.
Night number one can only be described as ridiculous. We crawled
into the tent thirsty and hungry and nibbled at the contents of our food
bags like restless hibernating squirrels. his we dubbed “fake dinner number two.” Our stomachs grumbled but we were reluctant to eat much more
than a pepperoni stick, a few snow peas, and a handful of trail mix since it
would only make us more thirsty. Every few hours we unzipped the tent
and grabbed some snowballs which Sam had pre-formed to it into our nalgenes, take a few sips of water, a few bites of trail mix, laugh at how ridicu-
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Drinking the water from melting snow
pooling in the rocks. Photo: Sam McKoy

Sam McKoy. Photo: Breanne Johnson
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lous the entire situation was, and
snuggle back in with our ice cold
nalgene friends right against our
skin beneath our down jackets.
It is incredible how having cold
nalgenes surrounding you can
efectively take all the joy out of
spooning. We cursed the high
speciic heat capacity of water as
it sucked all our warmth out of
us only to turn out about 300ml
of liquid on my part and 1200ml
on Sam’s part, by the morning.
his I promptly downed as we
nibbled dry granola and watched
the sun light up the surrounding mountains and expanse of
snow. Despite our slight thirst, it
was going to be an amazing day.
Coming to the conclusion that
nothing can be perfect, we settled
on the fact that we had to forget
the fuel in order not to break the
non-continuous perfection laws
of the universe. And this, we
were okay with.
Skiing north down Weart
Glacier was glorious, and we
even got a few nice turns in before ascending to the col north of
Mount Moe.
Skinning upwards popping
snow chunks into my mouth, I
was surprised at how signiicantly even minor dehydration can
slow you down. Stopping on a
south-facing rocky outcropping,
we settled in for some snow melting fun. We spread the garbage
bags out and sprinkled a thin layer of snow over them with dark
rocks on top, illed ziplocks with
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Methods that we came up with to produce water to drink. Forgetting the fuel turned
out to be quite the adventure. Photo: Breanne Johnson

snow and dark pebbles, set the pots up with the stove relectors directing
sunlight into them, illed dark dry bags with snow, and put our nalgenes on
Sam’s black jacket. We soon found that the rock itself was the most efective
at melting snow. A tiny pool that could hold about as much as a cupped
hand had illed up naturally from meltwater trickling of the rocks above.
By sprinkling snow onto the warm rocks above, we could increase the rate
at which the puddle re-illed. We took turns sitting next to it and slurping
up the water every time it illed. Finally, we were so full of water we could
barely move, but we kept drinking it since we couldn’t bear the thought of
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Sam contemplating mount Moe while waiting for the sun to melt our snow.
Photo: Breanne Johnson

letting such precious liquid just run down of the rocks and get sucked up
by the snow.
Having rehydrated and illed all of our water carrying implements to
capacity, we could move fast once again, and we were soon on the ridge
west of Ure peak. his ridge was corniced all the way along, and very steep
with exposed rock on the east section, making it diicult to ind a way down
onto the Mystery Glacier. We ended up descending on its less steep, uncorniced western portion. Camping at 1900m below the glacier, instead of
regaining the regular route up onto Hibachi ridge, we were able to collect
enough dry branches of the stunted subalpine trees to start a small ire.
Sam had the brilliant idea of starting it on top of a young tree itself, which
allowed it to burn better than it would have directly on top of the snow.
Wood was scarce and didn’t burn easily so the next hour or so was spent
scrambling about trying to keep a lame going while juggling the pot over
the hottest parts of the smouldering branches, inhaling smoke, and dodging sparks in our down jackets. I threw some couscous and soup into a pot
of semi warmed water containing driting pieces of soot and half charred
pine needles and concocted one of the simplest most delicious warm meals
I have ever eaten. Its tastiness due entirely, of course, to the situation. Entrée
numero deux was a bit more diicult since we had used up the prime fuel
in the vicinity, but we did manage to heat another pot and enjoyed mashed
potatoes with an exorbitant amount of butter and half cooked peas. Having
spent the past hour with 100% of our attention directed on that ire, we took
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some time to enjoy the view down mystery creek and of the mist-shrouded
Soo River valley in the bright moonlight.
On day three we awoke set to summit Mount Currie. It was again clear
and calm and we couldn’t believe our luck with the amazing weather. We
contoured the western shoulder of Hibachi ridge, our skis rattling over the
huge balls of concrete avalanche debris snow on the avalanche paths we
crossed. Coming across a hole in the snow covering mystery creek, we utilized yet another water obtaining trick. Climbing down the trunk of a tree
which had perhaps kept the hole open, I used a pole and carabiners to reach
the water and reill our water bottles, then clambered back up the tree.
Skinning up and out of the trees we worked our way up towards its south
facing slopes. Removing our skis, we boot packed the last steep portion. he
snow, becoming rotten and unpredictable near the top, had us loundering
until we realized that the easiest solution was to crawl on top, distributing
weight between knees, feet, hands, and ice axe. We reached the summit and
stood blasted by the wind looking out over all the familiar areas surrounding us where we liked to go and many areas we still wanted to explore. We
could see the Jofre group to the East, Birkenhead to the north, Pemberton
Valley and ice ield to the north and west, Tantalus range to the Southwest,
and the rugged peaks of Garibaldi Park to the south. he view was nothing
short of incredible, and it meant all the more to Sam and I who had both
spent a lot of time staring up at Mount Currie and wondering what it would
be like to stand on top.
Deciding it was too late in the day to attempt the west or northwest summits, we skied the glacier down into Gravell Creek, which was an amazing
1000m run in good snow conditions. We followed heli ski tracks down to
the valley bottom, through wind slab interspersed with old avalanche debris, and a few sections of nice powder lower down. Having lunch at the
bottom, we expected the exit down Gravell Creek to take only a few hours.
Little did we know, we would be skiing into the wee hours of the wee moonlit morning, through wee spaces between not so wee trees in a very un-wee
overgrown clearcut.
Reaching the clearcut was not so diicult. A steep section along Gravell
Creek sent me tumbling and claimed my pole permanently, as it tumbled
out of sight through the trees on a slope I didn’t want to go hunting about
on. Luckily a tree stopped my tumble and I didn’t follow the pole down. I
felt completely naked without a pole, so I took revenge on the alder bushes
in the next slide area and snapped of a branch. Turning it upside down, I
had a functional pole, using the branching end as a sort of basket.
Crossing a tributary of Gravell Creek into the clearcut, we found ourselves struggling through dense, young, second growth forest, on a very
steep slope. At the time, we thought this was steep and dense, so decided to
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Approaching the summit of Mount Currie.Photo: Sam McKoy

head up to the top of the clearcut with the hope that there was an unmarked
road there that they had used to haul the logs out. I was disinclined to follow this blind faith logic, but was swayed by the fact that it was indeed much
easier to head uphill through this steep jungle than it was to head down.
And so we started up. By this time it was dark, so we side stepped, slipped,
hauled ourselves upwards using tree branches, and clung to everything we
could reach to get to the top of that clearcut and the gap in the trees that
suggested a road. We arrived at the top an hour or so later, maybe two. At
this point time kind of lost all signiicance to me. We were fairly demoralized to ind there was no road. I got my peanut butter out and focussed my
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thoughts on how delicious it was. hen my hit-the-wall emergency supply
of chocolate. And life was okay again. But it was still virtually impossible to
go downhill. he trees were so tight and bushy they were touching each other, and the logging debris between them hid huge holes between uprooted
stumps and piles of logs. Plus it was basically vertical where we were now.
We tried to contour to meet up with a logging road that we knew would be
at our current elevation further around the mountainside, but began descending into a steep gully that looked like it might have a stream at the
bottom of it. At this point we had our skis of and were kicking steps into the
slope, which was almost parallel to the tree trunks. We considered rappelling, but knew that going down into something like that would only mean
bad news. We had to conquer the clearcut and get back down to Gravell
Creek. here was no way around it. We started heading back down in the
general direction we had come up, but the only way to move through that
hellish clearcut was to side step/slip, hanging over logs and jumping, putting your entire faith in the fact that there would be something to grab onto
underneath. We juggled our poles from hand to hand, so that we always had
one to grab onto a branch and swing downwards on. I got into a rhythm
of grab, swing, crash, scuttle, haul myself out of a hole, untangle skis, kick
turn….grab, swing, and so on. Oten we couldn’t even see our skis, never
mind what they were tangled in, because the headlamp would light up all of
the branches in front of your face and hide everything below in darkness.
We were in that clearcut for six hours before Sam somehow managed to
lead us straight to the end of the logging road sometime a bit past midnight.
It was late and we were utterly exhausted, but that logging road was so clear
of brush and beautifully lat that I could have skied another six hours on it
if we needed to. But we were down to the Green River Road in no time, and
skinning the last six kilometers towards Pemberton in the early hours of the
morning. Finally, we rounded a corner to see Gypsy the dog running up to
greet us with a wet nose and Sam’s dad waiting with the car. It was probably
one of the most incredible sights of the entire trip, but I was too dead tired
to truly appreciate it in the moment. I just sat in the back and felt the utter
satisfaction of the past three days sink in. And contemplated juicy apples
and strawberries.
Evidently I had been quite thoroughly worn out from our previous day’s
18 hours of traverse, since I woke up at Sam’s place just past noon the next
day. Sam, on the other hand, had been up for hours, and was probably ready
to head right back out on another adventure.
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SNORKELLING AT THE DUFFY
Kate Wootton

Photos: Ran Zhang

W

ell, we had to begin the day with a somewhat brutal 4am start,
with a pick up at 4:45am, but napping in the car helped me top
up on energy somewhat! We reached the car park early (an extra 20 minute
nap!) but eventually the Tele-Transporter, Evgenymobile and Pemby-Butt
showed up with the rest of the group. We skinned up and set of on our
brave adventure up Mt Taylor!
he scenery was stunning, but the sun had yet to put in an appearance.
he promise of the fresh, lighter than air snow beneath our feet however
gave us wings like the sun never could! We eventually reached the top of
our irst run – a beautiful, open slope with no trees to crash into! And it
was marvellous. Although the trees in the section ater that bit kept me on
my toes….
We skied back down to the lake, took a ive minute break to put skins
back on (ive minutes for me, for the fast skiers it was signiicantly more),
then skinned up a new slope, where I found some very friendly Whiskey
Jacks who were very interested in my bagel. I had one sitting on my hand,
one on my poles and one on my
boot!
Four runs later, on the most
unbelievable,
fantastic powder, we’d covered about 1600
m elevation and I’d gotten
more skiing in in one
day than all my other back
country trips put together!
We’d had to do a bit of skirting along ridges to stick to more stable
snow and we didn’t make it to Heartstrings because the snow wasn’t stable
enough, but it was beautiful and exciting all the same! A few of the more
hard-core members decided to head up for another run while those of us
who had legs crumbling beneath us decided to make it back to the cars
while we still could.
Back at the cars, Sam McKoy’s dad Tom said he’d managed to injure
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himself during the day and so wasn’t going to ski with us the next day. He
was going to get Sam to drop him home in Pemberton, and then decided that if he was going home anyway why shouldn’t we all go with him?!
Obviously there
wasn’t much opposition to this
plan
(as
hard core and keen to
tent
as
we are, we igured it
would
be rude to turn down
such
a
generous ofer), so 15
smelly skiers turned up at Sam’s
place, much to
his mother’s surprise
who was expecting a quiet night at home without the boys, but she
quickly recovered her surprise and then ofered
us freshly cooked
homemade pizza! We then took over the kitchen
and put all our car
camping ingredients together into a fantastic pasta- couscous pot luck,
which disappeared as soon as we could get it to the table (or before). Ater
some hilarity looking at the photos from the day while allowing our dinner
to digest we agreed on a 6am wake up and stretched out in the basement for
a warm, dry night’s sleep.
Next morning Nick set of the ire alarm to make sure we all got out of
bed in time for the maximal amount of skiing (well, he swears it wasn’t him,
but he was pretty keen on getting us all up so I’m not convinced….) and
Sam’s wonderful parents cooked us an enormous pot of oatmeal and fed
us fresh bread for breakfast! he snow falling around the house made us
excited for the skiing, although Tom nearly got us when he rang to check
road conditions and told us the Dufey was closed, until we remembered it
was April 1st.
Well, we made it to Mt. Chief Pascall without any
troubles and headed out again. And oh the snow! We’d
thought it was marvellous the day before, but it was
nothing compared to Sunday! Powder so deep and
light you’d drown in it. We got to the top of the irst
run and Ran pulled out a snorkel to prevent this untimely end.
Nick Matwyuk set of in a cloud of powder to take some
photos, then Ran Zhang showed of some beautiful powdery
tele-turns. Inspired, I set of next and promptly fell. Floundering in the powder, I managed to get on my feet again, set of
once more and promptly fell again. By the time I made it to the
bottom of the run I was questioning why exactly everyone thought
powder was so wonderful! It was heavy and diicult to turn and awful to
Photos: Ran Zhang
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get up in!
Once I caught
up with the others
they gave me a few pointers
however and on the second run I suddenly understood!!!! his stuf is MARVELLOUS!!! I could ski!!! I made a whole run feeling pro
(possibly not looking as pro as I felt however….), didn’t fall over
and inally understood why people like skiing through trees. At the bottom I was raring to go for another lap and we headed up again.
Ater a couple more runs people had started heading down and as much
as I wanted to join those heading back up for another run, I didn’t think my
legs would take it and it would seem I made the right decision…. I was so
tired I was right back to beginner level, falling at every bump. Poor Alfred
Larson, Nora Lyngra and Bruno Godin, who had to ski out with me for the
second time, I appreciate your patience! We had fun though, the sun had
inally come out and we were trying to remember the lyrics to Barrett’s Privateers. Back at the cars, we caught up with a group who’d already headed
back and who generously warmed us with rum as we waited for Nick and
Sam, who eventually came back triumphant that they’d skied over 2000 m
in elevation.
All in all, I have to say I was pretty stoked with the weekend. When I arrived in September I’d never been of a resort and didn’t
even know what telemark was. Well, thanks to
many patient teachers, I have come a
long way since my irst trip to Elfin Lakes where I didn’t have
the slightest clue how to

Photos: Ran Zhang
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turn a corner, and this was the irst backcountry trip where I really felt like I
was actually skiing most of the time, not just falling down a mountain while
wearing skis!!! I think I’ve been bitten by the tele-bug.

Photos: Ran Zhang
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So many smiling faces. Photos: Ran Zhang
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Rowing towards Squamish. Skyler des Roches on the maiden voyage of our new raft.
Photo: Piotr Forysinski

Alpine lowers and a waterfall on the Skógar–Þórsmörk trail, Iceland. Photo: Line Veenstra

Caitlin Schneider and a whale in Clayoquot Sound, Vancouver Island.
Photo: Dmitri Oguz

Mountain bike multiday trip from Mexico City to the mountain Nevado de Toluca, Mexico.
Photo: Jannu Casanova

Rowing through Queen Charlotte Strait accompanied by Chris Davis in his kayak.
Photo: Murray Down

Laura Catton, Cashew and Ben SP soaking in the views of Mt. Baker as we head up
Ptarmigan Ridge for some skiing. Photo by Nick Matwyuk
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KAYAKING WITH THE
WHALES
Caitlin Schneider

O

n the August long weekend, even the 5 a.m. ferry to Vancouver Island is crowded. Ater missing the ferry by two cars, despite the 3
a.m. wake up time, Dmitri and I were on our way to Clayquot Sound, the
area to the north of Toino.
I had never been to that area, and Dmitri was fond of it, so ater much
discussion, it was our destination for the three-day weekend. We inally got
to the launch around 2pm. It was the most beautiful and warm day I’d seen
that summer on the Island. Ater a few moments discussion, we decided
to paddle in only shorts and t-shirts. his was the irst and only time this
season that I paddled without my wetsuit and drytop. Ater the normal faf
of packing the boats for camping and parking issues, we were in our boats
and on our way!
he irst day we were headed for a place called Cow Bay, on the southwest
side of Flores Island. We paddled north out of Toino Harbor and headed up
on the inside of Vargas Island, saying hi to the occasional seal and enjoying
the sunshine and blue sky. he paddle ofered nice views of the Cat Face
range. Once we let the coast of Vargas, we headed towards Flores Island,
and Cow Bay, our intended home for the night. Paddling along the west
coast of Flores, we suddenly saw a blow spout! Whales!! I love whales, but
I have never been really close to one, nor seen one outside of an aquarium
until I came to BC.
So of course we paddled in the direction of the spouts. he whales were
feeding near the entrance to Cow Bay, so they were constantly surfacing
and diving again in about the same location and we were able to paddle in
pretty close. It’s always amazing to be near these giant creatures, at least the
ones that don’t have kayaker-eating teeth. We paddled into the area a bit
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and suddenly the whales were surfacing around us! One surfaced about 30
feet from Dmitri’s bow. hankfully, none of the whales decided to surface
under one of us.
And whale’s breath smells like...well, it doesn’t smell like lowers. As you
might expect, whale’s breath smells like a combination of dead ish and
rotting seaweed. And it carries for a good distance. he grey whales hung
around and so did we, until the sun began to set and we thought it would
be a good idea to ind the campsite. hroughout the evening, we could hear
them on the far side of the rock.
At the campsite we found a group of people already encamped. One
group had been dropped of by boat a week before and the other groups had
hiked in from the village of Ahousat. It was a beautiful spot and we were
treated to a wonderful sunset while we cooked our noodles. In the morning, we slept in and didn’t have much of a plan. We hiked about 20 minutes
up the trail to the next beach and checked out the scenery. Since this beach
looked much like the other we hiked back and packed up the kayaks. We
had heard there were some ‘warm springs’ nearby which were accessible
from the beach via a two kilometer hike, so we paddled back along the coast
to the beach trailhead in Gibson Marine Park.
Beaching the kayaks, we had lunch and set out along the beach to ind
the trail. Marked by a small loat, it was a bit hard to ind. his was not a well
used trail and we had to do a bit of bushwhacking to get through the trees.

A whale in Cow Bay, just off our bows. Photo: Caitlin Schneider
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Dmitri Oguz paddling around Clayquot Bay. Photo: Caitlin Schneider

We crossed a small swamp and pushed our way through more trees. We
inally came to the inlet where the springs were located. Slightly of the trail
(which kept going, not sure where), there was a cement tub, about ten feet
by four feet and four feet deep. We had found the springs. hey were ‘warm’.
And when I say warm, I mean lukewarm, barely. Even already dressed in
my bathing suit I was not convinced to jump in. I did take of my shoes and
refresh my feet.
Ater hiking back along the questionable trail, we jumped back into the
kayaks and paddled of into the fog that had rolled in while we were gone.
We headed towards Whaler Islets, which are roughly halfway to Vargas Island, where we wanted to spend the night. Ater passing Whaler Islets, the
fog got pretty thick and visibility became limited as we paddled of towards
what we hoped to be the north shore of Vargas. Headwind and chop picked
up as well. I followed Dmitri and tried to keep up. At one point Dmitri
asked, “Can you paddle any faster?” To which my reply was simply, “no.” I
don’t think I paddle very fast when I can’t see where I am going. his was
one of those times when a compass and a chart are needed to prevent one
from unknowingly attempting to paddle to Japan.
Finally the shoreline came into view and we followed it around to the
southwest to Ahous Bay. here is a nice cozy campsite on the north corner
of the bay. As we pulled into the cove, we noticed there was some movement
under the water - it was a huge, lurking school of small ish. here were
thousands of them! We chased them around the cove for a bit, when we
noticed some seals hanging around the mouth of the cove. Huh...the seals
were waiting for us to clear out.
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We beached the kayaks and begun to set up camp when we heard something in the cove. As we watched, the seals had closed in on the ish. One
would make a fast run at the school, causing the ish to jump out of the water en masse. he seal would then follow them by jumping out of the water!
here were always some seals guarding the mouth of the cove to keep the
school of ish contained in the small area.
Leaving the seals to eat the ish, we hiked to see the sunset and then
made dinner. All through dinner and even through the night, the seals continued to thin out the school of ish.
In the morning, we paddled around the bay to the mouth of a river
where we dragged the kayaks up the fresh water to explore a little bit. Ater
saying hi to some bright green sea anemones, we paddled back into the fog.
he plan was to paddle along the west coast of Vargas and then back to Toino Harbor. here were some islands out there that might have been worth
exploring, but since we couldn’t see them, we were loath to head out into the
unknown, so we stuck to the coast.
hen the wind picked up. I am not that bad of a paddler, but really it
was hard to make any headway. Making some agonizingly slow forward
progress we saw a few whale spouts in the distance and caught a rest behind
a rock. It was the only place to rest, since the minute you stopped paddling
forward the wind would blow you backwards.
Ater an hour or so of paddling into the wind, we made it around the
southern tip of Vargas and the wind relaxed a bit as we entered the lee of
Wickaninnish Island. he currents around that area are interesting, and we
sometimes found ourselves moving in a slightly unexpected direction. We
paddled by Wickaninnish Island and then past Stubbs and Felice Island. We
then spotted the Toino Harbor and were back again.
We packed up the boats and gear in good time and bid farewell to Toino. We stopped for a cup of tea at our friend’s house in Ucluelet and then
headed back to the ferry. We actually met up with my roommates who had
spent the weekend suring. All in all, a very interesting trip full of marine
life and adventure.
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CANyoNING,
CANyoNeeRING,
oR CAN-yAWN-ING
Artem Bylinskii

O

n the weekend of August 24-25, Marcin Mirski, Phil Daoust, and
I went canyoning on the North Shore. With a stark lesson from
Phil that it wasn’t called ‘canyoneering’, and that only Americans called it
that while the rest of the reasonable world called it ‘canyoning’, we were
reminded that a particular friend of ours actually calls it ‘can-yawn-ing’.
his is in terms of pronunciation, of course, rather than a comment on how
interesting the sport is. In fact, if you were yawning in the canyon with your
mouth wide open, you’d probably drown pretty fast.
With my friend Francois-Xavier De Ruydts ilming the documentary
“Down the Line” about local canyons and canyoneers for the mountain ilm
festival, we were given the inspiration we needed to head out on such an
adventure, completely new to me. he irst day we sent Cypress Falls creek
with Fix taking many photos and video of the descent. He strung a camera
line over 3 successive waterfalls and took one phenomenal shot of us rappelling, scrambling, and throwing the rope at the same time.
he rest of the descent involved more scrambling, rappelling, slipping,
and freezing. And, of course, general hilarity. Highlights included rappelling of an “Extreme Danger - Do Not Go Beyond Fence” sign and Marcin
going “Spread Eagle” on a number of slides and falls. At one point we all
hid under a large rock and pretended to be trolls — or at least Marcin and
I pretended...
he escape proved to be the most challenging part of the day, as our
car was parked at the intersection of Woodgreen Drive and Woodgreen
Drive. Cypress creek is located in an alternate universe, where every street
is called Woodgreen Drive, not even considering the Woodgreen Places,
Woodgreen Courts, and Woodgreen Avenues. Beware, the directions to the
parking lot are easy — 3 right turns of the highway — but inding your car
again is an adventure! Nonetheless, it was an awesome and highly recommended outing.
On the second day — now armed with with great knowledge, experi-
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Phil can-yawn-ing. Photo: Artem Bylinskii

ence, and Dmitri Oguz, not to mention the stomachs still full with the previous night’s all-you-can-eat Indian food — the 4 of us went out to descend
Goldie Creek, which turned out to be another stellar canyon. An hour’s hike
illed with general banter took us to the irst rappel, which is a 30 meter
squeeze waterfall, barely shoulder width wide, under some massive chockstones.
he rest of the canyon involved a lot of walking and 11 more shore rap-
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pels. Having demonstrated his prowess for entertaining bails, I made sure
to be going just behind Marcin in order to have front row seat for the show.
He did not disappoint. While on rappel, he managed to slip and sit down
on a rock, then topple over only to ind a 30 cm deep pool of water in which
to fully submerge his upper body and head. It was a priceless slow-motion
fall — or, fail.
On the hike out, our naked group of dudes somehow managed to hitch
a ride back to the car. As we mentioned to the driver that we didn’t expect
anyone to pick us up, he replied “I’ve been ‘there’”. Back at the Park Gate
Mall parking lot, a cop drove by us, stopped and looked at us confusedly
out the window, said “I’m not even going to ask”, and drove away. Not like
we were doing anything conspicuous...
Even though this seems like a silly activity — I mean, who would walk
down a bunch of wet rocks in cold creek water for hours on end with perfectly
nice dry trails all around us? — it proved to be rather exciting and strangely
appealing. Since then, I’ve gone down a few more canyons, including Mosquito Creek and Swan Falls, as well as ran a to-be-annual Intro to Canyoning
trip to Noorish and Lost Creeks. In all honesty, the combination of building creative anchors, slick rappels, jumps, swims, slip-and-slides, and ridiculously hilarious conversations makes this a truly entertaining and awesome sport. I now
understand
there
is no such thing as
the shoulder season,
where it’s too wet
to climb and to dry
to ski; rather I look
forward to river season, for the white-

Marcin going “Spread
Eagle” on one of his
many slips, slides, and
bails. Photo: Artem
Bylinskii
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water kayaking, rating, and of course can-yawn-ing!

Addendum – Intro to Canyoning
by Pascale Cometto

A

rtem Bylinskii and Phil Daoust took a bunch of us out to try out
their new activity for the irst weekend of fall. On our way to Mission we were excited to try it out, inspired by their thrilling trip report, but
also a bit anxious about the unknown universe that we were about to throw
ourselves into.
he plan was ambitious, but feasible; two somehow short canyons in a
day: Noorish and Lost Creek. Of we went towards Noorish irst.
Ater gearing up with our wetsuits and harnesses, we went down to the
creek and found an amazing red-neck double-edge knife. We learned that
the Mission backcountry was of full of little surprises like this; we kept on
discovering more along the way. We decided to leave it there and pick it
up on the way back because it had no case. Our herd headed down the
lat creek, jumping from boulder to boulder till we found some real action:
water slides!
his was my enlightenment of the week-end. he origin of water parks
comes from Canyoning! It all makes sense now; Nature provided the water fun and Culture copied it in blue ibreglass. Genius! Canyoning was so
much fun. Basically, the technique goes like this: you scout it and see where
the fun is, and assess the risks; once you spot a fun route (a slide or a little
jump) you go for it and enjoy it like back in the day where you were a kid
in the water. You forget that you are going down a very cold river in your
wetsuit on a cold day. You just have pure fun. Type 1 only.
Ater a little while, we arrived at our irst technical challenge: rappelling of a 15 meter clif. We set up an anchor of a tree to get directly to the
water. It took us a while to get organized and get down one by one. Artem
and Ignacio Rozada went down the clif with a rope that was already there
and got a lot of air! At this point, we decided to stagger in little groups of
four to keep it moving. We regrouped and thought about the route to take
whenever there was a crux/ challenging part. I guess another fun part of
canyoning is that, most of the time, you don’t have to strictly follow the
one in front of you. You can just go anywhere you like as long as you are
comfortable with it and that it is safe, of course. here is no trail to follow
or skin tracks to stay on. So we were, at times, like a herd of crazy people
in wetsuits invading the blue waters. I liked that sense of freedom with our
group running down the river.
In between all these fun water activities were long sections of swimming
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in very cold water. It was nice to swim in those narrow and quiet sections of
the creek, but it chilled you out to the bone! Because Ignacio and I thought
this one was a really short one, we didn’t take any food. Big mistake. Fortunately, people were very nice and shared a bit of their snacks.
At this point, we were wondering where it would end. We got a clue that
the road was close by from an incredible amount of crashed vehicles in the
creek, both recent and old car wrecks; luckily, no corpses. Ah, Mission’s
wilderness! Shuvi Haramati looked for a stereo unsuccessfully and Dmitri
Oguz was able to recognize the brand and year by looking at a giant piece of
rust that looked like a car. Impressive.
We inally got to what we thought was the end. We regrouped and read
the description again. his is the hard thing with canyoning — you just rely
on route description, and descriptions can be interpreted loosely. Ignacio
and I regretted not having taken our GPS; at least we would have known
how far away we were from the cars. I guess this was an experience, and we
learned things for next time.
Shuvi saved the starved troop with halva while we conirmed this was
the end. Revival. Ater a bit of bushwhacking, we were back to the getaway
car at 4-5pm. It took us way longer than what we had thought. No second
creek today. While we waited for the drivers to come back, we drank tea,
shared all the snacks we had, and danced with Isabel Verse’s Hula-hoop
(or Oula-hoop). Everyone gave it a try. Everyone. Several techniques were
developed to try to make that loop stay high; there was the throw-yourbutt-backward by me, the walking technique by Marcin Mirski, and Shuvi’s
thrusting approach. Anne Vialettes and Phil also showed some dexterity in
the sport.
Ater a nice cozy night of good food, drinks, and camp ire, we were
back to cold and clear water on Sunday at Lost Creek. We decided to go for
a short and sweet one, considering the misleading experience we had had
the day before. Terepocki Creek sounded amazing but we decided to leave
it for another day.
Lost Creek started with its highlight: a 12 meter waterfall. We set the
rappel down the waterfall and it was by far the most thrilling thing I had
done in a long time. It was a bit scary as I went down because the rock was
incredibly slippery. hen as I settled a bit into it, I passed the point where
you went under the waterfall. It was incredible! Phil, Artem and Marcin
decided to take the high road and jump it. Ater that challenging bit, we
went down for another round of water slides, little jumps, and walking on
the moon (this is how it made me feel when walking in the water at about
waist-high). It was great!
his time, we were ready, we knew a bit more what to expect, we were
moving with a bit more luidity, and in a couple of hours, it was over! Dam-
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nation. hat, we were not ready for at only 12:30pm. Not enough time to
try Terepocki, but too much time on our hands to go back home. So we
decided to practice passing a knot while rappelling of a bridge to prepare
for the next adventures. he sun started to shine in the aternoon and
warm our skin and hearts. Ater another logging road party, with shared
snacks (thanks again to Shuvi with his chocolate mousse), a few beers, and
some Oula-hoop dancing, we were of to Vancouver, while the others were
searching for an all-you-can-eat in suburbia.

The Crew: Dmitri, Marcin, Phil and Artem. Photo: Artem Bylinskii
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A SWIM ON THE UPPER
SEYMOUR
Caitlin Schneider

O

n November 5th, 2012, I decided to run the Upper Seymour. he
funny thing is that I didn’t really feel great since I had had a cold
for a while, so I wanted to go on a pretty easy run. Since the Seymour was
high enough to do an upper run I igured it would be perfect - an easier run
that was new to me. he upper run of the Seymour river is located within
the Nature Conservatory on the North Shore and you have to have special
permission to kayak there.
We illed out the paperwork to drive into the Nature Conservatory and
did the car shuttle, making one drop in the middle in the case that some
of the beginners wanted to get out ater the class II section. he river run
starts out really easy but has some challenging section near the end, so we
wanted to have an option where the beginners could bail if they didn’t feel
comfortable.
he group was a mixed bag, ive ‘support boaters’, including myself, three
people who we needed to keep eyes on and four who could take care of
themselves. We arranged buddies for those that needed eyes and set of
down the river.
Everything was going great for the irst half of the run. Everyone was
paddling well and the beginners were feeling good. I was following Aaron,
as his buddy, and was impressed by his ability to read the river and maneuver his boat. We came to the halfway point where the car was parked, but
everyone was feeling conident so we all continued down the river. his is
where the rapids slowly become more and more interesting.
Coming into an eddy, one of the beginners lipped on the strong eddy
line. Despite being surrounded by the others in the eddy, she swam out of
her boat. She was switly moved to the shore, but her boat slipped out of the
eddy and escaped down the river, quickly followed by chasers, who pushed
the boat into an ‘eddy’ in the trees.
Maybe we should have noticed then how hard it was to get the boat out
of the low and how few actual eddies existed on the river bank. Anyway,
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we got the girl back into her boat and continued problem free through the
next few little rapids.
A little later, my buddy lipped, failed his irst roll attempt, and swam.
Someone behind me grabbed him and I attempted to get the boat out of the
river. A few failed bulldozes later, Amy came to my aide and we captured
the boat in an ‘eddy’ again, really just pushed it into the trees. Amy went
ater the rest of the group, who because of the general lack of places to stop
had continued down river to wait, causing the group to become very strung
out. Meanwhile, Dmitri Oguz and I waited for Aaron to walk down the river
to where we were waiting. It was quite a ways, but he arrived in good time.
Again, hindsight being 20/20 and all, maybe we should have waited a bit
longer. We waited a few minutes, let his breathing return to normal since he
had jogged most of the way, before asking if he was ready to get going. But
he said sure, so of we went. I was leading and Dmitri right behind Aaron.
We knew the rest of the group was down river, but not really where or what
was happening.
He had been doing really well so I didn’t expect him to lip almost immediately. Again his roll failed, he did wait for a T-rescue but the ive seconds
were not enough for either of us to reach him. So he was swimming again. I
got him to get a hold of my boat and pulled him towards the trees were Amy
and Alice were on the shore. I learned later that the other girl had also swam
again, and they had just gotten her out of the water, which is why Amy was
in the trees to begin with. Amy threw her bag to Aaron who had let go of my
boat and was now driting slowly down river into the trees. He caught the
rope and with Alice to back her up, Amy stopped his downriver driting. I
didn’t think I could ofer any assistance there, so I turned back to the river
and paddled ater the boat that Dmitri was chasing.
We tried to bulldoze the boat a bit but it wasn’t really moving and was
pretty full of water despite having two loat bags in the stern. Dmitri tried
to clip into the boat so he could drag the boat to shore, but wasn’t able to get
into position. I managed to manoeuvre myself around and thought that I
would be able to get the boat to shore since it was pretty close and the water
was moving slowly at that point.
Talking later, Iain said he should have at that point yelled at me to not
clip into the boat. But I did, the mistake that continued the cascade of
disaster. I made it about two paddle strokes before the heavy sunken boat
pulled me upside down. To tell you the truth I wasn’t immediately worried,
that is, until I tried to roll up and failed. Not to brag, but my roll doesn’t
usually fail. his just felt all wrong. I then realized the boat was pulling at
me. I had a moment of panic as I imagined being pulled down the river
upside down by this boat. I let go of my paddle and pulled my belt release.
But the attachment system only releases under tension. I am not exactly
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sure what I did, I remember briely coming above the water and glimpsing
boats around me, but also had the feeling that I was still attached to Aaron’s
boat. At that moment, I bailed, pulled my skirt and got the hell out of there.
If you had asked me then, if I would have swum the rest of the river, I
would have laughed at you. Everything was still moving slowly; Iain reached
down into the water and made sure my belt had come out of the buckle.
Someone unclipped my pigtail from the boat for good measure. Ok, situation recap, there are Iain and Dmitri in their boats, me in the water and my
and Aaron’s boat were loating. Everyone else was involved with the other
swimmers and the girl’s boat. Somewhere Iain had also given Helene a Trescue (thankfully she didn’t swim too).
I jumped onto the back of Iain’s boat, and remember being fairly content
there, swimming behind him, with him telling me we would ind the next
eddy, or the next one around the corner. Dmitri had recovered my paddle
and handed it over, while Iain and I started to try to cross the river since
there were no good eddies to be had.
We didn’t really make it far enough, Iain was having some diiculty dragging me around in his small playboat. We didn’t make it to the other shore.
At some point, Iain told me I would have to let go. I wasn’t sure what exactly
was coming, since it was hard to see around him. I let him go and tried to
get my feet pointing downriver in front of me. I ended up rolling like a log
over this large rock into the pour-over hole on the other side. I came up and
looked at Iain and then realized I wasn’t moving away from the rock. Not
wanting to get sucked back against the rock, I twisted and pushed my feet
against it, giving me enough umph to get out of the hold of the pour-over.
Driting downriver again, I caught up with Iain and we went down a
few more little rapids together. he water was moving fast and because Iain
was in his small boat, I had one hand holding to his cockpit combing. he
handle on that boat was too close to the stern of the boat to do any good.
Most of my body was still in the water, and I could feel the upwellings as we
passed over rocks under the water. I hit a few along the way.
As it started to get rough, I let go again and tried to keep my face above
the water and my feet pointed downstream. On river-right there was a potential eddy in front of a large rock, Iain caught the eddy and yelled for me
to swim! By this time I was tried. I had to swim across the current to make
it to the eddy, but the current was pushing me directly into the large rock. I
wasn’t making any progress across, despite Iain’s encouragement and all the
efort I could manage. Afraid to be swept against the rock, I opted to swim
around it.
Unfortunately, on the far side of the rock there was a strong eddy line/
whirlpool thing. I glided around the rock and then immediately got spun
and started to get sucked down. I remember looking up and seeing Iain
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in a full on stern squirt as he had followed me around the rock and fallen
into the same feature. I just had a glimpse of the bright yellow/orange boat
before everything became brown and I went under. I wear my goggles when
kayaking to keep my contacts in my eyes, but now had a strangely clear view
of the water.

Seeing Iain’s boat before going underwater. Drawing: Caitlin Schneider

Most of what I could see was swirling brown water and bubbles. As the
time went on, I realized it was getting dark... he brown water was distinctively getting darker, which could only mean I was getting pulled deeper
underwater, further from the air that I was starting to miss. I kicked and
clawed against the water, hoping to make my way upwards. As I was starting
to get worried about the general air supply situation, I felt my hand break
the surface. Breathe! It was a huge relief to be back on the surface.
But, it wasn’t over yet, and the water was actually getting rougher. I am
not sure of the exact order of the next few events. Ater coming up from the
whirlpool thing, I was swept further into the rapids. his was most of the
interesting part of the river, the stuf that would have been fun in my boat,
but was distinctly less fun from water level. he waves washed over my face,
I got little glimpses between the waves of what was coming, I tried my best
to avoid the worst things, but I am not really sure my lailing made any difference in the direction that I was traveling. I felt like a rag doll, being tossed
around at the rivers will.
At one point the river made a slow bend to the right and I saw Aaron
boat stuck in a small hole. I just saw the purple end, come up out of the
water. Shit, I didn’t want to go into that hole with the boat! I clawed my way
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in the opposite direction. hat was the last I saw, or maybe anyone, saw of
the boat.
Again I was under the water, this time being dragging along the river
bottom. I felt rocks hitting me everywhere. I imagined myself threading
through big boulders strewn on the bottom of the river. Somewhere in the
back of my brain I began to worry about getting pinned down there, if one
of my feet was to get stuck between any of these rocks that would be it.
here would be no chance.

Aaron’s boat and underwater loat. Drawing: Caitlin Schneider

hankfully I didn’t get pinned and eventually hit the surface again. And
for the irst time, I got really, really scared. What, you ask, you weren’t scared
before? I was deinitely worried, sometimes very worried, and concerned.
First, let me explain, when we had started the car shuttle all the cars had
stopped at the take out so that everyone could get a good look at it. here
was a bridge that marks the take out and it had a distinctive blue railing.
his is a very important take out, since this particular spot is also the putin for the Seymour Canyon. he Seymour Canyon is class IV/V run that is
usually run around 1-2 on the rock (the gauge at the bottom of the river),
and the river was currently at 5 or 6 (this makes a huge diference in tight
spaces like the canyon). Amy had been very clear when showing us the
takeout, there was a pool on river let just under the bridge where there
was a set of stairs that led up to the trail. She had also been clear that at this
point, you must get out. If there were to be any swimmers in the water that
this point, forget their boat, forget their gear and get them the hell out of the
water. he entrance to the canyon was just downriver.
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The Bridge. Drawing: Caitlin Schneider

As you might of guessed, when I looked up and saw the distinctive blue
bridge just in front of me, I got truly scared. I then realized it could be a
real possibility that I could end up in the canyon, I had swam a long way
without stopping and didn’t see how the rest of the run would be diferent. I
think I started yelling at this point. I was closer to river right, so despite the
knowledge that there might be a pool on the other side, I tried to swim right
since I wasn’t sure where the pool actually was with respect to my current
position. Anyway, swimming/lailing I tried to get the river bank.
here was a beautiful tiny eddy just before the bridge, I tried to get there
but only got a look at an aluminum ladder and a gauge attached to the rock
before I was swept under the bridge and closer to the canyon.
I had to get to shore. I was starting to get desperate. More swimming/
lailing caused some progress, and as I drited past the bridge, I spotted another potential eddy. his was it, that had to be it. I wasn’t sure how close to
the canyon I was, but I needed to get out of the water, NOW.
I was going to make it! he water had slowed a bit and I was headed for
shore. It was just a tiny rocky pool, but it was safety. I grabbed hold of one
of the rock and slowly pulled my upper body out of the water. Man, I was
exhausted, mentally, physically and emotionally. But I wasn’t far enough.
Iain appeared behind me. He must have been following helplessly through
most of the last rough rapids and I had somewhat lost track of him in my
eforts to breathe, but now he was there, telling me to keep going, just a bit
further, until I had pulled myself entirely out of the water on to the safety
of the rocks.
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I remember curling into a half ball and just lying there, trying to catch
my breath and regain something resembling composure. I am not sure how
long I was there, with Iain in his boat standing guard. I inally moved a bit
and held on to the back of his boat while he got out. I think I made some
dumb comment about thankfully not swimming the canyon.

Out of the water, inally. Drawing: Caitlin Schneider

It was just such an unbelievable relief to be on solid ground. I just sat for
a bit, answering the questions Iain asked me. A Clif bar was shoved into my
hands and I studiously began to eat it. I guess I passed the test that I was
pretty much ok to be let alone, since Iain gave me one last look and told me
he was going to go let people know we were ok. He ended up sprinting back
up the river and calling the run, getting the rest of the paddlers of the river.
here is a nice trail where they could walk back to the cars.
I sat for a while, eating my Clif bar and watching the river. I kept an eye
out for anyone coming down, with my worst fear being that another swimmer would come, and I would be helpless to do anything. But thankfully
no swimmers came. I managed to ind the trail on this side of the river
and wander up to look over the water. I brought up my paddle and Iain’s
paddle but wasn’t stable enough to move his boat anywhere. My legs were
still shaking and my thighs burned and felt bruised. I inally saw Amy and
Pete paddle down the last rapid and take out of the river at the correct place.
I waved to them from where I was standing and Amy waved back.
Amy dropped her boat by the cars and came to see how I was doing. It
was good to just hug her. We collected the boats and brought everything
back to the car. he others started to appear as they walked down the trail.
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Dmitri appeared with my boat and had gone back to get his own boat from
where he had managed to rescue mine. I was able to greet everyone with a
smile, and many people, since they had been upriver, didn’t even realize I
had swam at all, not to mention how far. Iain came back as well, totally out
of breath and ready to puke. He had paddled and ran himself to the edge. I
needed to hug him more than anyone.
People started milling around and loading boats. I slowly got changed;
it was nice to be in dry warm clothes. I noticed Iain standing on the bridge,
staring downstream towards the canyon, watching the river. I walked over
to him, stood and stared. I could see my little eddy. He merely said, ‘I was
so scared.’ I think this is when I fully realized how scared I had been, and
seeing how scared he had been, brought it home. I tried to keep myself together, when I really wanted to fall apart. I can’t imagine how he felt, trying
to chase me, but not being able to do anything.
We packed up the boats and called the RCMP to report the missing boat
(which still has not been recovered). We checked the bottom of the river
and then headed to the pub.
Of course, I have thought a lot about what exactly went wrong, what
could have been done, and what might have happened. I don’t think I will
be clipping into another boat for a while. I mean it was a general shitty
situation, in which a few too many things went wrong at the same time, as
usually leads to epics. here are some interesting questions about how to
do rescues, and particular roles within a rescue operation, that really have
no right answers and tend to lead to endless discussion. But it brings home
the importance of communication and having a back-up plan. Generally,
we had enough ‘support boaters’ to do what needed to be done, but when
suddenly you have multiple swims and a group spread down half the river,
you realize how thin the margin actually is. One thing that I forget a lot of
the time is that you need to make sure you keep yourself safe irst. I oten get
caught feeling responsible to save others’ gear, without really thinking how
that might be efecting my own safety. Needless to say, Amy has decided
that beginners will never go past the middle take out.
My swim down the Seymour is not something that I will forget anytime
soon and not something I would wish on my worst enemy. I am super grateful to Iain for sticking with me and to Dmitri for saving my boat. I am waiting for the river to come back up so I can go back, this time hopefully I can
enjoy the rapids from my cozy boat. Happy paddling.
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THE BEAUTIFUL BROKEN
GROUP ISLANDS
Cora Skaien

M

y spirits were high on the morning of April 6th as Dmitri Oguz,
Caitlin Schneider, Faroe Des Roches, Alana Orr, and I set out to
catch the ferry to begin our journey to the Broken Group Islands. I did not
sleep the night before (social reasons) and the constant pain in my shoulder
had just ceased a mere week before this trip. he pain had plagued me for
the previous three months due to a shoulder injury in which I partially tore
two of my tendons. he pain was nowhere to be felt and was out of mind,
so I did not even think twice about whether or not to go on this trip. Since I
had been out of commission for a few months, I was very excited to be back
out. It also happened to be the irst weekend ater classes had ended for the
semester. his was the perfect way to relax before exams! For many reasons,
life just seemed to be going perfectly.
We had two car loads with our ive kayaks, and we both just managed to
make it on the insanely early ferry. While on the ferry, we ate food, napped,
and made plans to meet at a speciic junction before the turnof to our
launch point since we were inevitably going to be separated once returning
to our vehicles since we were on diferent levels of the ferry. For whatever
reason—perhaps stopping for some quick food or the need to apply sharpie
to the nose of one of the sea kayaks to make it more black—the timing
of our arrivals difered between the two carloads. As a result, Caitlin and
I ended up waiting at the turn of while Dmitri drove up and down the
highway for about 40 minutes to make sure Alana and Faroe had not come
across car trouble. Ater what seemed like ages, we saw Alana driving back
down the long, winding road, from beyond the junction we were supposed
to meet at. It turns out they had assumed we must have continued on when
we were not at the turn of upon their arrival. With everyone reunited and
safe, we made our way to the launch site, packed our kayaks, and headed
out.
It was a beautiful sunny day (mostly). However, the winds were a bit
strong and the water was not completely calm in the exposed portions of
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Alana and Faroe snacking at the mouth of Toquart Bay.
Photo: Cora Skaien

the route. Within the hour, it quickly became apparent to me that despite
my shoulder having not hurt for six days, it was far from being better. I
quickly fell behind everyone and desperately tried to catch up while only
being able to perform half-strokes with my right arm. I also wondered if
my lack of sleep was partially responsible, although I did not feel tired. I
managed to catch up to the rest of the group every time they took breaks.
Faroe and Alana lent me their spare paddles that were lighter than mine,
which lessened the pain in my shoulder. We forged ahead through the open,
exposed waters until we reached the calmer waters of the Broken Group Islands. he vegetation was so pristine and the beauty of the mainland paled
in comparison to these islands with their untouched vegetation. he sun
was deinitely a perk as well.
We continued on through the islands for hours, seeing otters, sea
lions, seals, and sea birds as we went. Ater what must have been 5 or 6
hours of paddling (I hope my mind is not exaggerating), we were nearing
the island that we were going to camp on. At this point, I began feeling hungry and the pain in my shoulder was slowing me down more than I like to
admit. But we made it to the island in the little cove behind a rocky barrier,
and we tied up our boats and set up camp. Soon ater, I saw a deer which
I thought was a bit odd since it was such a small island. At irst, no one
believed me, until Dmitri also saw the phantom deer that I kept claiming
to see. We cooked dinner on the beach and watched what is quite honestly
the most beautiful sunset I have ever seen to this day. It contained all shades
of pinks and oranges and illed the whole sky, outlined by numerous seem-
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Paddling through the arch on Efingham Island
Photo: Cora Skaien

ingly untouched islands.
We woke up the next morning to discover that Dmitri was missing his booties. It turned out that he had forgotten to bring them higher up
on the beach ater we had let all our gear on a rock to dry in the sun when
we had irst arrived. We were soon able to locate the linings of both booties
and the shell of one within the cove, but the second shell was nowhere to be
found. Alas, the bootie was doomed to be alone for life, for you see, booties
are monogamous creatures that inhabit the feet of humans and once their
mated pair goes missing, their lives as booties are over and they never mate
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again. Much like many species of penguins! Just… less alive.
Despite the loss of the bootie, we continued on our merry way for
a full day of kayaking around the diferent islands. he waves were quite
large in some exposed sections beyond the islands, and since I cannot yet
reliably roll a sea kayak (despite being able to reliably roll a whitewater boat
in pool settings), I was a bit nervous. his concern grew as I fell behind once
again with my injured shoulder. Survival of the ittest luckily did not take
care of me, and we kayaked back between some islands to stop for lunch.
On the way, we kayaked past a massive sea lion colony which made me
super excited… until I was told that they can be quite aggressive and will
attack kayaks if you get too close. I then quickly determined that we had
to put the youngest kayakers in the middle to protect them! As I inserted
myself in the middle of the group out of selish, and not quite necessary, necessity, we continued on to our beautiful lunch location. We pulled out our
stoves and sandwiches and enjoyed a beautiful sunny lunch while listening
to the sounds of the sea lion colony and a distant loon.
We headed back out into the (not quite so) raging ocean waves and
circled around the islands on the south end. he islands’ beauty cannot be
described adequately in (my) words. It is truly something that one has to see
for themselves, with clifs and rocks jutting out of the ocean and small caves
to pass under. We stopped again a few times for bathroom breaks. Let me
tell you: if you do not have a pee-zip in your wet suit, are female, and have
a dry top above on top of your full length wetsuit, peeing in the middle of a
kayaking trip is quite the adventure. It involves fully undressing, especially
if you are wearing a one piece swimsuit. If you can get a pee zip installed in
your wetsuit, I would highly recommend doing so! Dmitri was nice enough
to get this done for Caitlin for her birthday. Lucky girl!
We continued back to the island we were camping on and enjoyed
one last beautiful sunset before we set out the next day to head back home.
We woke up, took our time eating breakfast and packing up, and headed
out for the day. Before I was in my kayak, Faroe, a certiied kayak instructor,
had just set out into the completely still waters of the cove. I looked away for
one second, and when I looked back she was swimming in the cove next to
her overturned boat. It turned out she needed to blow her nose, so bent over
to get as close to the water as possible when her boat lipped. She decided
that trying to roll was not worthwhile since she had just set out, so instead
she swam back to land. It was quite the unexpected and comical sight to see
given the situation! A bit of an unfortunate situation was the fact that Alana
has recently altered the seat in her kayak and developed massive scrapes
and blisters on her lower back. hese blisters were quite painful to kayak
through, so Faroe and I taped them up before heading out for our return
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A calm paddle through the broken group
Photo: Cora Skaien

Faroe puts her irst aid skills to work.
Photo: Dmitri Oguz
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journey (mostly Faroe, but I ripped tape, held up the shirt and ‘supervised’).
Ater this small morning entertainment, we continued on our way
back. While travelling through the islands, we saw numerous sea lions, otters, and loons once again. Alana and I were lucky enough to see a baby seal
resting on a rock within ten meters of us. On one crossing between islands
I decided, despite my shoulder still hurting, that I was going to be fast and
keep up with the group. Not only did I keep up with the group, but I was in
fact tied with Dmitri for the lead for the better part of an hour. his was not
sustained for the whole trip home, however, but I was pleased that I succeeded for a while. Near the end of the trip, Alana and I pondered how the
trees could survive such a high salt environment and tolerate having their
roots inundated with salt for most of the day. his is still unsolved for us! I
must look it up still… despite having already had 8 months to do so, it has
not happened yet.
We returned to our cars, drove back to the ferry, missed the irst
ferry, and got on the next ferry. We all returned home in more or less one
piece, me with a sore shoulder and poor Alana with her scraped up back. I
was also massively sunburned on my face and eye balls, which is always a
fun time. his was an amazing trip, full of unbelievable beauty. I really hope
to return again this coming year, despite it looking like my shoulder will still
be a issue, although not of the same severity.

Alana admires the beautiful coastline and the Caribbean blue water.
Photo: Cora Skaien
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Canada by Bicycle
Annie Maurer

O

n a drizzly May 3rd morning Rachel Baldwin and I let Vancouver
on heavily laden bikes heading east. During the next 11 weeks, I cycled 8000 km to St. John’s, Newfoundland through menacing tunnels in the
Fraser canyon and ields of new potatoes in PEI. I would come to appreciate
not only the diversity of Canada, but also the magical powers of Desitin
[diaper rash cream]. From tailwinds to headwinds and hypothermia to tan
lines, bike touring is one good way to have an epic adventure!
I had dreamed of cycling across Canada for as long as I can remember
and with no good reason not to. hree weeks before the departure, I had decided to join Rachel. We took an unconventional route through BC heading
north up to Valemount. his proved to be a great decision as biking along
the Yellowhead highway beside bears and lakes beats Rogers pass any day.
Unfortunately, Rachel’s knee was not so happy with her new way of life and
was causing her a lot of pain. Ater taking extra rest days and going slower
with no improvements we opted to hang out in Valemount for a while. After three days with still no improvements and fearful of injuring it more,
Rachel made the diicult decision to bus home from the greyhound station
in Valemount. It was hard to see dreams shattered by a physical not mental
limitation and it made me appreciate my body in a whole diferent way.
So ater 8 days of cycling and with 7200 km more to go, it was now just
me and Canada! On that irst day on my own I crossed the BC-AB border
and into Jasper. It felt great to reach the irst big milestone, although standing at the ‘Welcome to Alberta’ sign without Rachel seemed a little bit like
cheating.
With the temperatures going well below freezing and now without a
stove (Rachel and I had been sharing one) I decided to stay in hostels along
the Iceields parkway. I arrived at the Beauty Creek Wilderness Hostel at
7pm to ind a large closed sign. Ater walking around and discovering that
the door was unlocked I decided to stay anyway. It was when I was inside
that I hear a “Hello?” It turns out that the hostel didn’t open for the season
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until the next day, but ater seeing I was on a bike, the hostel manager Ben
let me stay anyway. We spent the evening around an awesome ire awed by
the sheer magnitude of our surroundings. I ended up spending the entire
next day there as well going to secret waterfalls, learning to slackline and
playing board games.
I had cycled the Iceields Parkway ten years previously and I was shocked
to see how far back the glacier had receded since then. I remember seeing
the signs marking the glacier’s retreat, but as a 10 year old it had all seemed
unreal and as if it would be a very long time until the next noticeable diference would be seen. he hill into the next valley was among the longest and
fastest of the trip, and combined with sharp turns and pelting snow, made
for one thrilling descent!
People asked me all the time if I was afraid wild camping on my own,
which I did the majority of the time during the trip. My answer was no; out
of the 45 days of wild camping, the only time I was given any problem was
when it turned out I was in a National park. here was one particular night
in Canmore, however, where I was camped near the Nordic centre behind
some houses. I kept waking up to the sound of howling wolves that appeared to be getting closer. Although the next time I woke up it was morning! Whew.

Columbia Iceields Parkway, AB.
Photo: Annie Mauer
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I spent a few days in Calgary visiting some family friends, tuning up
my bike, and chasing ducklings with my friend Yara. I then headed of on
the next leg of the journey, the prairies. he scenery changed immediately
ater leaving Calgary and I soon found myself farther east in Canada than
I’d ever been before. Given the rather monotonous landscape, the prairies
sure provided some excitement. I quickly found myself trying and failing to
out-pedal a storm; with neither infrastructure nor trees for protection, I hid
out in a port-a-potty for half an hour to escape the worst of it. I eventually
came to the deserted town of Gleichen and set up camp in the irst clump of
trees I could ind. It turned out be directly across from a police station and
I was glad my tent was a camoulage colour!
he next day brought with it better times in the form of a south easterly
wind. here were whole minutes at a time when I basically did not have to
pedal. I made it all the way to Medicine Hat which turned out to be 204 km
– the biggest day of the trip! It was in Medicine Hat where I irst met Kieren,
another cross-Canada cyclist. We would continue to play leap frog all the
way to New Brunswick.
Ever since leaving Calgary my bike had been causing a lot more problems than before. About 100 km west of Swit Current my front derailleur
cable snapped beside the brake hoods. Kieren soon caught up and helped
me try to ix it. With no success I decided to take the plunge and hitchhike.
My thumb was stuck out for all of two minutes before a pickup came and
drove me right to the front door of the bike shop in Swit Current.
Ater a pleasant evening with some family friends in Swit Current, I
was soon faced with a day that created a whole new deinition of cold for
me. Temperatures plummeted in the entire region and I later heard that it
snowed a bit further west of where I was. Pelting rain and a headwind made
for slow progress and with nowhere to stop I just continued on. It was an
odd feeling being so close to people yet feeling completely isolated and as
if I was on a diferent planet. I was so exhausted and cold that I wanted to
collapse onto the side of the road and drit of to somewhere warmer. I began getting delirious and I was about to hitchhike when I was reunited with
Kieren whose mum was coming from Moose Jaw to pick her up. I began
a very painful thawing out process in a warm van drinking hot chocolate!
I found out ater spending a few hours huddled in a Tim Horton’s that
my mum’s friend’s daughter’s friend’s grandparents live in Moose Jaw. My
dripping self was welcomed into their home with open arms. I waited out
the poor weather another day in Moose Jaw with Ruby and Dave showing
me all around the town.
Ater Regina I veered north of Highway 1 through lakes Manitoba and
Winnipeg. his route was slower and bumpier, but was a nice change of
pace from the trans-Canada. Outside of Dauphin, Manitoba, I ended up
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taking the wrong route – this was frustrating at the time because it meant I
bypassed Dauphin Lake and Rainbow Provincial Park. It turned out to be
a great mistake to make in the end, however, because it meant I opened up
a guidebook I had been lugging along. In this book, I read about a town
named Ochre River with a small church that had been converted into a coffee shop. Jess and her daughter Taliah had completely renovated the church
into this amazing little cofee shop that has become the focal point of the
town. hey come out every summer from Winnipeg to run it. I showed
them the guidebook with the little paragraph about them and they were
blown away by the idea that they were in a book. During my three hour stay
I learned all about running a ranch from Jack, the rancher, and I ended up
staying the night in Jess and Taliah’s little cabin across the street.
I welcomed the hills and trees in Ontario with great gusto. he prairies
turned out to be much harder than I’d ever imagined. When you have a
hill, you have a goal to get to the top and then have the joy of riding down.
Headwinds, however, are simply unrelenting.
Everyone had warned me of the supposedly terrible highways in Northwestern Ontario; there must have been a recent big construction push,
however, because the road most of the way until hunder Bay was very
smooth with a wide shoulder. he stories about bugs, on the other hand,
were well-founded. One particular morning in Ignace I woke up with a caulilower ear even though I spent the evening being an exterminator.
In Nipigon, a town just passed hunder Bay, I ran into a group of ive
Québécois for the third time who were cycling from Vancouver to Québec.
hey had recently inished their degree together at Laval University and
were cycling from Vancouver back to the University. We camped together
in the backyard of a local Nipigon police oicer and I ended up cycling with
them for the next 5 days until Sault Ste. Marie. It was great fun cycling with
others and it was wonderful to see how a group with diferent speeds can be
so cohesive. I also had the bonus of having my own private French teachers!
hank you Véro, Marina, Marie, Stef and Matt for being so encouraging!
In Sault Ste. Marie we came to the famous bike shop, Velórution. he
owner, André has a camping area set up in the back for cycle tourists to
camp for free; it is even equipped with a shower and washroom that you can
access via a combination lock. here were two cyclists heading west, as well
as a French cyclist homas, so together there were nine of us surrounding
the shop. With staf from the shop, we sat under the awning telling tales
about all the places bikes had taken us. André outdid everyone, recounting
stories about various wandering travellers including people who had ridden
across Canada on homemade contraptions, bmx bikes and even a mule!
he road steadily worsened ater Sudbury to Ottawa and there were
quite a few sections with no shoulder whatsoever. I stayed in the Jail hostel
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in Ottawa and my cell mate would be none other than Kieren, a total coincidence! Ater touring the capital for an aternoon I crossed the Ottawa River
and oicially entered my sixth province.
Cyclists are not allowed on any of the major highways throughout Québec, so I ended up cycling beside the St. Lawrence all the way from Montréal to Mont-Joli. It was beautiful cycling through all the little villages on
smaller roads. Ater Lachute, I detoured into Montréal to visit a friend I’d
last seen in Vancouver. Even though the suburbs of Montréal are tricky to
navigate on a bike, it was pretty neat pedalling right up to Keegan’s front
door in downtown Montréal!
I arrived in Québec City on the same day as the group I’d cycled with
earlier, who had taken a diferent route from Sault Ste. Marie. Ater they
attended a big welcoming party at the university, I met up with them and
ended up staying in the city for two nights.
I crossed over to the south side of the St. Lawrence on the Québec-Levis
ferry and remained on this side throughout the rest of Québec. One particular evening, I was passing through Sayabec when I noticed two other
cyclists stopped at a casse-croûte (a little snack bar that usually sells poutine). It was getting dark, so Robin, Andrea and I, were hurriedly trying to
ind somewhere to camp when we came across a wedge of trees beside a
little creek in someone’s ield. We camped right there and made spaghetti
over a ire like true vagabonds. he next day, we were looking for a grocery
store in Amqui, when we came across a bakery/microbrewery. Inside, Robin discovered some long lost childhood friends who were in a band called
the Irish Bastards. hey had played in this microbrewery the night before,

Blowing off some steam with Stef at a beautiful beach along Lake Superior’s north
coast.
Photo: Annie Maurer
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and came back for breakfast. What better excuse for a stop! So we stayed
and casually ate bread and cheese for four hours. Ater cycling through the
beautiful Matapedia valley with Robin and Andrea, we split ways again so
they could head up to Gaspé, and I, to New Brunswick.
he next big milestone was reaching Cape Jourimain and the Confederation Bridge. Bikes aren’t allowed on the bridge, but there is a shuttle bus
hooked up to a trailer that can carry 10 bikes. Back in Calgary, I learned
that the neighbours of the family friends I stayed with live in PEI for half
the year. hey told me to call them when I made it out, so ater a short cycle
from Charlottetown, I headed down Point Prim road. I had a remarkable
aternoon exploring and soaking up the area with Phyllis and Danny. Phyllis grew up on this road so I learned a lot about the history of the area; I
saw Phyllis’ one room schoolhouse, visited the old Point Prim Lighthouse,
and combed the beach for sea glass. For dinner, we ate freshly picked new
potatoes from a neighbouring ield. his day showed me how even at the
slow pace of a bike, you miss so much of what a place has to ofer unless you
really stop and spend some time with the locals.
I took the ferry back to the mainland and cycled through Nova Scotia to
Cape Breton Island. Of all the visitor centres I camped behind, the one in St.
Peter’s was by far the greatest; I slept on a porch with the sound of waves beneath the loorboards. My goal for the next day was to get to North Sydney
and catch the 4:00 pm ferry to Port Aux Basques, Newfoundland. Unfortunately, the 50 km east of St. Peter’s consisted of endless short but steeply
graded hills. I eventually resolved myself to take the night ferry instead.
Luckily, the ferry was being held for a sound truck for Aerosmith, who were
playing in Grand Falls-Windsor the next day. he captain and attendants let
me on even though I was way past the deadline. So at approximately 11:00
pm on July 13th I set foot in my tenth and inal province.
I woke up in a soggy wetland area below the visitor centre in Port aux
Basques and would not see clear skies again until the inal day heading into
St. John’s. he 50 km east of Deer Lake were so wet that in a span of two
hours, four diferent vehicles stopped and asked if I wanted a ride. hat’s a
big deal since motorists are usually in a tunnel vision mindset. It was nice
to know that driver’s knew I existed. Even though it was wet, it was not cold
like in Chaplin, so it was pretty easy to turn down the ofers. Although I did
accept a chocolate bar! hat Kit Kat was, and will remain, the best chocolate
bar in all eternity.
Apart from the rain, Newfoundland is a great place for road biking. With
almost 900 km of uninterrupted road (with good shoulders and some nice
hills) I’m surprised I only saw two other cyclists the entire time. I spent the
inal night in Arnold’s cove in a motel, drying out my soggy gear ater a particularly wet night in Terra Nova National Park. As this was a National Park,
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I didn’t want to be visible, so I ventured of the road into dense forest. he
rain returned with a vengeance overnight, resulting in an interesting wakeup. Clear skies, combined with a lot of downhill, made for a bittersweet inal
day into St. John’s.
I met another cross-Canada cyclist in St. John’s who gave me the lowdown on where to get a bike box and all the things to do in St. John’s. I also
met up with fellow VOCer, Andrew Primavera! I was disconnected with
regard to the internet the entire trip except for a few library visits and visitor
centre stops. I just happened to discover through a computer at the hostel
that Andrew was in St. John’s for a cool Search and Rescue job based out of
Terra Nova.
I began this journey without too many expectations, just an eagerness
for adventure. I came to learn a lot about myself and by the end it had become a sort of odyssey. Unfortunately, this trip did not satisfy my yearning
for adventure. Rather, it gave me a lot of time to think and illed me with
hundreds of more trip ideas. Fortunately, it provided me with the conidence to now go out and do all these things without letting excuses stop me.
I would like to give a big thank-you to everyone who helped me along
the way whether you opened up your homes, cabins, backyards, or just gave
me a mighty thumbs up!
Side note: I highly recommend Hutchinson UrbanTour tires. I wore all
the way through the rubber without a single lat!

Cape Spear, the easternmost point in North America.
Photo: Annie Maurer
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PPPPCCCHHHOOOOO
Anne Vialettes

Anne.
Photo: Marcin Mirski

M

arcin Mirski and I went for a kayaking trip with the hopes of seeing orcas in the Johnstone Strait around Port McNeill for four days
from August 18th to the 21st, 2012.
We let Vancouver on Friday night ater work, and despite speeding up
on the highway with two sea kayaks on the roof, 15 minutes didn’t cut it
to get from Grandview Highway to the Horseshoe Bay ferry terminal; we
missed the 7:30pm ferry by a few minutes. We went for a bite to eat and a
few beers in Horseshoe Bay and took the 9:30pm ferry to Nanaimo. After that, I somewhat slept while Marcin drove until Courtenay where we
pitched the tent on a logging road.
Ater a short night (1am-8am), we ate breakfast at Race Pt Road, a lookout onto Seymour Narrows, the narrowest spot between Vancouver Island
and Quadra Island. In 1958, Ripple rock, a big underwater rock, was blown
up to facilitate the passage of boats. It was the biggest non-accidental explosion ever done in Canada.
We then drove to Alder Bay (near Telegraph Cove) where we unloaded
the car and start packing the kayaks. I had borrowed Dmitri Oguz’s plastic
Necky and Marcin had his own Seaward Ascenté. It was pretty easy to it
three days-worth of gear - the luxury of sea kayaking!
We headed of under stormy skies, quite frustrating since Vancouver had
had bluebird skies for the preceding month. As soon as we started paddling,
I was thinking to myself how awesome it would be to see orcas since it was
why we’d come there. Just at that moment, I saw an orca surface twice in a
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row across the sound! Amazing, my irst wild orca!
We paddled in the direction of Telegraph Cove under threatening skies
and started to see some lightning and hear some thunder coming our way.
We got closer to shore in case it came our way, and started counting the seconds between lightning and thunder to estimate how close the storm was. I
think it got as close as eight seconds (about 2.5 km away). he storm veered
of quickly towards the Broughton Archipelago and we barely received any
rain.
We paddled along the south side of the Strait and saw a few porpoises
as well as gigantic water geysers on the horizon follow by a grey and white
tail. We think it was a in whale since it was way bigger than the humpback
whales we saw later. All these whales and sea mammals have approximately
the same respiration rhythm - thee quick breathings followed by a 15 to 20
minute dive. From a kayak you usually hear a ‘PPPCCCHHHHOOO’ and
if you are facing in the right direction, you see a back, a in, and sometimes
a tail.
Ater a short break on a beach where another group of 8 were camping, we went a bit further and found a perfect camping spot in a small bay
populated with Stellar sea lions (they fortunately stayed in the water). We
pitched camp high up to avoid bad surprises with the rising tide, had dinner
by a campire and listened to ‘PPPPCCCHHHOOOOO’ in the pitch black
night. here was a little bit of bioluminescence in the water, but nothing like
what we experienced last year around the Jervis Inlet.
We woke up to a foggy morning and headed towards the Robson Bight
Ecological Reserve. Resident orcas from the Johnstone Strait rub themselves
on the pebble beaches in the reserve, and we were hoping to see some there.
here were none and we only saw a few seals there. A bit disappointed, we
paddled across the Strait, where a zodiac boat accosted us. It was two park
rangers telling us that a pod of orcas was coming our way and reminded us
of the regulations. Boats should stay at least 100m away, try not to cut across
the orcas’ route, and hide in sea weed plants if possible to avoid disturbing them. hey advised us to hike up to the observatory located above Pig
Ranch Bay. We paddled to the bay, hoping to see the orcas from our kayaks,
but we were too early. We saw them from the shore, a big group with several
males, females, and youngsters. hey were quite impressive, swimming and
breathing with their in sticking out so high up! Ater the main group was
further away, a male got stuck between two whale watching boats, a ishing
boat, and a gigantic cruise ship. We could see how stressful it was on him
and how human behaviour impacts these animals on a daily basis.
We then hiked to the observatory. It is a small hut up on the clif with an
amazing view of the Strait. here, rangers and volunteers record passages of
resident and migratory orcas. hey also observe if whale watchers and other
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boats respect the rules and stay at the legal distance from the orcas. here
is also an acoustic lab on Cormoran Island, where they record orcas sounds
in diferent parts of the Strait. On the way to the observatory, I got stung by
a wasp. I must have recently developed some allergy because it was swollen
and very itchy for the whole week! Marcin got a wasp stuck in his leece in
the same spot, and it got its revenge when it escaped and stung him at the
observatory.
Ater getting back to the kayaks, we went to camp on West Sophia Island,
just where the orcas swam by. Before getting to the island, we saw the pod
coming back, but further away in the Strait. We learned at the observatory
that the resident orcas almost always follow the same trajectory in this part
of the Strait, as they are following the same circuit as the chinook salmon
that they feed on. We also saw a pod of porpoises very close by. hey have a
funny looking back when they come to the surface to breath out and it looks
a bit like a nut with two bumps.We set up camp on a wooden platform on a
slope with a nice view of the Straitand had dinner by a raging wood ire due
to the winds that picked up that night.
he day ater, our plan was to paddle against the tidal current up Blackney passage. In the now-west part of the channel a sea lion was checking
us out. heses animals are huge! And when they are 3m away from your
kayak, they are a bit scary-looking. We did a short break at Pearson Point
and while we were on shore, just across the water, we heard ‘PPPPCCCHHHOOOOO’ - a huge humpback whale surfaced just a few meters away from
a group of kayaks. Grrrrrr, we are always on shore when exciting things
happened!
We then paddled around Pearson Island against the tide and saw more
sea lions. his opened up the views onto Blackish Sound and Broughton
Archipelago in the background. Marcin had a very strong headache and
nausea all the sudden, but he toughed it out and we made it all the way to
the Plumers Islands where we had planned to camp. Ater hauling the boats
out of the water, we pitched the tent on a “lattish” spot and had a nap during the irst sunny aternoon of the trip (the temperature was above 15°C!).
Ater about 30min laying in a hole with pointy rock poking me, I got a sore
back and decided to go looking for wood to make a sleeping platform like
the one we had the previous night. Marcin slept through and soon I had
enough wood, woke him up, and we built the platform on which we pitched
the tent and I managed to sleep through the entire night!
he next day we wanted to leave early to avoid the highest current but
somehow didn’t manage this and ended up right in the middle at the wrong
time. here were some weird currents, maybe because I hadn’t been paddling in a while. Although the water looked really calm there were swirls
everywhere and I had to brace almost every paddle stroke to keep the boat
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from spinning. he current was quite strong and sideways so we had to
point our kayaks almost 60° from where we wanted to head which made
the whole thing even more bizarre. I was quite panicky and was paddling
as hard as I could but seemed not to move forward at all. Marcin ofered to
tow me to let me calm down but the logistic behind it would have made us
loat for a while and I did not want that. I inally calmed down a bit when
realized that even if we couldn’t make any progress forward, we would just
head back and sit on a beach until the current calmed down. And that I was
not going to die of exhaustion trying to paddle against the current. At that
point, we heard ‘PPPPCCCHHHOOOOO’ and a humpback whale came
up for a breath just behind Marcin’s kayak. It was so close and so huge! We
saw a 3-4 meter stretch of its back before it went back down, which is the
equivalent of 10cm of our own backs - that make you realize how huge these
whales are! We took a break on a beach right ater that and saw the whale
right by the beach. It inished its show with a nice dive with a beautiful
view of its tail. We then paddled in channels between islands before heading towards Alert Bay and crossed the Straitone last time to get back to the
car. During this last paddle, we saw a pod of about 10 dolphins who were
suring waves behind a boat. hey were going so fast, they were gone in a
few minutes.
We headed back to town with our heads full of ‘PPPPCCCHHHOOOOO’ and big grins on our faces.

Any PPPPCCCHHHOOOOO on the horizon?
Photo: Marcin Mirski
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A TRIP TO A DIFFERENT
AMERICA: CYCLING
THROUGH IDAHO &
MONTANA
Maya Goldstein

T

en year old Katie looked at me with her big blue eyes. She had so
many questions: where had we come from? How long was our trip?
How do we carry our gear on the bike? Gili Rosenberg and I were at her father’s ly ishing shop in the tiny village of Avery, Idaho. Katie and her sister
Emily spend their summers in Avery with their dad. hey help him in the
store, but they are mostly outside, riding their bikes, picking fruit and chatting with the locals. We had arrived at Avery the night before, exhausted
ater a long day of riding, and just wanted to ind a place to spend the night.
he only person we saw outside was their father Dan, with a huge smile and
an even bigger heart.
We had started our cycling trip one week earlier, planning to cycle mostly
through Idaho and Montana. We started in Nelway, between BC and Washington, and spent the irst day in Washington cycling along the Pend Oreille
River. On the second day we let the river and entered Idaho, the state that
is famous for its potatoes (it even says so on their license plates!). he temperature was around 38C and it felt incredibly hot. When we reached the
tiny town of Blanchard, we were about ready to collapse. We found the town
park and spent the next few minutes hosing ourselves down. I am sure that
everyone that passed by thought we were nuts, but they should try cycling
in that heat!
We wanted to reach the city of Coeur d’Alene that day, so we pushed on
and ended up cycling 109km. Claudia, a friend of Gili’s mom, and her husband Will were more than happy to host us for free in their Bed & Breakfast
unit. We got to their house at around 8pm to the sound of thunder, and
a few minutes later the storm started with heavy rain. Will immediately
ofered to cook for us and we couldn’t refuse a delicious homemade steak
dinner.
Coeur d’Alene is a lively city with a relaxing atmosphere and a big lake to
jump into. We spent the day walking around, exploring, swimming and en-
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joying Tubbs Hill Park. From there, we connected to the Trail of the Coeur
d’Alene, a 117 km long paved rail-trail. It was so enjoyable to ride without worrying about traic, not being seen, or drivers who are busy texting.
he highlights of this trail included the almost 1 km long Chatcolet Bridge,
thimble-berries, Saskatoon berries, wild cherry trees, water lily ponds and
more swimming. In the evening, we camped in Harrison. he campground
was very busy because there was a bass ishing tournament, but we got the
best spot by the lake.
We continued farther on the trail until we reached its end in Mullan.
From there it was all gravel roads on less developed rail-trails in order to
connect with the well known Trail of the Hiawatha. he progress was slower
on the gravel and we had to climb a lot. It didn’t help that we were also on
the wrong trail for a bit, adding extra kilometers, but we enjoyed spectacular views.
he Trail of the Hiawatha is a well developed rail-trail with many tunnels
and bridges along the way. he biggest attraction is the St. Paul Tunnel, an
almost 3 km long dark tunnel right at the beginning of the trail. Inside the
tunnel, we crossed back to Idaho, and when we emerged the weather had
changed; it was cloudy and cool. We continued along the trail and then
the gravel road which actually follows the rail-bed as well, again passing
through many tunnels. We were surrounded by nature, on this gravel road
going downhill, and were doubtful that there would be anything civilized
down there, but inally there it was: the tiny town of Avery, in the middle
of nowhere.
We reached Avery at around 7pm. We shouldn’t even call it a small town,
because it was smaller than that. Just a few houses along the river, a pub, a
general store, a post oice, and a ly shop where we found Dan. He took us

Cooling down from the intense heat in Blanchard, Idaho. Photo: Gili Rosenberg
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to his friend and neighbor Wade, who once cycled from Avery to Kansas. It
was almost as if they were expecting us. Wade had a nice grassy yard and he
was more than happy to let us camp on his lawn. He also gave us free access
to his bathroom, shower, and clean towels.
he next day was my birthday, and I guess a little bird whispered that
fact along, because Dan had arranged dinner for us, with a salmon he had
caught, a birthday cake, and a wale cone of purple huckleberry ice cream,
the area’s specialty. As I was blowing out my one candle birthday cake, as
that was all the candles Dan was able to get in this small place, I was thinking about how perfect this birthday was. How random life can be that I am
spending this day in a place that yesterday I didn’t even know existed and
now I feel that I am at home surrounded by family. hat’s the beauty of
cycling trips: you ind yourself in the most out of the way places, with the
most incredible people.
In the morning it was hard to leave Avery. As Katie and Emily waved us
goodbye we felt a pinch in our hearts. We felt as if we belonged there, and
we had connected with these people even though we only spent a day with
them.
We cycled uphill, following the impressive St. Joe river closely. Ater
lunch the grade got steeper and there was heavy machinery doing construction work on the road. he ride to the pass seemed endless, but inally ater
a 1000 meter elevation gain, we were at the top and apparently in Montana.
here was no sign or anything to mark the transition, and the road changed
to annoying gravel with lots of small rocks on top. Welcome to Montana!
It was already getting quite late, so when a suitable camping spot ap-

Camping in Harrison, along the Trail of the Coeur d’Alene, Idaho. Photo: Maya
Goldstein
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peared on the side of the road we stopped for the night. he annoying
gravel road continued in the morning, but everything feels better ater a
good night’s sleep, and when we arrived to the town of St. Regis, we got our
reward: two pieces of huckleberry pie.
he scenery changed from forest to dry desert and in the aternoon the
heat was intense. As we carried on, a sign appeared and I prayed for it to
be a sign of a campground, but it was actually a smoked meat shop. We
decided to stop and check it out and the owner was friendly and chatty, and
invited us in to the air-cooled shop. We bought her “smokies” - smoked
sausages that were absolutely “to die for”. When we were getting ready to
leave she ofered her yard as a place for us to camp. She also mentioned the
raspberry bushes and that we could have as many as we wanted, along with
the strawberries and a cherry tree.
he next day we rode along Flathead Lake, which was not exactly what
we had expected. he “quiet road on the other side” proved to be very busy
on the Friday aternoon, and had zero shoulders. However, this road was
blessed with many cherry trees, both wild and orchard, and nice views of
the lake.
Our next destination was the famous ski town of Whiteish. his time
we actually arranged, through couch-suring, to camp on Henry and Essie’s lawn. hey weren’t home when we got there, but they had let us a note
and an unlocked house so we could shower. heir lawn was just perfect for
camping, and they also had the most amazing hammock which I immediately collapsed into.
Whiteish was a great relaxation spot on the shore of Whiteish Lake,
with its ski hill in the background, a few restaurants, and the cherry on
the top — or should I say the huckleberry on the top — a great ice cream
parlor. It seems that in Montana there is an obsession with huckleberries
and during our short stay in Whiteish, we managed to have huckleberry
ice cream, huckleberry pancakes with huckleberry syrup, and huckleberry
squares with huckleberry jam.
Leaving Whiteish seemed to be a problem. We again felt connected to
this place, and we could easily imagine ourselves living there. he relaxed
but active life style of this town appealed to us, with the ski hill right there,
the bike trails, the lake and its surroundings. However, it was mostly hard to
leave because everyone we had talked to told us how bad the highway was
out of Whiteish, or as the guy in the bike store put it: “it’s the worst road out
there.” With no shoulders, blind curves, uphills, and cars zooming by at 70
miles an hour, it did not seem appealing at all.
We ended up doing a huge detour on a dirt road that bypassed the problematic section of the main road. When we reached the main road again,
the traic was calm, and ater a while shoulders appeared too. We rode
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along the shore of the beautiful Dickey Lake, where we also scored the best
camping spot, for free.
he next day, while cycling down a delightfully traic-free back road we
came upon Shawn, Paden, and Jase, a dad and two sons, cycling together
on a bike with three seats. hey have to all ride at the same pace, and it was
inspiring to watch them working together in harmony.
Later, we arrived to the long and skinny turquoise Koocanusa Lake, a
name derived from the combination of Kootenai, Canada and USA. We
cycled along the quiet road on the west side of the lake and enjoyed a good
swim by the Libby Dam. Soon ater that we let the lake and started following the Kootenai River. In Libby, we had a delicious lunch at the Libby Cafe,
stopped to admire Kootenai Falls, and I came up with an icy solution to the
oppressive heat: Huckleberry Slurpies!
We were once again in Idaho, heading north towards the Canadian Border. here we encountered some of the worst riding on the trip but luckily
we were able to escape to a smaller road later on, and were happy to cross
the border back into BC, the Best Place on Earth (or so the license plates
claim).
Ater crossing we noticed dark gray clouds above us and it started to
rain, warm rain with big drops, just like tropical rain. It didn’t last long, and
we climbed a hill into Creston just to ind a perfectly situated splash park
for kids right at the top of the hill. Ater a refreshing stop, we cycled over
to our friends’ place, who we had met last year when we were looking for
cherries in Creston. We spent the night there, picked Rainier Cherries, and
inally got to try Idaho Potatoes with delicious salmon.
Our last cycling day was almost all uphill, to Kootenay Pass and down
the other side, an elevation gain of 1200m. he uphill was long and hot, but
there were many creeks where we’d wet our shirts completely, allowing us a
half hour or so of comfortable riding.
he views as we approached the pass were views we more commonly
associate with hiking trips in the alpine: steep rock faces above tree line.
Ater a well deserved rest, we hurtled down the other side of the pass, which
is actually much steeper than the side we had come up. Ater 20km of fast
downhill we turned let, and we re-discovered that the very last section was
all uphill right to the car...
Ater riding 1,280 km, we were happy and satisied to inish the trip, and
at this point we said, “Wow, no lat tires”. On the drive back to Vancouver
we relected on how wonderful this trip was. Up until now most of our trips
to the US were to big cities like New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, or San
Diego. In New York, I oten noticed how people avoid human contact, trying not to look each other in the eye while riding the subway, and in general
everyone keeps to themselves. his trip was a great opportunity to get to
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know another side of America, a more innocent side. he rural countryside, where people are open, generous and kind. Hop on your bike, and you
might discover it yourself!

Exiting the 3km long and dark St. Paul tunnel on the Trail of the Hiawatha, Idaho.
Photo: Gili Rosenberg
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SHANE GOES AGAINST THE
CURRENT: IT’S MEANT TO BE
Shane Duan

T

o celebrate the Super Natural, Best Place on Earth, Beautiful British
Columbia Day, I decided to kayak around Gabriola Island in the
Northern Gulf Islands area. A couple of videos shot by my friend Eric on
his ferry to Salt Spring Island of whales playing around their boat fuelled
extra motivation in me.
I let early on Friday aternoon, and surprisingly found a not-so-busy
bus going to Horseshoe Bay with almost no traic on Georgia Street. “It is
a long weekend, right?!” I thought. Nevertheless, before boarding the ferry,
I realized that I forgot to bring the fuel for my stove. What a disaster, especially with the ire ban across the province! I re-calculated what I brought
and felt I could still survive with the cold food I packed. So, I calmed myself
down and the trip continued; I hoped to get some fuel somewhere on the
way. It was a pleasant ferry ride (without any whale sightings, however),
during which I got into a conversation with a girl from France. She was
visiting her boyfriend who works in Strathcona Provincial Park. She saw
me studying the map and asked where I was going. She works for MEC, and
told me all the beneits they have as employees. What a great place to work
at! Arriving at Departure Bay in Nanaimo, I found the kayak rental place,
Alberni Outpost, right by the ferry dock. I quickly inished the transaction,
told them my trip plan, and loaded the boat. Since I didn’t have too much
daylight let, I paddled in calm water, with the sun setting behind me, to
the nearby Newcastle Island. Ater setting up my tent and sighting some
deer casually feeding on the lawn, I went out for a night paddle. he water
was soothingly tranquil while the moon was rising. I could see the Coastal
Mountains on the mainland, and the industrial waterfront in Nanaimo. My
trip started beautifully.
On Saturday morning, the sun shined straight into my tent and woke
me up. My plan was to paddle across to Gabriola Island and visit my friend,
Ranza. Before leaving, I ran into some problems with my tent: I drilled one
of the anchor stakes too deep when I set it up the night before and it got
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stuck inside some tree roots (don’t ask me why I did that in a quiet windless
night.) No matter how hard I tried, it wouldn’t come out. Eventually, when
I got mad and started being manly, I snapped a tent string and broke the
stake. hat’s when I gave up. he short distance (about 5 km) across to Gabriola wasn’t easy. he wind was strong and I was constantly hit by three-foot
swells. Ater an hour, I arrived at Descanso Bay. hree bald eagles circling
above in the sky welcomed me when I got out of the boat. I walked into the
village, saw the local arts market, and luckily, found a building supply shop
to buy a bottle of Methyl Hydrate as my fuel — hurray for hot food! I tried
to call Ranza but the cell phone signal was very weak around the village. So
I asked a friendly guy at the shop: “Where can I get some better cell phone
signal close to here?” He looked at me, seemingly saying “where were you
from” and “what do you want”, and answered: “Nanaimo?!” hanks, Island
folks! I inally got through to Ranza’s home phone and she wasn’t there. It
took us back and forth a couple of phone calls to set up the meeting at Descanso Bay Regional Park. Ater moving my kayak from the private property
I invaded when I irst landed on the island, I enjoyed a relaxing aternoon
in the sun, reading my book before Ranza arrived. She took a swim in the
water and we chatted for an hour. It was a short reunion but I was glad we
met. In the evening, I headed out around the northeastern corner of Gabriola to my planned camping site at Sandwell Provincial Park in Lock Bay.
On the way, I checked out the Malaspina Gallery, a stretch of unique sandstone formation that carved in at the bottom of the clifs by water erosion.
Many people jump from the ~15 feet high clif above the eroded sandstones
into the water. he water in the evening was lat and I made up the ground/
water easily around Entrance Island into Lock Bay. It was a beautiful site for
my tent right on the beach, looking east toward the mainland. Ater having
a hot meal, I sat on the beach by my boat with the wine I brought. I could
see the lights up on the ski hills (probably Cypress), and I even caught the
ireworks in English Bay that night. Ater coming back, I heard it rained in
Vancouver for about 20 minutes that evening before the ireworks; it was
clear sky with stars and moonrise for me on the other side of the water. I
dozed into my sleep listening to the waves pounding on the shore.
On Sunday morning, I embraced some light drizzle as a refreshing taste
from the blazing sun. A woman walking her dog on the beach greeted me:
“Not too bad a place to spend the night, eh?!” Knowing that the majority of
my trip was only starting, I set out on the water before 10:00 am; my destination was Pirates Cove Provincial Park on De Courcy Island, more than 20
km away. As expected, I was against the current and wind going southeast
along the western shoreline of Gabriola Island. It took me more than three
hours to reach the turn at Commodore Passage into Flat Top Islands. he
reward was three seals lazily lying on the rock to welcome me at the en-
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trance of the Passage. I found a beach and took a lunch break. Before going
across Pylades Channel to reach my destination, I had to paddle through
Gabriola Passage. he warning on my map said: “Max current 9 knots. Rips,
turbulence.” Not until I reached that point did I realize waves might not be
the biggest concern in sea kayaking. he currents were so unpredictable in
the passage that no matter how hard I paddled, I was not moving forward. I
was constantly being spun around in the whirlpools and pushed to diferent
directions. Even when I thought I was out of the passage, a strong current
knocked me back in and almost pushed me onto a concrete navigation light.
It was a hard battle. Having enough of paddling for the day, I just wanted to
inish, so I aimed straight to Pirates Cove across Pylades Channel, not 100%
sure if that was where I had to go. Gladly, ater another one and a half hours,
I reached the point I was aiming for - Pirates Cove Provincial Park. here
was already a group of kayakers, two dads and their daughters, there when
I arrived. One of them, Tony, was originally from Manchester and had a
Solskjær United jersey on. hat got us into a “friendly” conversation dating
back to 1999 since I am a Bayern München fan. Of course, he wouldn’t leave
me alone without a few extra jabs replaying the 91st minute at Camp Nou
in 1999 to me. he other father, Ken, was a seasoned kayaker and had good
knowledge about ocean and currents. So, I consulted him about my route
plan going back to Nanaimo the next day. It was a pleasure meeting them.
I have to say the ive dollar remote camping site was a lot better than those
sixteen dollar popular ones one can drive to. he outhouse was clean, it was
quiet, and even had tent pads. Plus, to get fresh water, you needed to use the
hand pump — when was the last time you used one of those?! he view? It’s
BC view and BC wine — You gotta be there!
Monday was my last day, but also the longest day. I had to paddle from
Pirates Cove back to Nanaimo and catch the ferry back to Vancouver. he
grand plan was to hit the water early in the morning and catch the current
and wind with the high tide. I hit the water shortly ater 8:00am as planned,
but Mother Nature didn’t want to cooperate. As soon as I turned around
De Courcy into Stuart Channel, the wind picked up, into my face. To make
things worse, I missed the turn (I thought it was too small between the
rocks when I saw it from far and didn’t get close) going to east side of Link
Island and Mudge Island. I was planning to take the longer, but safer route
through False Narrows. Reluctant to turn back, I decided to challenge the
notorious Dodd Narrows. Ken told me the night before that he wouldn’t
recommend going through there because when traic was busy, it was like
a laundry machine. My speed was OK against the wind and I reached there
around 10:00 am. I had to stop before going into the channel because I
forgot to put on sunscreen in the morning before I let. Around 10:30 am, I
ventured into the Narrows. hat was when I perfectly understood why the
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Dusk on the Beach at Sandwell Provincial Park. Photo: Shane Duan

veteran didn’t want me to go through there alone — it was such a narrow
one-way traic with all the boats wanting to pass through. I was lucky there
were only a couple of boats crossing when I was there. So, I waited for them
and had about ive minutes for myself to crazily battle through the bloody
currents and whirlpools. he Narrows was not that long, but I had to give
my all. It was interesting that there was a guy relaxing on the rocks on one
side of the Narrows watching me battle through it like a mad cow. I was
happy to come out of that part safely because I thought the worst part of the
long day was over, so I had a little snack break on the water. However, just
when I restarted paddling, the wind picked up again in Northumberland
Channel. And this time, it only got stronger. I was on the Gabriola side of
the channel because I didn’t want to go through the industrial waterfront.
When I needed to cross back to the Nanaimo side ater the clif area on
Gabriola, the gale pulled out in its full strength, leaving me in 3 to 5 feet
side waves to cross the channel. hen, everything I didn’t want happened to
arrive. First, a freight tow boat came into the harbour — good thing it saw
me from a distance and I made it clear that I would cross before it came in.
hen, just when I had a clear view of the open sea, the Duke Point ferry arrived — couldn’t be better timing! I paddled close to it ater it docked, and
had to wait for about 20 minutes in the waves when I was very tired. he
last few miles were excruciating. he gale wouldn’t let up and gusted from
the northeast, pushing giant side waves onto my boat while I was going
into McKay Channel. It wasn’t even getting better ater I entered Nanaimo
Harbour inside Protection Island. Whenever I wanted to take a break and
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stop paddling, the wind and current would push me back out. I was swearing constantly and had no fun in the end. When I inally docked at Brechin
Boat Ramp around 2:45pm ater six and a half hours straight in the boat, I
was completely exhausted and had to pump a signiicant amount of water
out of the cockpit. I returned the kayak and took a quick shower from the
water hose to wash of the salt accumulated on my arms.
I caught the 4:40pm sailing back to Vancouver and bumped into a friend
on the ferry. he chat made the journey shorter. When I went to a real
washroom for the irst time in three days, I saw the severe sunburn under
my eyes that made my face look like a panda. hinking back to the vast
shorelines around Gabriola Island, I was proud of myself for achieving what
I had in the past three days. Good that there is a thing called efort and reward. Plotting my route on Google Earth, the total distance was about 56.7
km; with the zigzagging on the water, it should easily be above 60 km. Guess
I could say to myself: BC Day well celebrated.
Epilogue:

C

oming back from this trip, I watched Andrew McAuley’s tragic story
‘Solo: Lost At Sea’ again. I had more respect for the guy trying what
he wanted to. I cannot fathom what he had been through in those 30 days;
to make it worse, defeated in sight of land ater 1600 km in the roughest
sea. To put it into perspective, he was separated from his kayak 35 nautical
miles away from Milford Sound in New Zealand; the two-hour ferry from
Tsawwassen to Duke Point is 38 nautical miles. Did he succeed in his mission? No. Did he cross the Tasman Sea? Absolutely! When I get to Milford
Sound one day, I will remember there lies a lost soul somewhere in that
water where he loved deeply.
“I don’t necessarily fear being afraid.” — Andrew McAuley
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RUN OF 16 SWIMS
Shane Duan

he two-day trip of Intro to White Water Kayaking happened on
April 28-29. he irst day was run on lower Seymour, which was
quite boring so the trip reporter decided to skip that part. he real reason
was that I was sick and couldn’t make it. Ater taking enough Advil, I felt I
had a good chance to join the fun on the second day, I got a message from
the trip organizer, Caitlin Schneider, saying “We decided to run the Cap.
Not a good place to start.” -- I was a irst timer. I decided to take the chances.
While not regretting my decision, I did get owned by the river.
Erik Frebold and I arrived to a scene of about ten VOCers stretching
in all kinds of positions outside the Park Royal mall on Sunday morning.
Merick Moritz wasn’t feeling well (possibly from a knock on the head underwater the previous day), so he kindly helped transport people up to the
river and went home. Our team had a good veteran-to-beginner ratio. As a
irst timer on a moving river, I had the luxury of getting a private coach (or
life saver) -- Erik. Unfortunately for him, he had to deal with a lot of me in
the next few hours.
Ater sorting out gear and getting ready, Erik and Caitlin led us to a
viewpoint to check out the irst big rapid -- allegedly one of the hardest
ones on Capilano. It was daunting to see the fast lowing river run wild
like a dragon pounding on the rocks and the narrow passages we had to go
through. he diicult part of Capilano River is its rapids are decent sizes
and challenging; the good part is there are always some eddy pools ater
each set of rapids where one can take a break and pick up the pieces. Most
of us launched below the irst rapid under the little dam to be safe. Some
launched their boats in/above the irst rapids. One victim was claimed -- I
felt somewhat relieved that I wasn’t going to be the irst one swimming that
day. During the pre-trip meeting, Caitlin went over the basics about river
kayaking -- the communication, what to avoid, how to swim, etc. Once on
the river, we practiced eddy turns, ferrying across the current, and some
other basic skills. Ater playing around the big pool right below the irst
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rapid for a long while, we had a quick in-boat lunch break, and then the
real deal was on.
We lined up in order, Erik and I being the irst two boats, and adventured
onto the irst big challenge. With the scouted course in my head and full of
energy, I followed Erik, paddled hard, kept let, went through the irst part
OK, and parked in front of the “Volkswagen” rock, waiting for others to
come. hen, the hell broke loose: one boat capsized in the rapid, the second
followed immediately, and then the third… with Cora Skaien’s lip being the
most spectacular as she saw the “Volkswagen” rock too late and slammed
onto it. Fortunately, her boat was onto it irst instead of her body. It was
chaotic. Caitlin, waiting beside me trying to take care of me, simply didn’t
know what to do for a second. hen, ater grasping a hold of the situation,
she summoned me to follow her into the second part of that strong rapid.
Again, amazingly, I went through just ine. Everyone was surprised, and I
was so stoked ater ighting through a big obstacle to start my irst whitewater kayaking run, high-iving everybody with the paddle while waiting for
the swimmers to get back into their boats. If the run stopped there, I could
easily have claimed to be natural in this thing; unfortunately, my beginner’s
luck ran out quickly and the real irst-timer face started showing up soon
ater. In the second rapid, my boat rode onto a rock underneath and I lost
my balance. Not being able to re-orient my boat, I capsized into the icy cold
water. Although by that time I understood the basics of kayak roll and was
solid in T-rescue, once I was in the water up-side-down, I felt the power of
the river: the freezing rapids pounded my head from every direction, panic

Practicing at the Top of the Cap. Photo: Cora Skaien
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soon ensued ater the shock -- there was no way I could be calm and wait
for a rescue no matter how close and fast Erik could get to me, all I could
think of was to get out of there as soon as possible. hat was my irst taste
of swimming in cold fast-running river. Erik had to go downstream and
retrieve my paddle.
hat was the common scene over the next couple of hours. I was able to
get through mellow rapids OK but had lots of troubles with the big ones.
However, I was getting more used to capsizing, so I became calmer when it
happened in the later stage and was able to at least hold on to my paddle and
sometimes my boat while swimming. Some others joined me for the cold
bath, while more experienced paddlers showed us how to self-rescue with
a roll when in trouble. hey also surfed some waves and practiced their advanced skills in some rapids -- it looked fun when you could do something
with your boat. Nevertheless, the beautiful scenery of the Capilano Canyon
was not to be missed. We mostly paddled through clifs in the beautiful
rain forest, with occasional pebble beach by the sides and waterfalls feeding
into the river. It was a diferent view of this gorgeous place we live in from a
perspective other than the mountains.
hen, there came the Capilano suspension bridge. Erik stopped us by a
waterfall and told us the upcoming challenge: paddle in style underneath
the watchful eyes of hundreds of tourists 70 m above our heads. It’s show
time -- exciting, eh! With more nervousness as a beginner, I joined the team
and continued down the river. Unfortunately, an accident happened at the

Cora pulls into the eddy. Photo: Caitlin Schneider
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wrong time. While waiting for the group to congregate not far before the
suspension bridge, I lost my anchor point and started loating backward
with the river. I was able to straighten my boat and turn around but was not
able to stop. So, I let the group and started paddling by myself, unwillingly.
I alerted the group of my situation with my loudest voice and could only
hope Erik would catch up in case something happens. hat time, all I was
telling myself was: “Shane, you don’t have any help now, so you’d better not
screw this up.” I didn’t know how, but the strong will of not embarrassing
myself in front of all the eyes watching me from above had me fully focused
on the task and powered me through some moderately bumpy rapids. As
soon as I saw a little eddy pool ater on the right side, I went straight into
it and took a deep breath. Erik and Caitlin soon caught up from behind.
However, just when I thought I was fortunate to survive the tourists’ surveillance on the bridge, I realized there was a larger eddy pool on the let
side of the river where most everyone else went to; so I had to go across and
join them for the break. Not sure if I was being a bit cocky ater the survival
solo paddling or if it as due simply to a lack of concentration, but instead of
an easy eddy turn into the river and paddle across, I decided to use the new
technique I just learned to ferry across -- unfortunately, that backired. he
river caught an edge of my boat when I turned into the low and I lipped
up-side-down, right underneath the suspension bridge. he whole glory I
gained only minutes ago was all gone in a second. What made it worse was
I ended up on a rock right in front of a gigantic whirlpool and I didn’t dare

Success! Photo: Caitlin Schneider
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to swim into it. Dmitri Oguz had to paddle over to ferry me across the river.
hat episode put a huge dent to my conidence, so we decided to have an extended out-of-boat break on the warm pebble beach underneath the bridge,
having snacks and making fun of ourselves in front of those tourists’ eyes.
We started going again when we felt cold and it was getting late. I was
exhausted from the multiple swims already happened by that time. When
the next big rapids came, I was only able to ight against the mauling white
water halfway through before losing control of my boat and capsized again.
I had little to no energy let ater that swim -- the sixth one for me on that
day. Shaking with chill from the freezing water, I was hardly able to gather
myself. he only good news was I could still laugh at myself and pull out
some jokes with my fellow ‘who-will-win-the-most-numbers-of-swims’
competitor Cora (she had four in the end- she claims it’s from an injured
shoulder). Caitlin decided to switch me to her bigger more stable boat, and
the group decided to shorten the run without ending at the mouth of the
river to the ocean.
We met Craig Alfredson, who was waiting for us in the van, when we exited the river. To be honest, I couldn’t be happier, at that particular moment,
that my misery was over. However, just as most other VOC trips end, ater
changing to dry clothes and warming up again, we were soon talking about
how much fun we had ighting the white rapids, enjoying the thrills of ups
and downs on the river, and laughing at ourselves as entertainment providers to one of the most popular tourist attractions in Vancouver. Personally,
I couldn’t wait to improve my skills and get back on a river again. But since
I sufered so much that day, I had to admit it was a Type 2.5 fun in my
irst time white water kayaking
experience. My day ended with
a warm gathering of beloved
friends for my birthday celebration. he inal count of the total
swims between our group members on that Cap run: 16.

Under the suspension bridge.
Photo: Caitlin Schneider
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RHYME OAR REASON
Murray Down

Photo:
Murray Down

1. Building

T

his story begins very simply with a boat, or rather the idea of a boat.
I purchased a book of plans for a rowboat designed by Colin Angus
of Comox, BC and then gathered the necessary wood, ibreglass and resin
with which to build it. My neighbours Michael and Denise kindly ofered
up half of their garage as a building space. I chipped away at the boat in
between full time classes at UBC, and the hull took shape. he irst thing to
know about boat building is that, even before it is in a tangible, recognizable
form, a boat exhibits properties very similar to a black hole. It attracts all
manner of materials to its vicinity. Before being consumed by the project,
the materials orbit the centre of the shop, coalesce into an accretion disc
of sorts, and begin to dilate space and time. Everything takes up twice as
much space as you would think and it takes four times as long to complete
any task. But this black hole emits high energy stoke waves of excitement
for the journeys ahead, and satisfaction for the job well done. For the oars,
I bought a beautiful piece of red cedar that had been salvaged from an old
dismantled logging bridge. I laminated strips of Douglas ir on the tension
and compression edges and then carved the smooth, tapered shape of the
oars. A thin layer of iberglass and a touch of carbon iber on the fragile
blade tips ensured they would live long lives as instruments of human powered propulsion. I recognized opportunities to source some of the materials
from items that would otherwise be thrown away. Two local bike repair
shops gave me junked bike parts that I used to make the oarlocks and the
dolly system necessary to transport the boat to the water. Ater brief sea
trials in English Bay and a inal week of packing provisions, I was ready
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Rowing my boat in Georgia Strait. Phtographed by an unnamed passing boater.

to go. he main reason behind this trip was good old adventure but I also
intended to promote the beauty and value of the BC coast to encourage
its responsible management. I believe that the northern gateway proposal
would introduce an excessive risk of oil spills on the coast and I hope I have
encouraged awareness and discussion of this important issue.
2. The Inside Passage

I

rowed away from Vancouver on July 16th, 2012 at 3:00pm. To allow
my body to become accustomed to pulling on oars all day and avoid
injuries, I made the irst day short and camped on Bowen Island. I optimized my rowing times for favourable tides and over the next few days,
I made quick progress up the Strait of Georgia, camping on the beaches
of hormanby, Texada, and Quadra Island. Day ive was full of changes.
I was passing the area where the water from Southern Vancouver Island
meets water from the North. Back in Georgia Strait I had been swimming
frequently in mild water to cool down from the sunny, calm weather. Now
approaching Seymour Narrows, the water temperature dropped drastically,
making me glad I had a good quality dry suit. hough the tide had certainly
been an important determinant of my speed in Georgia Strait, it paled in
comparison to the power of Seymour Narrows. Once described by Captain
Vancouver as “one of the vilest stretches of water in the world”, Seymour
Narrows was partially tamed when its largest obstacle, Ripple Rock, was
removed in 1958 by 1270 metric tons of explosives. Still, the high turbulence and current speeds as high as 27 km/hr command respect from anyone passing through. hough speedboats zipped through whenever they
pleased, I had to time it just right. When the current looded south at maximum speed, it would be impossible for me to row against it in the most
narrow section which is still 700m wide. When the current ebbed north at
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maximum speed, the risk of getting tipped by a whirlpool was greater than
I was comfortable with. herefore, I went through near slack water, when
the current changed, but just as the ebb was starting, which gave me a bit of
a boost through the narrows and a bigger boost through discovery passage
as the current geared up to full speed.
he following day another ebb tide carried me switly into Johnstone
Strait and I covered a great distance before the weather inally closed in,
bringing a strong northwest wind that established itself and thwarted my
progress. he next few days were some of the hardest of my trip, yet I covered less distance than any previous day. I camped in Port Neville and met
Peggy and David, who live in one of the ive or six houses there. hey gave
me some delicious snacks before I continued towards the Broken Islands
(not to be confused with the more famous islands of the same name to the
Southwest, in Barkley Sound).
I let Port Neville late, at any rate I must get going
I rowed around the point and felt the cold northwest wind blowing
Got tangled in some kelp, I yelped and rowed through in a hurry
All day I battled wind and waves and restless ocean fury
I reached the Broken Islands, with broken body and broken spirit
I cursed the wind and tides again but none of them would hear it
I found a cozy place to mozy in and set up camp
Ater that slog I slept like a log in my tent to stay not damp.
Orca. Photo: Murray Down

On day nine, the weather began to lit and I reached Blinkhorn Peninsula where I shared a campsite and dinner with a fun couple of kayakers. On
day ten, I resupplied in Port McNeill before rowing a bit further in search of
a good camping beach. Ater inding several bears at the irst few beaches,
I inally settled on a great camping spot, only to wake up at 1:00am to an
incredibly loud fog horn blasting from a nearby light station. he period between bursts was just long enough to drit of to sleep before the next burst
woke me. Ater a night of sleep divided into ten minute segments, I rowed
onwards to a beautiful island just of Dillon point with a white shell beach. I
was being visited by an ever increasing number of animals including many
porpoises, orcas, humpback whales, ish jumping everywhere, and the constant gaze of curious seals and eagles.
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3. Chris Joins Me

T

he next morning, my good friend Chris Davis met me in Port Hardy
to join the trip in his kayak. hough he only had enough time to
join me from Port Hardy to Bella Bella, it was great to have him along. We
set of in the aternoon and camped just outside Hardy Bay. He brought a
ukulele and, together with my micro-sized acoustic guitar, we jammed the
night away around the ire, alerting every bear, cougar, wolf, mouse, slug,
and mosquito of our presence. We crossed over to the mainland coast and
felt the ocean’s wavelength dilate, rising and falling on a grander scale as we
became more exposed to the open Paciic swells. he landscape changed as
well. It felt more ancient and untouched, with less evidence of humans and
more evidence of the storms that ravaged the coast during the winter. he
beaches were of ine sand and whales were a daily part of the scenery.
We approached Cape Caution with a healthy level of its namesake, but
we were met with fair weather and the good company of a grey whale who
loitered nearby and put on a show as we ate lunch in our boats. While weaving through a massive kelp forest, we startled a rat of sea otters. Once alerted to our presence, the fuzzy rat assimilated itself into the kelp as the otters
scattered. On day 16 we let Cranstowne point and camped halfway up the
east side of Calvert Island just before the wind and rain returned. Peggy
and David from Port Neville had recommended I visit their friends at the
Hakai Institute on Calvert Island, so on day 17, Chris and I showed up and
introduced ourselves. Eric and Christina gave us a very warm welcome and
were keen to hear about our trip and show us some beautiful beaches on the
west coast of Calvert Island.
We crossed Hakai Pass and found a stunning little island called Triquet.
It was so serene that we stayed there two nights, spending the day snorkelling, exploring the beaches, and resting our arms. We were treated to an early morning visit by a wolf. heir footprints in the sand were an occasional
sight but I was spellbound as I watched a wolf saunter by, looking for snacks

Chris and I.
Photo: Chris
Davis
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Chris’ MacGyver tarp sail worked brilliantly for the leeting moments that the
wind was going in the right direction.
Photo: Murray Down

under rocks in the intertidal zone. hree days later, we arrived in Bella Bella
and camped on nearby islands to wait for the ferry Chris was catching and
for me to rest before rowing south again. I would miss Chris on the return
journey but was looking forward to catching the northwest wind that had
hindered our progress on the way up. But soon, the wind switched to a
snarly southeast so I strategically snaked between small islets to shield myself and progress south. he southeast wind subsided and I rowed down the
west coast of Calvert Island, buoyed by fun following swells. Of all the vast,
breathtaking beaches there, I chose to camp at Herbert Point. he shape of
this point ensured I could leave the next morning without being lipped by
waves even if the surf got bigger overnight. Crossing over to the mainland,
I experienced some of the largest following swells of the trip. he boat momentarily raced down the face of each wave before taking on a slurp of water into the cockpit, which required occasional bailing. hough I was careful not to roll the boat, it was quite bottom heavy and stable. he cockpit

Chris Davis (left) and me (right) near Bella Bella, BC. Photo: Murray Down
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was suiciently small and isolated that even illing it completely with water
would not be disastrous, though it would certainly slow me down. Again, I
was glad to have a good dry suit.

Chris H, Andrew, Kanaan, Elyse, Lia, Lucy, Luke and David cooking up a feast.
Photo: Murray Down

4. The Juneau folks

F

or the entire area north of Port McNeill, I had seen ishing boats,
yachts, and large ships, but only one other kayaker--Jon from Seattle-whom Chris and I met on Triquet Island. Now ater passing Cape Caution,
I saw some kayaks on a beach and someone waved at me so I decided to
row in to say hello. here I became acquainted with ten awesome Alaskans
who had paddled down from Juneau. hey were Chris H, Elyse, Andrew,
Colin, Kanaan, Max, Lia, Luke, Lucy, and David. hey invited me to stay
and share a delicious salmon feast. We got along really well and had a lot in
common, including our general direction of travel, so we decided to travel
together for the next day, which turned into eleven excellent days. Oddly
enough, when I mentioned the lone kayaker whom Chris and I had met
weeks earlier, the Juneau folks had also met the same guy. Some of my new
friends shared my enthusiasm for snorkelling, which became a favourite
activity before dinner on most days. he sea urchins in this area are much
larger than those in the Georgia Strait and they are also delicious. We swam
down to pull them of of rocks and brought them back to shore where we
cracked them open, removed the entrails and slurped up the fatty yellow
egg clusters, which constitute the majority of their insides. We also cooked
some epic meals around our campires and singing was a frequent occurrence at any time of day.
Continuing south, we stopped in the friendly community of Sointula on
Malcolm Island for a few days. here we met Biologist Alexandra Morton
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as well as Karen Wristen who is the executive director of the Living Oceans
Society. We learned from them about the precarious state of the BC salmon
ishery and the risks of the Enbridge Northern Gateway proposal, which
would involve oil tankers navigating the dangerous inlets of the north coast
near Kitimat BC. If one of those tankers were to run aground and spill its
cargo of diluted bitumen, it would cause severe damage to fragile ecosystems as well as a collapse of local ishing and tourism industries. Later, we
were invited to a BBQ at the house of Stewart Marshall, a local artist who
frequently travels the coast in his unique hand-built sailing kayak to paint.
He shared some great stories around the ire, including the time he ran
out of water while sailing to Haida Gwaii (in his kayak) and then, upon
arriving, rehydrating and feasting on shellish, had a near-fatal bout with
paralytic shellish poisoning.
We continued into Johnstone Strait and camped on West Cracrot Island
where we had a closer than usual view of orcas frolicking near our beach.
Ater three more days in Johnstone Strait, we reached Seymour Narrows
and decided to camp on Maude Island, directly overlooking the rapids. We
spent the morning watching the ebb roar through the narrows and we saw
a kayaker paddle through near maximum current (in the same direction as
the current). He skillfully threaded a path through the middle and avoided
the whirlpools on either side. Ater the current switched to lood, we let
Maude Island. hough we were past the tightest part of the narrows, the
strong eddies made for fun strategy as we tried to get into the best stream
of water that would take us where we wanted to go, while avoiding frothy
whirlpools and other boats.
Earlier in their trip, while paddling through Grenville Channel, the Juneau kayakers had met retired engineer Brian Gunn, who was travelling the
coast in an open motor boat with two friends, also engineers. hey were
visiting communities, gathering information to compile a formal report detailing the reasons for their opposition to the northern gateway proposal
and associated tanker traic. Ater stopping to chat with the Juneau kayakers, Brian had invited them to visit him at his home at the Strathcona Park
Lodge on Vancouver Island when they passed that way. Now that we were
in nearby Black Creek, Brian picked us up and hosted us at the lodge where
we gave short slideshows about our trips for the lodge staf and guests.
5. All Good Things

W

ith the Juneau folks now planning to stay there a while longer,
and with commitments in September fast approaching, it was
time for me to say farewell and continue rowing home. he next few days
went by quickly and soon I was camped on the east side of Gabriola Island,
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ready to cross the Strait of Georgia.
he weather hadn’t been cooperating recently but it appeared I had
a window of opportunity to sprint
across so I took it. As the sun rose,
I was rowing east in calm water. he
forecast had called for southeast
winds to pick up later in the day, but
by 10:30am, it was blowing switly
from the east and the large waves
were hindering my progress as my
oars caught the water on the backstroke. I altered course and aimed
for Bowen Island. hough Bowen
was only slightly closer than Point
Grey in Vancouver, I wouldn’t be
rowing directly against the wind
and it would be safer to at least make Arriving back where I started in Vancouver.
landfall and rest before I became exPhoto: Lauren Mann
hausted. I rowed as hard as I could
for the next few hours against growing wind and waves. I inally reached a safe beach on Bowen Island where
I rested for a couple of hours and refueled at some conveniently situated
blackberry bushes. hen the wind subsided and I rowed in to Vancouver
where I was welcomed on the beach by friends who had a warm dinner and
cold beer waiting for me. A great end to a great trip. In total I rowed 1250
km in 44 days (38 rowing days plus six stationary days of rest and other
activities).

Special Thanks
hanks to my sponsors Kokatat, Mountain Equipment Co-op, and
Wedge Farms. hanks to my neighbours, Michael and Denise, who
ofered up half of their separate garage for space to build my boat. hanks
to my brother Ellery, my sister in law Chari, my Mom and my Dad for their
encouragement, lending of gear and help during the inal stages of building.
hanks to Matt for the letover materials and for lending me the high quality random orbital sander, which saved me many days of monotony. hanks
to my landlords Lo and Gary for the epoxy resin, dried food, and for putting
up with my loud power tools.
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For more information about the living oceans society, go to:
http://www.livingoceans.org/
To read a letter of comment co-written by Brian Gunn evaluating tanker
risks associated with the northern gateway proposal, go to:
http://www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca/050/documents/p21799/81128E.pdf
Five of the Alaskans swapped their kayaks for bikes near Nanaimo and are
biking to South America. At press time they are in Guatemala. Check out
their blog at www.atripsouth.com
Dall’s porpoise. Photo: Murray Down

My round trip route.
Satellite imagery from Google Earth.

CLUB LIFE AND
REFLECTIONS

Christian Veenstra on Cypress, Veenstra Traverse 2013. Photo: Stephanie Grothe

Irrespective of perspective, elect to let this effective relective of Phelix hut effect
collective retrospective. Photo: Murray Down

Enjoying the sun and music outside of Phelix Hut. Photo: Moos van Caspel

VOC Harrison roadbuilding crew 2012. Photo: Roland Burton

Spencer Rasmussen, overlooking the scenery from the top of Mt Cypress during the
Last Drop traverse. Photo: Clemens Adolphs

Panorama at Brew hut. Photo: Jens Vent-Schmidt

Murray phooing the luffy stuff at the Peregrine-Frodo col. Phelix Hut New Year’s,
2013. Photo: Caroline Jung

Night sky outside Phelix Hut over New Years. Photo: Scott MacPherson

Arctic cotton outside the Constable Point Airport. Photo: Christian Veenstra
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WE CAN OUTWIT A ROCK IF
WE TRY SEVERAL TIMES
Jeff Mottershead

C

ertain members of the VOC have put together a concerted efort to
rescue the Harrison Hut, which they allege is a mythical paradise
that exists somewhere north of something. VOC legend Roland Burton’s
lovely wife, Carla, asserts that this is a ridiculous thing to do. For whatever
reason I chose to believe the gung-ho VOCers even though I’m pretty sure
that by marrying the epitome of wit and grace that is Roland, Carla has
demonstrated that she’s smarter than the rest of them put together.
It’s hard to know where to begin on this, because it all started with a
lot of verbal titty twisters between legendary strongman Christian Veenstra
and me that are probably of no interest to anyone but our future therapists.
Veenstra likes to try to convince me that ridiculous things are good ideas.
Being well aware that we’re both as ridiculous as either of our wives can
tolerate already and because we like it a little rough when we lirt, I tell him
what reasonable people would do and why. Veenstra’s reasonable comes
from a parallel universe where mustard and cheese constitute a balanced
meal, and we’re both so stubborn that we’re sprouting horns, so the emails
started to ly.

The rail system
is built and slid
under the rock. It
is dark. Photo Jeff
Mottershead
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At the heart of the latest battle-royale were a couple rocks. hese were
more special than most rocks, though, because they had fallen on the road
leading up to the future trail to the VOC’s lost Harrison Hut. he general
consensus of the mouldy oldies at the VOC was that because it was a royal
pain in the ass to get to the hut since the great Capricorn landslide wiped
out the traditional access, it was worth a great deal more efort to get there
than other huts were. I guess it has been sitting there aging like port for a
bunch of years, so it probably has a rich bouquet.
Anyways, some big rocks had fallen on the road. he biggest was supposed to be a 2 m cube, and it was calculated to weigh 20.8 tons. According to Veenstra, the sensible way to remove this thing was to purchase
this hydro-fracking rig for $4,500 because he likes to blow stuf up. It also
requires a gas- or air-powered giant rock drill, which starts at $2,000 for
something halfways reasonable and $300 for a used hunk of junk. I was insisting that I’d need to spend $500 on rigging: some blocks to make a couple
2:1 pulley systems, which would get my 6-ton lever hoist to put out 24 tons.
Veenstra refused to accept that because he wanted to pay a huge sum of
money to blow stuf up.
He probably would have never listened except that his lovely wife, Line,
didn’t want to part with $300 so that she could share a bed with a giant gaspowered hammer drill, so he told me to prove that I couldn’t do it.
Around this time, Ben Singleton-Polster—who rocketed briely to fame
ater he started a VOC trip with appendicitis, rolled around in agony for a
couple of days and skied out ater his appendix blew up—sent around pictures of the rocks. he 2 m rock looked much bigger than 2 m. I enquired
about that, and Veenstra insisted that it was deinitely only 2 m and I wasn’t
looking at the picture right. (I still have the email if he attempts to challenge
that claim.)
he astute reader may have noticed that this whole narrative is rapidly
spiralling into a complete waste of the astute reader’s time. Don’t worry.
hings are going to take a severe turn towards shitsville soon, which is why
people read these things.

According to the calculations,
the rails should be able to
hold the rock as long as the
load is evenly distributed. That
requires a lot of wood. Photo:
Jeff Mottershead
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It’s actually
moving. This
was just before
the long jacks
crapped out.
Photo Jeff
Mottershead

here were some static lines that belonged to me tied around a bunch
of trees and pitons on some pointless clif coming out of the wrong side of
Howe Sound. I could waste a couple pages saying how they got there, but I
can’t really justify it, so I’ll leave it at that.
I wanted those ropes to be able to equalize of a couple dozen trees for
the rock pull. Because I’m lazy and dumb, I just sort of wished that they’d
untie themselves and swim to me. Six days before the big rock pull I forgot
to procrastinate and ended up lost and confused on some diferent nearby
clif. his was because—and I’m really not making any of this up—I was
navigating by counting power poles and got four and ive confused. I was
totally befuddled and only igured out what happened when I was kayaking
back. I’m still sort of confused.
hings were now fairly desperate, as there was going to be a crew that
expected me to be halfways prepared to move a 20.8-ton rock. I asked my

The rails are
bent, the rock is
at a farcical angle
and victory is
near. Photo Jeff
Mottershead
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supervisor if I could leave early on Tuesday and get my ropes. He said sure,
so I was up at the right power pole by 5:00 pm. I rapped down without incident. I let what I could at the bottom for retrieval by kayak and started back
up collected the ixed lines I had rapped down. Jugging back up was going
well until about the fourth pitch. At that point I was towing six muddy
ropes, most of which were 11 mm static lines, and got to the point where I
just didn’t have the strength to keep moving up. I tried pulling up the ropes
one by one, piling them on a ledge, tying some of them end-to-end so that
I wouldn’t need to pull everything up at the same time. I pretty much knew
that the knots were going to get caught, but I didn’t see a better option.
he knots did of course snag up horribly. I had to rap down and untangle, re-lake, etc, about a zillion times. he last pitch was a full three hours.
At the top, I coiled everyone up and jammed them into my 160 L haul bag,
which was stufed full. I tried to pick it up, but I couldn’t. No problem—I
had a procedure that normally worked for such packs. I put the pack on
while I was on the ground, intending to roll over and then get to my feet.
his one was a little too much, though. I couldn’t even roll over. I was like
an overturned beetle.
Ater leaning it up against a tree, I got to my feet and hacked through
a third-class vertical bushwhack for about a 20 m before I went over and
couldn’t get up again. I had to face reality—I’d bitten of more than I could
chew. I looked at the time, and it was 2:00 a.m. I texted Scott Webster with
the message to tell work that I’d be a touch late, made a nest of wet ropes
and wiggled into it.
If any of you are wondering, wet ropes are both terrible sleeping bags
and even worse bug protection.
In the morning something occurred to me that wasn’t obvious in my
stupor the night before. I could take half the ropes, which would be enough
for the rock pull, and I could collect the other ones at a later date.
I stashed half on a dry rock I could easily locate and staggered down
towards the boat. When it got warm, I took a nap and felt a little better
aterwards.
I was even responsible enough to paddle to the base of the climb and
pick up what I had let at the bottom, which included my rope ladder for
getting out of the kayak when climbing, which, by the way, was a mussel
farm and fairly stinky. here was no room for it, so I squashed it between
my legs, which was kind of gross, but fairly minor compared with the rest
of the ordeal.
It was 5:00 pm by the time I made it to work.
Two days later, I was packing my junk to go up and move some rocks.
he “bunch of twunts,” to use my wife’s terminology, two loors below us
decided to have a noise party that night. I barely slept at all. It was just get-
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ting more and more obnoxious, and I could hear them breaking fences and
stuf. I decided that if I got up and looked at the clock and it was later than
1:00 a.m. that I would open the window and pee on them from above. 3:48.
I opened the window and whipped it out. I could hear them talking about
how much liquor and drugs they had ingested. Unfortunately, I couldn’t get
them because the 2nd loor balcony was in the way, I waited for a while,
poised to strike, but eventually gave up. he alarm went of about when the
police showed up. hey then drove of honking their horns, I think as punishment to whoever called the cops. I hope they crashed into a post.
We had my four-year-old son, Devlin, with us because my wife needed
the weekend to work unencumbered. I was pretty useless that weekend, but
we fortunately had a good crew of people who were both good with Devlin
and good at rigging stuf up and towing. he crew started as Stephen Mullen, Scott Webster, and Matt Parisien, with Roland on Devlin entertaining. he irst rock, which was somewhere in the neighbourhood of 10 tons,
was fairly annoying, as although it wasn’t that huge, it had a tree wrapped
around it that was carrying a large number of tons of dirt and rocks in its
root ball. Ater a failed attempt to pull them of together and a big ight to
pull the root ball of the pile of dirt that half covered it, we eventually fought
the rock to the edge of the road.
What made all of this at least sort of interesting is that we were pulling
the rock down the hill. To make being lattened less likely, we were pulling
somewhat sideways, instead of straight down. We’d chained the rock up in
a loosey-goosey manner such that the chains would hopefully come of as it
started to roll down the hill. Somehow that failed to happen. To add further
interest, the chain caught on the giant stump and root ball we had pulled of
earlier and lung it a comical distance. he rock of course ended up on top
of about $250 of chains, so we moved on to chain removal ater that.
he video is on YouTube. Finding it is let as an exercise to the reader.
We pulled a small rock the next day but spent most of it bickering and
getting the chains unsnarled from the previous rock.
We didn’t make an attempt at the big one, though. It was 4.5 m x 2.5 m
x 2 m, as opposed to the 2 m cube Veenstra insisted it was. I really should
have told him that he didn’t advertise correctly and that I still wanted $500
for the money and time his mis-estimation wasted, but I’m too dumb for
that. I had totally Ahabed by then anyways, and I was going to defeat the
rock at all costs, although still less than Veenstra would have paid. It might
as well have eaten my leg.
Devlin illed his booster seat with pee on the way back. He did like the
rocks falling, and Roland, but not the bugs. He still likes watching the YouTube video.
here were not a huge number of trees below the big rock, so it was
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questionable if there was enough for me to time of enough blocks to get the
mechanical advantage needed to drag of 44 tons. I decided that the cheapest option was to jack the thing up, put it on a carriage mounted on greased
rails and use long bottle jacks to push it of.
Before investing in all that steel and long jacks, Scott and I went up with
some wood, three 20 ton jacks and a 30 ton. We did tip the whole assembly
over once, which killed the 30 ton jack, but it was mostly successful and we
let early in the aternoon.
he genuinely adventurous can ind a video on Scott Webster’s Flickr account of the rock jacked up and supported by four fairly substantial towers
of wood blocks.
I tricked two co-op students at work into helping me get the rails and
the jack-mounting stuf together in exchange for teaching them to weld. I
was drilling and welding ater work for two straight days and till about 2:30
p.m. on Saturday. hings looked awesome. I had a mount for each jack that
pinned into the rails. here was a universal joint on each end of the jacks so
that they wouldn’t experience any bending moment.
Scott and the co-op students, Iaan Johnston and Lara Backer, were on
their way by 2:30. Matt and I were out of town by about 4:15. If it was a.m.
instead of p.m., that would have been a respectable time.
Ater failing to get the fully loaded horn van all the way to the top of
the hill, I honked, expecting Scott would come down and collect us. To
my great surprise, some other dude, who had seen our YouTube video and
had apparently met Ben and Veenstra, was just coming down from a day of
pushing of small rocks. He thought we were rad.
Scott came shortly ater, and with the gear in the Pathinder, the horn
van made it up as well.
hat night we set up the rails under the rock and discovered that I’d
screwed up a lot of the mounting holes so that the jack would have to be
sideways to work. I felt fairly idiotic. Haste makes waste, I guess. he co-ops
were making fun of me because that’s what I always tell them.
he rail system consisted of two square beams, a thick layer of #3 grease,
two channels (which are beams with a roughly C-shaped cross-section) and
a bunch of blocks of wood to distribute the load evenly along the rails. he
channels went around the square beams such that they couldn’t slide of
sideways.
Most people probably never have had the pleasure of getting up close
and personal with #3 grease. It’s fairly special stuf. he consistency is like
bubble gum that hasn’t been chewed for very long, but it’s a lot blacker and
messier. It is really good at being greasy.
We started trying to get the big jacks in place to get the rock moving,
and ater a bunch of dicking around and spilled jack oil, we discovered that
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both were defective. All that welding was for naught. We did manage to get
things rolling by using the little jacks butted up against all manner of blocks
and crap. It was painfully slow, but ater what seemed like a bunch of hours,
probably because it was, we started to get things moving.
We’d put a couple of 20- or 30-ton jacks in place, put a bunch of wood
behind them until we could jam things up against something that was actually mounted correctly, and crank like animals as the wood compacted at a
sub-glacial pace. Ater most of the jack travel was used up, the rock would
move a touch, and then we’d need to let it down and re-jig everything. his
took most of the day, but we did eventually shove the thing of.
It made a fairly sexy sound when it fell.
We did damage the road a little.
here is a glorious video on YouTube.
he best part is when it stopped, because
there was a lot of fretting about whether it
would end up on the lower switchback and
have to be moved again.

Glorious victory.
Photo Jeff Mottershead

Epilogue:
attempted to retrieve my remaining ropes from the hydro cut above
the sea clifs. All but the ilthiest one had been stolen. I was initially
labbergasted that anyone had been up there, but on the way back I noticed
that the hydro crews had down some brushing and marking, so it was probably them. here goes another $500.
I did actually convince Summit Tools that I was going to be too much of
a waste of their time if they didn’t give me my money back, so I did succeed
in returning the jacks even though they clearly didn’t believe me that they
were defective.

I

It went that way. Photo
Jeff Mottershead
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RECLAIMING THE
HARRISON HUT
Christian Veenstra

I

n the middle of the night on August 6th, 2010, the side of Mt. Meager collapsed, releasing an estimated 48.5 million cubic meters of rock
(enough to ill the BC Place stadium more than 18 times) to fall (on average) about 1500 m. his debris traveled at an average velocity of 240 km/h
down Capricorn Creek, covering the 7.3 km distance to Meager Creek in
109 s (as estimated from seismic records, which were equivalent to an M =
2.6 earthquake and detected as far away as Southern California and Northern Alaska). Slamming into the side of the Meager Creek Valley, the debris
climbed 270 vertical meters before lowing a further 3.7 km upstream and
4.9 km downstream into the Lillooet River. he temporary damming of
Meager Creek (and possible outburst lood) caused the evacuation of 1500
Pemberton residents, until the dam broke naturally and non-catastrophically 19 h later. his was one of the largest landslides to have occurred
worldwide since 1945 and one of the three largest landslides to have occurred in the Canadian Cordillera in historical time. It was comparable in
volume to the 1965 Hope Slide. Energy estimates, using either the elevation
loss or velocity of the debris, give results in the low peta-joules - an order of
magnitude more energy than the bomb dropped on Nagasaki. Direct costs
of the landslide are estimated to be $10M CAD.
One of those costs was lost access to the VOC’s Harrison Hut, as it destroyed 6km of the Meager FSR, as well as the bridge over both Capricorn
Creek and the Lillooet River.
Access to the VOC’s Harrison Hut has traditionally been intermittent at
best. Constant landslides from the Meager complex seem to destroy bridges as fast as the government can rebuild them… and each time they wonder
whether or not restoring access to the area is worth it – it seems like only
a matter of time before somebody gets hurt, and the only real attraction
in the area for most people is the Meager Creek Hotsprings (assuming, of
course, you don’t count the Harrison Hut and mountains in general). But
even before this most recent landslide, ater which the government decided
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Capricorn Creek and the landslide site from the viewpoint across the Meager Creek
valley on the new route. Note the plume of dust rising off a small rockslide on Mt.
Meager in the background.
Photo: Christian Veenstra
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Julien Renard investigating one of the potential routes, which was obviously not
deemed suitable for a trail.
Photo: Christian Veenstra

not to entertain further thoughts of access, Ben Singleton–Polster and I had
been thinking of putting in a route on the South side of both the Meager
and Lillooet rivers. While further from the closest road, such a route would
be on the far more geologically stable side of the valley, and thereby protected from the whim of the unstable Meager complex’s constant barrage
of landslides.
In June 2011, we organized the irst reconnaissance hike, taking bicycles
to bypass small blockages on the road. 32 volunteer-days of bushwhacking
later, we had reached the Meager hot springs a few times and had a rough
idea for the irst leg of the route established. Although we entertained visions of a line of VOCers hacking away at the landslide debris with mattocks, we ruled this out as far too dangerous. he debris directly across
from Capricorn Creek was steep sidehill on smooth hard-packed stuf and
undercut by Meager Creek. If someone were to fall during construction or
from the completed trail there would be no opportunity to stop. (Note that
while called a ‘creek’, you would probably not survive a swim in the Meager.
It is a raging river, and in its disturbed state appliance-sized boulders regularly tumble downstream along with the water.) We also ruled out a route
which would take the minimum elevation gain around this debris, just
above the clifs which the landslide had exposed by cutting the soil down
to bedrock when it T-boned into the Meager creek valley (although this
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boundary was deinitely an interesting place to visit - with large boulders
and exploded trees strewn about, and the trees right up against the clif had
all the branches ripped of on one side). In the end, we would connect logging roads on each side of valley, attempting to maintain elevation between
them. In September 2011, we organized the irst trip with the intention of
actually beginning to brush the irst portions of the route and hang lagging,
but the road was washed out by high water on the Lillooet River.
Fortunately, early in 2012 the logging company operating in the area
rebuilt the road where it had been washed out. Additionally, a grant came
in from MEC, which let us purchase tools and trail markers as well as reimburse drivers for the cost of gas to drive to the new trailhead. Jef Mottershead organized the clearing of some large boulders blocking the road,
allowing vehicle access all the way to the trailhead (this epic is described
in its own article). During the summer of 2012, Ben and I organized 163
volunteer-days of labour on the newly developing route which connected
the two logging road systems on each side of the landslide, as planned. he
route is now brushed and hung with retro-relective markers along almost
the entire length, and makes access possible to the area supplied by the old
road system – this includes both the Harrison Hut as well as Meager Creek
hot springs.

Before and after images of one of the many alder-chocked areas the new route passes
through.
Photo: Christian Veenstra
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However, despite almost 200 volunteer-days of labour, much work remains. We still need to establish a footbed along the brushed-out irst leg,
which must wait for First-Nations approval. Additionally, we need to brush
out and construct the second leg of the new trail from the old logging road
system to the hut close to the 1980s route to the hut. In November 2012, I
attempted to bushwhack this line along with Will Beattie, Ignacio Rozada,
and Stephen Mullen. We did not reach the hut until 11pm on the hike in,
and did not return to the cars until 10pm the next day, arriving back in
Vancouver at 2:30am. Two consecutive days of 12-hour bushwhacks in the
pouring rain. We made it, but clearly work remains to be done.
hanks to everybody who has contributed so far, particularly Ben SP
who has done at least as much work on this route as I have!

Grizzly footprint in the Lillooet river outwash plain.
Photo: Christian Veenstra
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HARVESTING EMPTIES
Roland Burton

I’m somewhat reluctant to tell the world about our dirty little secret. his
is mostly because we don’t like competition. We collect empties, mostly
empty beer cans, but other things qualify, as I will explain.
So here’s how it works. It’s a sunny day in the lower mainland, you want
about an hour’s walk, just for exercise. So bring a couple plastic grocery
bags, and pick somewhere to walk where there will likely be empties. If you
can igure out where people go to drink, you are on the right track. Usually
it is somewhere with trees, near the beach. Of course Wreck Beach is ideal,
but perhaps too ideal, as you will have competition. It’s considered unethical to grab somebody else’s stash, and they might get angry and hurt you,
which might cancel the health beneits of the walk.
he real opportunities for harvesting comes at that beautiful time of the
year when the ski lits close due to lack of customers, and the snow is still
up there, but melting fast. If you go up to the ski hills at this time, bring a
big pack. You are likely to ind lots of beer cans which were deposited over
the course of the winter and are just now coming to the surface as the snow
melts. Expect, also, to ind money dropped by skiers. he challenge of predicting where the money will be, is somewhat similar to the challenge faced
by geologists in predicting where minerals may be found. First, you look for
a ski hill which does not cater to expert skiers because generally the good
ones don’t drop money. hen you want some interesting ditch or bump on
the hill to throw the skiers of balance. Next, search for a few coins melted
into the snow. he smaller coins will be near the point of impact, and the
larger ones, loonies, toonies, will travel further from the point of impact.
Money is nice to ind because you don’t have to return it to convert it into
something you can spend, and you don’t need a really big pack to haul just
money.
Empties, and money, though attractive, are not the whole story. Finding
ski gloves, especially in pairs, is nice. A lot of skiers travel with electronic
devices, at least cell phones, but also iPods, etc. Finding one of these, es-
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pecially if it still works and has photos of the ex-owner’s girlfriend, can be
a treat. Of course we try and return things if the owner can be identiied,
don’t we? So far we have recovered two iPods and two cell phones, and they
all worked once they were dried out. We also found a digital camera and
a third cell phone, both run over by snowmobiles, so not keepers. A snow
board and a ski, pretty well round out the collection.
Does this pay? As a regular source of income, it’s not comparable to an
engineering degree. It doesn’t pay to stop your car to pick up an empty at
the side of the road, if you subtract the cost of the extra gas required to get
the car going again, and the cost of getting in an accident while stopping to
pick up a can. It doesn’t even pay to drive up to the local ski hill to pick up
empties, but if you are going up anyways, the empties are bonus. In terms
of dollars and cents, our most productive month ever, included a trip up
Seymour and two trips up Cypress, with my kids as crew. We collected $87
worth of empties and when we brought them in to the Return It centre, one
of the other customers gave us his entire stash of empties, which took our
total to $99.
So, why do we do this? Of course we welcome the opportunity to make
the world a better place by cleaning up the environment. But mostly, we just
want the cash.
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A WITCH AND A SANDWICH
Noriko Okamoto

Once upon a time in the Wild Wild West
In a cob house dark in the forest
here lives a busy-bee working witch
Kneads up bread and whips up sandwich
A tiny spider in the center of a trap
Swinging, singing, while the witch claps
he seasoned hands and the lour blow up
Burning coals give the dough sweet nap
Open the oven, see the crust grin
Listen! the hissing noise under the skin
Stop! don’t cut the hot loaf yet
It’s still baking, resting in the cabinet
Sing and dance and swirl the air
Now it’s time to get your gear
Chop the onion, parsley and cucumber
Pack the last reminiscent of the summer
Lunch is ready, ride on the bloom
Gone with the wind in hand the mushroom
First lurry comes down on the slope
Never ending yoyo is always dope
Fuzzy powder splash as she go
let go Ego, follow the low
Days are short
No time for worrywart
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HOW IT TOOK US MORE
THAN FIVE YEARS TO SCAN
THE VOC JOURNALS
Gili Rosenberg

T

his project was started by Duncan McPhedran in January 2007,
when Duncan took over the archivist position from Evan Morris.
Duncan, a history student, had a great vision of digitizing the VOC Archives, but needed funding. He applied for and got a $1000 grant called the
Local History Grant from the Hudson’s Bay Company. With $300 of that
money he bought a desktop scanner, and began scanning the journals page
by page. his was a very ambitious project and Duncan was planning to “...
be in the Clubroom from 9:30am till 4pm every hursday until everything
is digitized.” In that year’s journal he wrote (VOCJ 49):
“... so I started my own project which I hope to carry on with next year. I
am digitizing the entire VOC Archives. he project is rather huge, and l’ve
only gotten a small start on it. lt involves scanning the photographic collection, the contents of the iling cabinets, and the past 48 volumes of the
Journal (there are several on disk that do not need to be scanned), I plan to
have it complete by the release of the 50th anniversary edition of the Journal
next year.”
Duncan continued as Archivist the next year, but the project was moving
along very slowly. here were several reasons for that, including: the journals had to be scanned manually; there were many mistakes in the scanning; some were scanned in notebook style and had to be split; optical character recognition (OCRing)--for digitization of print iles--had to be done
separately; and at some later stage apparently most or all of the previously
scanned journals were lost due to a computer crash (which was not backed
up). he next Archivist (‘08-’09) was Eric Escobar, in whose time the idea
surfaced to use the remaining $700 to hire someone to scan the journals. It
quickly became obvious that there wasn’t enough money for this, and the
idea was sacked. he next Archivist was Ignacio Rozada (‘09-’10). Finally,
just in time for the 2010 banquet (and VOCJ 52), Ignacio managed to inish
scanning the irst 25 journals and had them available for purchase on DVD.
Still, about 25 journals remained to be scanned. he next archivist -Laura Morrison (‘10-’11) -- continued the job, with the help of Phil Tom-
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linson who would scan the journals and pass them back to her. Nisan Haramati helped greatly with OCRing old journals. Gradually, the scanning
job became easier with the advent of feeding photocopier-scanners. he
job still took much time, mainly due to the varying size and margins of the
VOCJ over the years. Some journals from recent years were located in digital form, either in PDF or in Publisher iles which had to be pieced together,
but some were lost - a good reason to be more vigilant in the future about
keeping good digital backups of our journals. At some stage the journals
were made available to members online (by Chris Michalak), which also
served to make sure that the scanned iles would not be lost (again). Recently, during my time as Archivist, the scanning job was completed: all
past journals are now online. Marius Muja improved the journal archives
webpage greatly by having the thumbnails consist of the journal covers.
You might recall that Duncan’s vision consisted of digitizing not only the
VOC Journals, but the whole set of Archives. Well, in 2010 Ignacio Rozada
donated much of this material to UBC Archives for safe keeping and scanning (Exec Report ‘09-’10):
“Regarding the other club archives (photo albums, club minutes, hut
logbooks, etc), a radical approach was taken, partly because some of the
material was in bad shape (especially old photo albums). We decided to
donate as much as they would take to the university archives. hey would,
in turn, scan what they thought was the most interesting material, post it on
their website, and give us copies in high deinition.”
Finally, two years later, we recently received the beautifully scanned albums (thanks to UBC Archives), which you can now view online at your
leisure (see link below).
However, this is not the end... First of all, the journals need to be checked
and proofread. his mostly consists of browsing through a journal, making
sure that there are no missing, upside down or crooked pages, and noting
these mistakes on the wiki.
Secondly, the coming Archivists (starting with Todd MacKenzie ‘12-’13)
should continue the job of digitizing the VOC Archives - both in raising
the quality of our collection of scanned journals and in digitizing other old
records (such as photos and hut logbooks) which remain in the clubroom.
Lastly, now that the journals and albums are available online, please look
through them! It is so interesting to see these familiar locations and peaks
as the background for people who are dressed in the fashion of many years
ago, using gear that can be seen now in old climbing movies.
You can ind the journals and albums in the “Members’ Section” under
“VOC Archives”, or use these direct links:
Albums: http://www.ubc-voc.com/members/photo_albums
Journals: http://www.ubc-voc.com/members/vocj
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GETTING TO GREENLAND
Christian Veenstra

T

his summer Line Veenstra and I did a ski-mountaineering trip in
Milne Land, an island of the East coast of Greenland (see Ski Mountaineering in Greenland, this VOCJ). Getting to Greenland, and some of
the other antics surrounding the trip, seemed to worthy of an article in and
of itself… so here it is.
Getting to Greenland is non-trivial but actually cheaper and more accessible than trying to access the Canadian Arctic (for example). First, you
need to ly to Iceland. We lew to Iceland one week before our lights to
Greenland, which allowed us to ship our skis and all the food for the expedition ahead of time – we had heard that excess checked baggage could be
severely limited on the light to Greenland, and since it only lies a few times
a week it might not it on the plane. Living in such close proximity to the
US made me think that bringing 40 kg of food through Iceland would cause
Crossing Scoresbysund by Zodiak to get to Milne Land.
Photo: Christian Veenstra
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Hunters cabin in Scoresbysund, our stop
for the night en route to Milne Land.
Photo: Christian Veenstra

trouble, but it turns out that the people of Iceland are incredibly reasonable,
even when it comes to customs. You just ask them ahead of time what you
are allowed to bring, they give you a straight answer, and when you arrive
they tell you the same. Incredible. When we touched down in Iceland, we
hiked with all our stuf from the large international airport over to the small
regional airport which services Greenland. When we arrived we discovered
that the cargo plane for Greenland was leaving in only 30 minutes. Ater
some frantic re-arrangement we had everything packaged and of it went.
Ater a week of mountaineering and touristy stuf in Iceland (highly recommended), we found ourselves back at the small airport, checking in for
our Greenland light. Looking around there was a fair number of interesting characters. he light was about a 50:25:25 mix of adventurers : Inuit
locals : Danish locals. he Danish “locals” were all professionals bound for
Greenland - teachers, engineers, doctors, helicopter pilots, etc. But the adventurers were the most interesting. he irst people we talked to were a
lovely couple from Britain, Pete and Barbara; they were planning on doing a
long backpacking trip during the same time period as our skiing trip. hey
were accompanied by Olf, the wolf researcher, who perhaps wasn’t playing
with a full deck, and was bringing a bicycle to help him get around (it’s not
clear that this was any crazier than our idea of bringing skis, though). While
talking with them, one of the strangest ensembles I’ve ever seen arrived…
Hauling mountains of strange looking equipment were a dozen middleaged Eastern Europeans, many with long bleach-blonde hair, and all wearing matching black T-shirts. hese shirts featured characters completely
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decked out with Viking swords and shields, a burly dude with a broadsword
standing tall in the centre, plenty of smoke, and an air of grandeur. We hypothesized that they were a washed-up heavy metal band, back together for
one last reunion tour, who were trying to get on the wrong light (I mean
– why would you have a reunion tour in Greenland?). Closer inspection revealed that the T-shirts actually featured them all decked out in viking gear,
and through the mist and smoke one could see the outline of Greenland.
Talking to them, they explained that the mountain of equipment was actually going to be assembled into a bunch of small hobie-cat style catamarans,
and they were going to sail them around Milne Land. In halting-English,
they translated the viking poem which was written boldly across the bottom
of the T-shirt:
“Not all of us will become elderly;
some of us have other fates.
he ire will be your sail,
and the wave your grave.”
here was some discussion
between the Ukrainian catamaran sailors and the light crew - it
seemed that there was not enough
room in the plane’s cargo hold for
all their stuf (we were starting
to feel pretty glad we’d shipped
our stuf ahead of time). his was
even though half the seats were
empty to meet the short-takeofand-landing requirements of the
airports we would be landing
at. It went something like “but
we need that stuf to survive”,
“but the plane is full”, and so on.
Eventually they managed to it it
all on… I think some of it ended
up in the passenger/pilots area,
which certainly would not happen on a North American light.
We boarded the light. he
irst stop was in Kulusuk, where
we could go through Greenland
customs and get our passports

Ukrainian catamaran sailors,
or heavy metal band?
Photo: Christian Veenstra
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stamped, “if we feel like it”. he airport terminal consisted of two rooms,
and the entire light just waited in the irst room. A plane full of Asian tourists arrived, they whipped out huge cameras and took photos of the photos
in the airport, and then let again. Eventually I wandered into the other
room (past the unmanned security checkpoint), and discovered a confused
man with a clipboard, wondering where everybody was. I explained the
whole light was in the other room. Back on the plane (already late), we
waited on the runway for an additional hour because two passengers hadn’t
arrived yet. he light attendant seemed to think this was pretty typical
Greenland behaviour.
In the air again, we lew parallel with the coast to Constable Point airport
(our destination), which made for amazing views. A short panic passed
through my body when the pilots announced that there would be an open
light deck – don’t they realize this plane is illed with drunken Ukrainian
catamaran sailors? he Ukrainians stormed the cockpit, and were soon
sitting in the pilot’s seat, wearing the pilot’s hat, etc., but eventually the pandemonium died down. I visited the cockpit too, as did the young son of the
Danish teachers we were sitting with, once we’d convinced him he wouldn’t
have to actually ly the plane.

The village of Ittoqqortoormiit, second largest settlement on the East coast of
Greenland. Photo: Christian Veenstra
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Arriving in Constable Point, the Ukrainians had a bit of a celebration,
and then headed of toward the ocean with all their equipment, singing
all the way. We picked up our food and skis which had been placed in the
hangar for safekeeping (“help yourself, just remember to close the door or
the dogs will get in”), and waited around the airport for a few days for good
enough weather to attempt the trip to Milne Land in the “boats” we’d arranged with Paul Walker’s Tangent Expeditions. In the two small Zodiacs
with 40 hp engines the trip took 1.5 days; we had to follow the coast as the
boats were not seaworthy enough for the open jord. his meant a longer
journey but also seeing way more icebergs. On the return trip, Tangent was
somewhat overwhelmed by their commitments and sub-contracted picking us up to a local mechanic from nearby Ittoqqortoormiit - this actually
worked out much better, because he had a real boat with a 175 hp engine,
the trip took only a few hours, and we wanted to stop in Ittoqqortoormiit
before lying back to Iceland anyway. Josef, our pilot, asked us if we could
stop to shoot a seal on the way back, but we didn’t see any – the seals in the
area are (rightly) very shy. Unlike the seals on BC’s coast, who stick their
whole head out of the water to take a look at any boat which comes by, all
the seals close to town come up for air nostrils-only, lest they become food.
Ittoqqortoormiit, with a population of about 450, is the second-largest
town on the East coast of Greenland. We stayed there for four days ater our
trip. It has a store, post oice, elementary school, and heliport. he locals
were very friendly; we had planned to stay in our tent but a local couple
actually invited us into their home, which was a welcome change. his was
good, because on our second day a polar bear showed up. Like Canadian
bears, it mostly hung out by the dump. On arrival, all the locals showed up

Ideal polar bear viewing conditions – from behind an wall of well-armed townsfolk.
Photo: Christian Veenstra
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and tried to scare it of, but it didn’t really care about the honking horns,
iring riles, police sirens, or lares being used in its vicinity. Ater about an
hour of this procedure everybody seemed to unanimously decide that the
bear wasn’t going anywhere, so they’d better just go back to work. Not wanting to be alone with the bear, Line and I let too. In the evening, ater work,
they returned with some specially trained dogs who succeeded at scaring it
of back to the ocean. hey were not allowed to shoot it (unless it was a direct threat), as the town had already used up their polar bear hunting quota
for the year, although they clearly had a system for deciding what would
happen – the person who irst spotted the bear got the fur, and the person
who had the responsibility (privilege?) of shooting it had somehow been
determined in advance, before the bear even showed up. At some point a
musk-ox was spotted close to town, but by the time Line and I hiked over
there all that we found was an ATV driving back towards town with freshlybutchered musk-ox pieces in the back. We got a taste of both musk-ox and
narwhal during our stay. he stay in town was very worthwhile – cultures
vary more than mountains.
Ater taking a helicopter back to the airport, we were able to check in
with Pete and Barbara, who had also had a good trip, spending only one
day with Olf the wolf researcher in the end. We inquired about the Ukrainians, who had lown out a week prior. hey made it, and apparently spent a
large portion of their trip under the inluence, and having the time of their
lives. Security to get on the light was pretty casual – they never checked
Line’s passport, or even gave her a boarding pass. I accidentally took a knife
in my checked baggage, but
they found the large pretty rock
in Line’s bag, which she was
not allowed to take on board.
Rather than just coniscating
it, though, they put it in a small
plastic bag and tossed it in with
the checked baggage. It came
out on the luggage carousel in
Iceland.

Christian on the Skytrain en
route to the Vancouver airport,
surrounded by more than 80kg of
food and gear.
Photo: Line Veenstra
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A YEAR IN THE VOC
Caitlin Schneider

A

s usual it’s been a great year in the VOC, surrounded by friends,
snow, rock, and water!

The year by numbers:
Instructional Trips: 6
Workhikes: 12
Rock Climbing: 11 *this does not include weekend faf at Squamish
Skiing: 55
Kayaking: 4
Hiking/scrambling/mountaineering: 40
Kayak Polo: 14
Other: 10 *includes cycling, canyoning, ice climbing, beacon searches
AST courses: 9
Total Trips (February 2012 – February 2013): 143
Social Events: 40
hese were the trips found on the trip agenda; numerous trips that were
organized on the message board were not included.
The year in overview:

O

ur membership has continued to be large, enabling us to run so
many trips and have so many people participate. As of the end of
January 2013 we have 576 student members, 96 associate members, and
139 alumni members. One of the goals of the club is to get people into the
outdoors and I think this year we have continued to fulill this goal.
he quartermasters have kept up with the growing demands on the gear
room and have continued to purchase new gear and replace some that is
inally wearing out. We have purchased new climbing helmets and bought
new ropes in order to retire some of the older ones. A few new kayaks
have been procured as well and added to the leet, allowing the club to have
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about ten kayaks in the pool during the bi-weekly kayak polo sessions.
A series of workhikes over the summer, organized by Ryan McKenzie,
replaced windows and inished work on some of the huts (see Ryan’s article). Matt Parisen and Murray Down also looked into the potential of a
composting toilet and took some samples to check out if our outhouse was
contaminating the lake. No conclusive decisions were made, but we will
keep a sharp eye on the situation.
All of our instructional trips have been wildly successful, starting with
Longhike in the fall where 160 members climbed and partied, VOC style.
Son of Rock started the climbing season out well. Glacier school also had
a big turn out: two groups of Glacier 2 students went to Mt. Matier while
Glacier 1 found a new place to learn at Cypress.
he road to Brew has seen a lot of action in the past few months. he
area around the trailhead is an active logging site, which means that the
new trailhead is now beyond the previously cleared area. You need to travel
straight and then through a new clear cut into the trees where you will ind
the normal trail. he logging road has also been approved to be a snowmobile trail maintained by Powder Mountain Catski. his trail will not take
efect until next winter, so we will have to wait and see how it will afect our
skiing experiences.
he club has also become the largest non-corporate supporter of the Canadian Avalanche Centre. We hosted a screening of the Matchstick Productions ilm Superheroes of Stoke, which was coordinated by Phil Tomlinson. We packed the Norm theatre and raised over $2,200.
Christian Veenstra and Ben Singleton-Polster have managed to ind our
‘lost’ Harrison Hut. he landslides that blocked the road to the usual trailhead have been circumnavigated. A new trail was marked and through
amazing organization and bush hacking skills a trail has been cleared most
of the way to the hut. One intrepid group managed to get to the hut, though
I believe some skis were almost sacriiced as irewood.
I look forward to the rest of the year, lots of snow, and more awesome
trips including Intro to Backcountry Skiing and the annual trip to Sphinx
over Reading Break.
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FMCBC RECREATION AND
CONSERVATION CHAIR
ANNUAL EXECUTIVE REPORT
Ben Singleton-Polster

T

he Federation of Mountain Clubs (FMCBC) is a democratic, grassroots organization dedicated to the conservation of and access to
British Columbia’s wilderness and mountain areas. As the name indicates
the VOC is part of a federation of outdoor clubs with the FMCBC membership about 3500 from 22 clubs around the province. he FMCBC is comprised of a diverse group of non-motorized or self-propelled mountain recreation users including hikers, climbers, mountaineers, backcountry skiers
and snowshoers who all share an interest in the protection and preservation of the mountain/wilderness environment. Membership is open to any
club or individual that supports our mission. Membership beneits include
a subscription to the FMCBC newsletter Cloudburst and access to an inexpensive hird-Party Liability insurance program (VOC is part of), and
Directors and Oicers liability insurance for your club organizers (VOC is
not part of because we are covered by the AMS).
he FMCBC mandate is “to foster and promote the non-motorized activities of the membership and the general public through leadership, advocacy and education”. he FMCBC recognizes hikers, mountaineers and
ski-tourers etc. to be a traditional user group and represents their rights
province-wide to freely access and enjoy a quality experience in the mountains and forests of British Columbia. Our members believe that the enjoyment of these pursuits in an un-spoiled environment is a vital component
to the quality of life in British Columbia.
he FMCBC fulills its mandate with a comprehensive approach to
mountain recreation and conservation by:
•
•
•

Participating in provincial land use decision processes.
Working to positively change (and in some cases enhance) government agency policies so that self-propelled outdoor recreation opportunities are recognized and protected.
Representing wilderness as a legitimate land use and a resource of
identiiable value to society.
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Advocating for new parks and wilderness resources, and working
to maintain the integrity of existing parks and wilderness resources.
Advocating for continued access to existing recreational resources.
Building, maintaining and protecting hiking and mountain access
trails.
Promoting hiking, rock climbing, mountaineering, ski touring and
other self-propelled mountain activities.
Educating the public on conservation issues, related to outdoor recreation.
Education its member and the public on mountain and backcountry safety and working with member clubs to address risk management issues.
Encouraging new membership in our member clubs

Acting under the policy of “talk, understand and persuade”, rather than
“confront and force”, the FMCBC advocates for the interests of its member
groups. Much of this work is done through our committees including our
Trails Committee and Recreation and Conservation Committee. With the
exception of the assistance provided by the FMCBC’s Administrative Manager work on these programs is done mainly by volunteers.
he FMCBC was founded in 1971, based on a predecessor organization
called the Mountain Access Committee. Since this time the FMCBC has
had many success stories working on behalf of our members and the public
at large. If you visit our website (www.mountainclubs.org) you can view a
list of some of our successes and accomplishments we have had through
the years categorized by geographical region. Some highlights include the
popular Adopt-a-Trail program and the resolution of several land use issues
through participation in various planning processes.
I wanted to be on the VOC exec because I wanted to be involved in the
FMCBC Southwest Recreation and Conservation committee. he committee is a volunteer group of interested people from around the lower mainland and sea to sky region and works on areas of environmental conservation (so that those coming behind us can enjoy the beautiful BC) and access
issues (road/parking issues and motorized user conlicts). he following is
list of some of the issues the committee has worked to:
Enforcement of the 21 Mile Creek non-motorized zone is an area which
comprises the Resort Municipality of Whistler (RMOW) watershed and includes the area around Gin and Tonic Peaks and Rainbow Mountain and
Mount Sproatt. he watershed is zoned non-motorized in the Sea to Sky
Land Resource Management Plan (Sea to Sky LRMP) in addition to the
RMOW zoning. he area is popular with skiers and snowmobiles. his fall
signs were installed to inform snowmobiles when they are entering the
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non-motorized zone. A user survey has been initiated (www.mountainclubs.org/21mile) to help track motorized infractions with about 60% of
respondents saying that snowmobiles were in the area during their visit and
this number is consistent with the results before the signs were installed.
he FMCBC objected to the procedural shortfalls of Sea to Sky Gondola
Proposal. Members of the outdoor community are split over if this proposal
will have detrimental impacts on the outdoor community. Concerns were
raised that BC parks changed the boundary of the Stawmaus Chief Park to
allow the gondola to proceed and they did this without conducting a public
consultation and this appears to be in violation of Park Policy. At the time
of writing a park use permit had not been issued and the matter was before
the provincial ombudsperson.
Bridge over Fitzsimmons Creek: he Singing pass trail used to access the
Spearhead range from Whistler has a signiicant slump near the beginning
of the trail and a proposed new access was to be allowed from the north side
of Fitzsimmons creek. he FMCBC is discussing the issues with RMOW,
Parks and Whistler Blackcomb ski resort.
Resolve parking issues in North Shore Provincial Parks: he North Shore
ski hills of Seymour and Cypress are situated in Parks. his creates problems as the ski operators want to make money but the public would like to
use the parks for free. he ski operators have been trying to get backcountry
users to park in areas further away from the ski areas but this is also further
away from the backcountry trail access points so members of the FMCBC
have been meeting with the ski areas and parks to try and resolve this issue.
Whistler Olympic Park (WOP) in the Callaghan Valley proposed to
construct a new cross country ski trail near Madeley Lake trail through
old growth forest. he FMCBC felt that because there was such little old
growth forest let in the Callaghan Valley (most has been logged) that the
trail should be routed elsewhere. At present WOP has stopped pursuing the
option of building this trail.
User fees for backcountry skiers at Whistler Olympic Park and Callaghan
Country. Scott Nelson was successful at reducing the user fee to $10 per car
for the WOP but Callaghan Country still charges $22 for use of their trails.
Provide input to the Garibaldi Provincial Park Master Plan
Tricouni Unresolved Area: Under the LRMP the area around Brew hut,
Cloudburst Mountain and Tricouni Mountain was let unresolved because
the First Nations, motorized and non-motorized users could not come to
an agreement. he VOC was informed that Powder Mountain Cat Skiing
(PMC) has applied to groom a “fee for service” snowmobile recreation trail
along the Roe Creek Forestry Service Road. While the Ministry of Forests,
Lands and Natural Resource Operations will actually hold the tenure for the
trail the trail will be managed by PMC. he VOC does not think this trail
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will resolve the issue of snowmobilers sledding in the Roe Creek area. he
VOC responded to the request by saying that we would prefer the area to be
zoned non-motorized but that if the trail was allowed to procced then we
would like restrictions placed on the snowmobile users. At present the trail
has yet to be implemented but will next year.
Smoke Blufs/FMCBC Lands: Did you know the FMCBC owns the
Smoke Blufs parking lot? he area was bought by a number of groups and
individuals to prevent houses from being built on the Smoke Blufs. he
FMCBC is working on the wording of the agreement for the conditional
transfer of its Smoke Blufs lands to the District of Squamish. here is no
urgency to complete the land transfer, however we want to ensure its done
while the Council is favorable and need the agreement to specify that the
park would retain access to the climbing blufs. If these conditions are not
met, the land will revert to the FMCBC.
Garibaldi Park Master Plan Amendments: he committee discussed the
proposed amendments, which are limited to the general Spearhead area.
Concerns were raised about the level of comfort for huts, the lack of speciication on dealing with waste, and the vagueness in some of the amendments that leave a lot to interpretation. More importantly, it was noted that
while 68% of the public opposed heli-skiing in the park, the drat allows
heli-skiing to continue for at least the remainder of the 5-year lease because
“it is important to Whistler’s economy and contributes to the diversity of
the recreational opportunities ofered in the park. Furthermore, the presence of the heli-ski operator in the park provides an important measure of
public safety.” he FMCBC and the VOC disagrees with this statement and
submitted comments.
Golden Ears Master Plan Amendments: Parks has a proposal to alter
the master plan for Golden Ears Park. Some concerns have been expressed
about the inclusion of rentable yurts and/or small cabins as these would be
a new feature to the park and there are numerous facilities like this very
near the park the park should be let for camping. Also, having parks staf
promote the ilm industry to conduct ilming in the park takes away from
the main focus of the park which is to provide for the natural ecosystems
and the recreation of the people of BC.
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THE RIDDLE OF THE
SPHINX
Ryan McKenzie

Burton Hut Workhike August 4-6th
Participants: Roland and Carla Burton, Joseph Rimland, Andrew Cavers,
Josein Kuschela, Shu yu Fan, Patrick Liu, Ian Saari, and myself.

I

’m not going to lie. I wasn’t exactly looking forward to August long
weekend this year. While my girlfriend was relaxing at a friend’s
cabin, I’d be slaving away at the VOC’s Burton (Sphinx) hut. Actually, it
wasn’t so bad… I’d be up there with a good group of people, including the
eponymous co-founder of the hut, in beautiful weather, in one of the most
spectacular settings in southwestern BC. Also, I had signed up for this, being the VOC’s Special Projects (aka hut maintenance) exec.
Our two carloads got of to a reasonably early start. Our two cars (Shu
Yu and Roland) were on the way to Squamish by 6:30am. Ater a quick coffee/breakfast stop we arrived at the Cheakamus Lake parking area around
9am. We cruised on up to the Helm Creek campsite, completely populated
by an Asian hiking club, and continued on to the top of Helm Glacier, dodging a few boulders that decided to roll down the Cinder Cone along the way.
hat’s where things started to get interesting.
We made our way down to Gentian pass. Roland took his tried and tested route straight down the creek into the drainage between Helm Glacier
and Polemonium ridge, while I went to looker’s right, down steep heathery
meadows. We reconvened in the drainage basin only to ind a member of
our group was missing. He’d been nice enough to wait for me to come grab
my pack at the top of the hill, then, slightly behind, stopped when he saw
the tracks split. While he was ready to hunker down for the night on top of
Helm Glacier, we were desperately searching for him in the drainage basin.
To make a short story shorter, we ended up inding each other, and making
our way down to the hut.
By this time it was late. We didn’t exactly follow an optimal route. While
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making your way down to Burton Hut, you should keep to looker’s right,
down the creek and into the meadows. Follow the meadows to an old burn,
and then drop steeply down and to the let into Sphinx Bay. From there,
follow the terminal moraines to the hut.
We went looker’s let down to the meadows. he route was steeper and
less pleasant than the looker’s right alternative. It got dark about halfway
down the inal hill into Sphinx Bay. We stumbled down the last half of the
hill in the dark, over old avalanche debris and deadfall, into Sphinx Bay. I
think it’s safe to say we were all thoroughly exhausted ater about 13 hours
of hiking with construction equipment.
Ater arriving at the hut, I spent about twenty minutes staring into space,
then went upstairs to enjoy another twenty minutes of leg cramps due to dehydration. I shouldn’t complain; Roland, 40 years my senior and sufering
from a hernia, had had his guts held in place by his waist strap. He seemed
okay. I guess people were built tough back in the day.
he next day was sunny and warm, like the last (did I mention the bugs
were vicious?). We did a good job of installing the new window, scrubbed
the hut, and did a half-assed job of installing a new vent. he vent looked
good from the outside, and kind of ugly from the inside, but it should do an
okay job of increasing airlow through the hut for a few years. he highlight
of the work had to be when we almost dropped the window. Andrew managed to make a pretty spectacular catch, sacriicing his body for the greater
good, to save the window from near destruction.
On Monday morning we woke up early, painted the hut with a nasty,

Sphinx Bay. Photo: Josein Kuschela
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Roland at work. Photo: Shu Yu Fan

nosebleed inducing, toluene based paint, meant to discourage mold and
rot, then headed for home. he trip out was uneventful. We followed a
fairly good route up to Gentian pass, and then cruised down to the cars.
he drive home was broken up by a stop at Burger King for some much
needed, and thoroughly enjoyed, fat and carbohydrates. I’d recommend
the poutine.
All in all, I’d say the trip was a huge success. I’d like to send out a big
thank you to all the participants; they made the trip possible and a whole
lot of fun. We managed to drag a large amount of equipment up to a fairly
remote hut and ix it up for future use. Check out Josein’s video on youtube if you want to see more! I hope the Burton Hut’s next 50 years are as
wonderful as the last.
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HOW TO HAVE FUN
IN THE CITY
Artem Bylinskii,
Diego Ribas-Cadle,
and Charlie Beard

A

rtem, Diego and Charlie, in characteristic VOC style, planned their
weekend in the early hours of Saturday (read: 2:00 am). With rain,
general wetness, and misery in the forecast, and avalanche danger through
the roof, options were limited. Ater discussing a host of possibilities, varying from climbing at Lighthouse Park to “walking” the Capilano river, we
decided on an unsuspecting mountaineering objective.
he target was Mt. Habrich, a steep granite peak, a kilometer or two
behind the Stawamus Chief. Bivouac.com informed us that the North-East
ridge provided a stout and exciting ascent route; a class 3-4 scramble. If we
survived the heinous bushwhack and logging road approach, this promised
to be an excellent day. One hitch, however, hit us pretty hard: Artem had
assumed that rock gear Charlie had lugged up to Sphinx camp the previous
week was his own. We found ourselves unprotected - we were scrambling!
An email was posted to all the proud owners of shiny rock protection who
we knew had plans to leave the bounds of Vancouver proper to explore the
expansive and snowy coast range the following morning.
“Late night delusions have lead us to believe that Mt Habrich may go
tomorrow. Due to an unfortunate set of circumstances we ind our group is
short of rock gear.If rock gear were to be lent, beer would be ofered. We can
meet in Vancouver at ungodly trip-leaving hours, or alternatively in Squamish if this is more suited to the party in question. Please contact Artem
Bylinskii (604 329-2109) as soon as possible if willing to lend equipment.
Indeed if you wish to join us on our epic bushwhacking-scrambling quest,
we have a spot to ofer...Tenuous, but it’s worth a try!”
Artem had a brief, amusing, but unfruitful conversation with Nick Gobin
in the early hours: we needed a new agenda. Details: the word “stupid” was
mentioned a number of times.
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Artem stemming between two trees. Photo: Charlie Beard

Two fully kitted-out skiers, complete with ropes, axes and crampons,
descended on the house of a poor Spanish soul, here named Diego. ‘What
shall we do?’ they exclaimed. Four hours, several avocados, and some excellent Spanish cheese later, a decision was made. We were going tree climbing.
With gear we had yet to acquire, on to our next victim!
Shaking Colin Pither out of his hangover induced daze, we convinced
him that he needed to join us. Hearing that the day was to be of a dubious
nature, he threw an assortment of gear out of his window straight onto the
lawn, including, yet not limited to, downhill skis, wetsuits, paddleboards,
rubber balls, an aircast, crampons, and what we were ater - ice... ehm... tree
tools. hese were immediately tested on Colin’s mom’s orchard tree... to be
greeted by his mom... and to have Colin get called in to work.
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One man down, we were on our
way. A length of string and a battered
Nalgene bottle from the free bin were
added to our mountain of equipment.
hey provided the Spanish one with
hours of entertainment, as he swung
his modiied lasso toward the canopy
of Paciic Spirit Park. he top-ropes
were set, and the climbing begun.
For all you tree hugging sceptics
out there, we only climbed the dead
trees. Hours of entertainment ensued.
It was, in fact, surprisingly challenging, as the routes oten ended up being overhanging, and the tools got
pinched making them diicult to extract.
But as expected, no adventure
comes without its mishaps - our free
Nalgene got stuck in a tree. Without a SPOT at our disposal, we organized our own rescue operation.
Charlie decided he would lead-climb
the tree using two tools, one ice, a
dozen slings, and an assload of chutzpah. About half-way up the tree, the
chutzpah ran out. With Diego belaying, Artem ran of in search of a long
stick. A Mexican ii-hook (screw gate
biner taped open) was attached to the
stick to retrieve the bottle and pull up
the rope to get Charlie.
horoughly satisied with our accomplishments, we cramponed out of
the park past some out-of-place dog
walkers. But we still had our skis on
the car. And daylight! With snow so
far away, we opted for the only sensible thing one could do - sand skiing
- destination Jericho. It soon became
apparent why this tends to be done
in super dry conditions of the desert.
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Nonetheless, turns were linked, logs were pole whacked, and mad hucks
were sent.
All this adventuring makes a hardened explorer hungry. A quick stop at
No Frills supplied us with much needed nutrition. Our modest meal consisted of 2.5kg perogies, 1kg veggies, 0.5kg cheese, 1kg bacon, tub of sour
cream, tub of salsa. A much recommended recipe. So much so, we repeated
it the next day having told some friends about it.
he next day, we discovered that we had either been climbing trees
whose sawdust had some sort of mind-altering properties, or the perogies
were of, because both Charlie’s and Diego’s minds melted into some sort of
pun-riddled mush. Artem seemed less afected, which leads us to suspect
the perogies, but still, that only meant that he sufered the full blast of 9
hours of cold, merciless punning on the ice clifs of Mt Seymour, in a state
of non-altered consciousness. Brutal.
To give the readers a mild taste of the horrors, Ice could say that it was
crueler than whatever he expected, to the point he almost sufered seizures
and crampsons.
He was probably wishing he was eng-leash-less by mid aternoon, and
by night fall he hardly belayved he could be tree-ted any worse. Charlie
and Diego kept anchoraging him to join in the pun, but, luckily for him, he
plugged his ears with perogies and managed to save his sanity despite the
rhyming rappelsodies. Or so we think…
All-in-all, when the weather is looking grim, and the snow conditions
have you buried in the city, there are many worthwhile objectives and adventures to be had. Just put a little thought (or lack thereof) into it!

The Pun-isher (Charlie Beard, Artem Bylinskii, and Diego Ribas-Cadle).
Photo: Charlie Beard
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THANK YOU TO THE VOC
Kate Wootton

O

n August 31st, 2011, I stepped of the plane into a grey, drizzly Vancouver morning. I didn’t know a soul. Everything I had to begin
the year was on my back. Everything was new and exciting – a beach? On
campus? Cool! A blue whale skeleton? Awesome! A toque? What on Earth’s
that? he sun came out and it stayed out; I didn’t know why people were
complaining about the Vancouver weather, though I quickly learned.
Eager to get outside, I found my way to the basement of the SUB and
through a maze of corridors to the VOC clubroom. here, I was welcomed
with Katherine Valentine’s familiar accent, signed my name, paid my money and promptly signed up for my irst trip that weekend. Julia Staford took
me up Lynn Peak, where a beautiful view of Vancouver and some vicious
mosquitoes awaited us. Next weekend, I joined a gazillion other exchange
students to climb the Lions with Aron Zahradka. hen inally, my irst overnight trip and irst time out of Vancouver! I met the infamous (Christian)
Veenstra (although at that point I didn’t know he was infamous), forded a
river with nine others, all piled into Piotr’s truck and then turned around
and went to Phelix instead. Longhike. Haha what crazy memories. I never
even made it over to the beer I was so busy having fun. Turns out I can’t
table boulder. Slack lining however, is particularly addictive. My irst ski
trip. I got to learn what these strange things known as “telemark skis” are. I
got lost (and was never allowed to forget it…). I got closely acquainted with
the snow and I learnt to get up in powder while wearing an overnight pack.
A habit which continued and a skill which I perfected. Hollyburn, Intro to
Backcountry, Girls’ Trip, Waitangi Trip to Sphinx…. I went on everything I
could and slowly, thanks to many very patient teachers, got slightly less useless on skis. I learnt to keep my drink bottle upside down so it won’t freeze
shut, I learnt to de-ice my skins and take them of while wearing my skis.
I forgot my helmet, I forgot my gloves, I forgot my skins. I had people bail
me out and wait for me while I fell over yet again. I got to know Squamish
and Pemberton better than Vancouver. I skied powder up to my chest and
inally understood why people think trees are fun and not just a bloody nui-
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sance. I experienced lots of type 1 fun, a little type 2 and a lot of faf. I learnt
to lead climb and tried rolling a kayak. I became more comfortable wearing
an avalanche beacon than nail polish and spent 2 days hanging in a harness
behind the Norm heatre preparing for the climbing competition. I learnt
the magic of voile straps. I was never without bruises and the clubroom
usually contained more of my money than my bank account. I skied in June
and inally – inally – had my irst day on skis where I didn’t fall once.
Basically, this year has kicked ass. No question that it was the best year
of my life and that I crammed in way more than I thought was possible. I
made some of the best friends of my life and saying goodbye was the worst
part of the year. I have so many people to thank for all of that, and I’d love
to thank you all individually, but so many people have contributed to my
life in Canada that I’d be here forever if I did. So to all those people, thank
you so much for driving me, waiting for me, teaching me, answering my
endless questions, searching for me when I was lost, lending me your skins/
gloves/sunglasses, sharing a tent/pots/dinner, taking photos, laughing with
me, partying with me, singing with me, showing me this beautiful part of
the world and making my time here so special. I’ll be back. I don’t know
when yet, but I think that much is certain.

VOC! Photo: Adriana Muja
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uSefuL PeRSoN 2003-2013
Roland Burton

A

nybody discovering the true awesomeness of the Varsity Outdoor
Club couldn’t help but want to be involved. But the VOC is a “student run club” and by the time I realized I wanted to be involved, I was no
longer a student. I wasn’t eligible to be on the exec. No problem, I just made
up an unoicial exec position for myself. here’s lots of things that can be
done to make the club run more smoothly, and I chose helping people to
join and welcoming new members, leading trips (everybody wants to be
entertained), helping out with gear, and working on our real estate arm, the
VOC Huts.
As an unoicial exec, I attended exec meetings. I was not there to change
the direction of the club, but to ind out where it was going so I could tell the
members. Oten I could provide a bit of historical perspective, because due
to rapid turnover, the club has no memory. I could talk about things that
happened in the ancient past, things that nobody knew about.
Why would I want to be a Useful Person, anyway? I have only begun
to understand this recently. Most of us have a need, weak or strong, to be
needed. Sometimes this need seems to be satisied by raising a family. Maybe my parents told me that I was useless, and I’ve been trying to prove them
wrong. Anyways, once I retired (UBC told me I wasn’t useful any more), my
need to be useful increased. he Brew Hut got built around then. Of course
this is not an oicial explanation. How do we know why we do what we do?
his year has been a challenge. I am getting less tough, unlike most of
our members. I have proposed some pretty good trips and then bailed on
them, so that somebody else had to lead. I can’t even remember the names
of most of the ladies in the club, so I’m not very useful with membership
and gear any more. My skiing isn’t very graceful and my skis aren’t very fat.
I’m not good for carrying heavy things like windows up to our Huts, but
at least I can still ind the huts. And I get bored at exec meetings, because
many things get discussed but few things get accomplished.
he club seems to be evolving at a fast pace, with several trends more
noticeable to people who attend exec meetings. Signing up new members
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in the Fall still takes a lot of time, though Marius has designed a lovely semiautomated system. Our parent governing body, the AMS, told us that we
no longer had leader liability insurance, so we spent a lot of efort getting
that sorted out. he VOC appears to have become basically a merchandising outlet, with everything from guidebooks to socks being more-or-less
available for sale to members. Cheap, and Reduce, Reuse and Recycle seem
to have dropped out of fashion. Kayaking has evolved from an occasional
event to regular pool sessions, with lots of newcomers being introduced.
While tele skiing is still popular, we are seeing a lot of people with AT gear,
and they seem to be mostly skiing harder lines, though powder still rules.
Avalanche courses remain popular, and there’s even talk of limiting trip attendance to people who have taken a course, but that’s not in my vision of
being inclusive and introducing people to the outdoors. he balance between organizing events that introduce people to the outdoors, and events
that require a lot of competence, continues. We can always use more leaders, and hopefully we create them faster than we consume them. he money people donate to the club for using our huts, seems to cover the cost of
maintenance, and then some. How to heat our huts (mostly Phelix), to stop
them from deteriorating, or dissolving in mold, has not been addressed.
How long is the term of oice of a Useful Person? Not being elected, I
don’t expire at the end of the year. But I am becoming a lot less useful. Anybody else want to take on this job? Should have been around for a while.
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